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DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

I: INTRODUCTION

Emmanuel College has written software in support of various

studies of magnetospheric particles using data from instruments

flown on a series of Air Force satellites. We have designed

data base structures suitable for detailed analysis of this data

.a-d have written support software for graphic presentation of the

oes.ts of these studies.

II: DATA REDUCTION

Satellite data is delivered to AFGL and the basic data

reduction is done by AFGL person nel and other organizations under

contract to AFGL. The result is a series of data base tapes

sorted by time for each instrument flown. Emmanuel College has

written programs to interface with these data base tapes for each

of a series of six satellite instruments during the course of

this contract as outlined below.

I!.! DMSP F2 satellite, J/3 instrument

The J/3 instrument is a cylindrical plate electrostatic

analvser which records precipitating electrons from 50 ev to 20

Kev uver 16 channels. The DMSP satellite is a polar orbiting

satellite and the data has been used in a series of statistical

studies of auroral precipitation and polar rain. We wrote a

program to interface with the data base for this instrument,

designed the data structures for the statistical studies and
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processed all the available data for these studies.

11.2 DMSP F4 satellite, J/3 instrument.

This instrument was almost identical to the above J/3

instrument and the interface program for it was modified to

support both instruments. For most of the stat-i°ical studies,

the data from the two instruments were merged.

11.3 P78i satellite, J/3 instrument.

The interface program for the F2 satellite was also modified

to read data from this satellite data base. A limited set of

this data was used in the statistical studies.

11.4 DMSP F6 satellite, J/4 instrument.

The J/4 instrument sampled both precipitating ions and

electrons between 30 ev and 20 Key with twenty channels for each

species. We wrote a program to interface with this data base and

designed data structures to allow statistical studies.

I!.'- DMSP F7 satellite, J/4 instrument.

This instrument was almost identical to the one above ar<

the F6 interface proaram was modified t -- ad the F7 data bnse.

Duta from the two satellites was merged for most of the

statistical studies.

11.6 DMSP F7 satellite, J* instrument.

The J* instrument was a 4 channel dosimeter sensitive to

high energy ions and electrons. The data generated was coarse,

but suitable for some cosmic radiation studies and monitoring of



the trapped radiation belts. A program was written to interface

with this data base.

Ill. DATA ANALYSIS

Emmanuel College provided programming support for and was

actively involved in a series of studies of magnetospheric

particle precipitation using data from the instruments

summarized in section II above as outlined below.

III.1 Auroral Boundary studies.

The auroral oval is a dynamic phenomena resulting from

charged particles precipitating into the ionosphere and its size

and location is seisitive to geomagnetic and solar radiation

activity. The polar orbiting DMSP satellites cross the boundary

into or out of the auroral oval twice per orbit for both the

North and South geomagnetic poles. Using the electron data from

the F2 satellite, we developed an algorithm for precisely

locating this crossing. By accumulating a large sample and

sorting it by Geomagnetic Latitude, Magnetic Local Time, and

geomagnetic activity as measured by the standard Kp index, we

were successful in statistically parametizing its spacial

behavior.

The parameterization resulted in a self-consistent set of 24

linear equations, giving Geomagnetic Latitude as a function ot Kp

for any selected Magnetic Local Time. B/ inverting the process,

each orbit gives four direct observations of geomagnetic

activity. Since this information is available in near real

3



time, it has proved to be of high value to the Air Force.

The entire F2 data set was processed through this algorithm

and the results delivered to AFGL. They were subsequently

published as an activity index. The original algorithm was

later optimized for each instrument in the DMSP series (F2, F4,

F6, and F7) to give real time coverage over the span of this

contract.

A computer program "AWSAA" written and delivered to AFGL as

a product in support of this algorithm. A program maintenance

manual was also delivered. This program was also installed on

the computer system at AFGWC.

111.2 Auroral Oval Maps

As a generalization of the above concept, we designed a data

base structure such that the entire oval could be parameterized.

We were successful in sorting the DMSP electron data by

geomagnetic activity (as indicated by Kp) over the entire polar

region into a large Geomagnetic Latitude, Magnetic Local Time

g9 id. We accumulated each channel of electron data and

statistical information for each bin so that the statistically

average spectra was effectively developed as a function of

spacial position and activity. We wrote programs for graphic

summaries of the results and this was the basis for several

publications.

A program AWSAB was written and delivered to AFGL along with

a program maintenance manual as a finished product in support of

this algorithm. This program was also installed on the computer

.4



system at AFGWC.

111.3 Polar Rain Studies

Polar Rain refers to the precipitation occurring inside the

Auroral oval. The precipitation levels in this region are orders

of magnitude less intense than those occurring within the oval-

Since this region is of high interest to the scientific

community, the methods developed in 111.2 above were applied to

the high latitude portions of the polar regions. Because of the

low radiation levels to be dealt with, special care was given to

eliminating instrument noise and methods had to be developed to

prevent contamination from the intense portion of the Auroral

oval. This study resulted in several publications.

5



HARDWARE

LABORATORY

The small cryo-pumped thermal vacuum chamber at Emmanuel

was used several times to test and diagnose spacecraft

hardware including IMPS sub-assemblies and the J4 sensor for

the DMSP satellite. The prototype ion source was briefly

tested and then remove. to deliver to APGL for further work.

ELECTRONICS

Work has continued on the IMPS SESA Dill'. The prototype

processing boards were tested using the Compaq portable

computer for the GSE. Software for the processing of tho

real time data stream was written and tested. The intera,:

for the SPACE particle correlator portion of the .'xperlmC,,t

was re-worked and the DPU interface requirements; were

provided to Dr. Paul (;ongh, our British co-inves ticatur.

The IMPS Interface Control Document (ICD)), the

Investigation Requir ments Document (IRD), and the Polici(-;

and Requirements (PAR) documents were revised and ,!pdated to

reflect the latest IMPS status. Because of the shutt ie

delays and re-scheduling, as well as other problems with the

IMPS carrier definition, this project seems to be slowing

down. Because there may be a period of little or no activity

on this experiment, the d-cumentation was reviewed, expanded,

and archived so that when work is again accelerated, the



documentation will be sufficient to allow prompt recovery of

the latest status.

CRESS/LEPA

Integration and environmental testing of the CRESS

satellite by Ball Aerospace at their Boulder, Colorado

faicility has continued during this quarter. The Physics

Research Division provided direct support of these tests at

BASD. The LFPA experiment was our direct responsibility and

the GSE and software for these tests also provided data

le ommutat lon for the PROTEL and dosimeter experiments.

everal t r pa; to hAS, were made to pr ov e t hef neces ary

'uJpport of tlhe KIRF> integration and environmentals.

Delivery" of SNll occurred un Januiry 8, 1987. The unit

was; delivered t, RCA in New Jersey and integrated with the

s- pacecraft.

SNIO wais returned to us for refurbishment prior to

launch. New channeltrons were installed and the instrument

underwent full electrical and environmental tests. A full

particle calibration was performed at the AFGI, calibration

facility. The instrument was then delivered to Vandenberg

Air Force Base for final integration on the spacecraft.

SN12, SNI3, and SN14 were assembled, electrically tested

and delivered to AFGL.
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THEORY

The work of Kahler has dealt primarily with the solar

sources of both energetic particles and interplanetary

shocks. Observations of coronal mass ejections (CMEs)

obtained with the Solwind coronagraph on the P78-I satellite

were used cxtensively in this analysis. In one study the

association between CMEs and type II radio bursts was studied

in detail. In two papers the relationship between solar

energetic particles an,' CMEs was investigated. A correlaticu

has been found between peak energetic proton fluxes ,nd the

-speeds of CMEs. Solnr particle events rich Ln 'le were also

investigated. They are not associated with (7lEs or with

type II bursts, in contrast to normal energetic particle

events. 3He-rich events appear to be prod' d along with

energetic electrons in the corona and to have little to do

with underlying 1t:;,  or X-ray flare event-. Ano)ther topic cf

interest has been solar energetic particle events with weak

flare signatures. One event, on December ', 1981, was

studied in detail. A particle event and interplanetarv sho k

were produced by the eruption of a quiescent filament well

away from any active region. In a follow-up study six cae, 

of energetic particle events and interplacetary shocks

arising from quiescent filament eruption:; were studied in

detail. Work has also been carried out to investigate the

properties of shock-associated kilometric radio bursts and

the associations of these bursts with energetic particle

events. In general, the work described here has been the

_ _ mmmm W , mlll
i ra
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result of collaborative programs set up with investigators at

the Naval Research Laboratory and Goddard Space Flight

Center.
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CORONAL MASS FJECTIONS

S. Kahler

Physics Research Division, Emmanuel College, Boston HA 02115

Introduction the two sets of observations are somewhat
complementary. The large numbers of Solwind (Es

While the first coronal mass ejections (CMEs) have proved to be well suited for statistical
were observed with the OSO-7 white light corona- studies, but detailed studies of individual
graph (Tousey, 1973), it was the Skylab corona- Solwind CdEs are limited by the relatively coarse
graph observations that clearly established Qies spatial resolution of 1.25 arc min. The compara-
as an important component of solar coronal tively fewer C/P OiEs were observed with a
physics. CiEs have been defined by Hundhausen et superior spatial resolution of 10 arc sec, and
al.(198

4
a) as observable changes in coronal many were observed with an Ha filter to isolate

structures occurring on time scales of minutes to cool prominence material. As a result, many of
hours and involving new, discrete bright features the C/P studies have focussed on details of
in the field of view. Although only a fraction individual events. Images of C/P and Solwind
of all observed coronal activity, CMEs are of 04Es are shown in Figures I and 2.
interest because they involve discrete additions The Solwind and C/P observations are comple-
of mass and magnetic fields to the solar wind. mented by additional CME observations in 'he
These large coherent structures, observed to inner (< 2 Ro ) and outer (> 10 Ro ) corona. The
expand to many times the diameter ,f the sun as HAO K-coronameter at Mauna Los, Hawaii, observes
they moved outward into interplanetary space not in the near infrared at an altitude range of 1.2-
only provided a fascinating new phenomenon for 2.2 Re, while a prominence monitor simultaneousl/
study, but were also perceived as the -missing records disk and limb Ho Images (Fisher and
link- between solar flares and geomagnetic storms Poland, 1981). 1hese observations have been made
(1lundhausen et al., 1984b). In addition, they routinely since before the SKM mission. Observa-
constitute the most energetic phenomena known to tions of CiEs in the interplanetary medium have
occur in the solar system (Gergely. 1986b). The been made by the zodiacal light photometers on
Skylab data base consisted of 77 CMbs obsetved the Hellos 2 spacecraft (Jackson and Leinert,
during 1973-74, about 3 years prior to solar 1985). Data from three scanning photometers are
minimum (Munro eL al., 1979). A summary of the converted into low resolution images of CiEs over
Skylab results was provided by MacQueen (1980). the north ecliptLc hemisphere. CMF observations

Data sets from two orbiting coronagraphs have are made at distances of several tenths of an AU
dominated the studies of CMEs during the past from the sun and can even be made from within the
quadrennium. The Solwind coronagraph, provided CME Itself.
by the Naval Research Laboratory, was flown on The topic a1 CMEs has been reviewed a number
the P78-i satellite and is described by Sheeley of times over the past quadrennium. Dryer (1982)
CL al.(1980). Solwind observations of more than and Steinolfson (1985) stressed the theories ut
1200 CMEs were obtained from Harch 28, 1979 ontii CME initiation and notion and the relationship 4

the destruction of the spacecraft by the U.S. Air CMEs to shocks. The latter topic was also
Force In an antLi-satellite test on September 13, reviewed by Schwenn (1986). Rust (1983) dis-
1985 (Marshall, 1985). The other coronagraph, cussed CMEs as a part of his quadrennial revic

the coronagraph-polarimeter (C/P) on the Solar of solar activity, and Hundhausen et al.(1984.b)
Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite was provided by took a historical approach to CMEs and their
the High Altitude Observatory and is described by Interplanetary effects. Reviews of Wagner
MacQueen et al.(1980). It obtained observation!, (1984), Fisher (1984), Low (1986), and Hildner

of about 70 CMEs from March 1980 until the (198o) have discussed the general properties ot
instrument failed In September 1980. The C/P was CMEs, while the CME chapter of the SMM Worksh,.p
repaired on April 12, 1984 (Maran and Woodgate, Proceedings (Hildnet et al., 1986) treats event
1984) and has continued to function well to the case histories and some recent modelling in
present time on what is now called the SMM-2 detail.
satellite. We will review recent work on CMIls by addres-

The C/P views the corona in square azimuthal sing, in rough order, the three fundamental
sectors from 1.6 to about 6 R., while Solwind questions about CMEs (Hildner et al., 1986): (1)
observed the entire corona from 2.5-10 Ro . how are CIEs initiated in the low corona, (2) how
Solwind used one broad white-light waveband and are CMEs propelled through the low corona, and
two Polaroid rings at 5 and 8 R. to detect (3) what are the manifestations of CMEs in
polarization. The C/P, on the other hand, has a interplanetary space?
number of filters with different bandpasses, but
most CiEs have been observed in a single wideband Rates and Associations
filter. Although the two instruments overlapped
in time coverage, fields of view, and wavebands, Hildner et al.(1976) found a good correlation

between Skylab C-ME production and sunspot number.
Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union. The additional fact that nearly all the Skylab

CiEs lay In the active region latitudes within
Paper number 7R0080. 45* of the equator (Hildner, 1977) suggested that
8755-1209/87/007R-0080$15.OO the stronger and more complex magnetic fields of

The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and sell this report.

Permission for further reproduction by others must be obtained from 663 10
the copyright owner.



664 Kahler: Coronal Mass Ejections

OCEs called streamer blowouts were found to occur
at the same rate during both eras and to be the
most numerous type of (HE In 1984-85.

The 1984-85 C/P CMEs also show substantially
slower speeds and lower occurrence rates in
comparison with the restated Skylab and 1980 C/P
values (Hundhausen, 1986), as shown in Table 1.
Contrary to the NRL group (Howard et al., 1986).
Hundhausen finds no simple relationship between
sunspot number and (ME rate since the Skylab and
1984-85 C/P rates differ by a factor of - 4 for
similar sunspot numbers. He finds that the 1984-
85 C/P (MEs occurred over the belt of coronal
helmet streamers. The tilted magnetic dipole
defined by this belt evolved slowly in 1984-85
but rapidly during Skylab. suggesting coronal
evolution as the crucial factor in the CHE
occurrence rate. Howard et al.(1986) and

Hundhausen (1986) both find that 1984-85 CMEs are
confined to low (< 45") latitudes (Figures 3 and
5), but they seriously disagree on the angular
spans. During 1980 both derive an average (OHE

Figure I. A C/P loop CME centered at a latitude anularn o980 buth siniantly
angular span of - 40%, but with significantly

of N87 on the east limb. The sun-centered different distributions. The 1984-85 Solwind
occulting disk radius is 1.6 Ro . The bright angular spans are substantially reduced, but the
inner loop is the eruptive prominence. From 1984-85 C/P values remain similar to those of
Ilundhausen et al.(198

4
a) both Skylab and the 1980 C/P values (Table 1).

The disagreements between the Solwind and C/P

active regions were an essential ingredient for results may arise partly from the different

CMEs. They speculated that at the maximum of the radial fields of view of the instruments or from

solar cycle the CME rate would be substantially the different techniques used to produce the O(E
increased, by about a factor of 4, along with the
average sunspot number.

Analysis of the C/P CMEs from SMM-1 showed
that they were more uniformly distributed in
latitude than were those of Skylab (Hundhausen et
al., 1

9
8
4
a; Hundhausen, 1986), as shown in Figure

3, and that high latitude (> 45*) CMEs were not
systematically different (Sime, 1986). The
observed occurrence rate, corrected for effective
observing time, was 0.87 CME/day, only a 20%

increase over the recalculated Skylab rate of
0.74 CME/day (Hundhausen et al., 1984a), and
contrary to the prediction of Hildner et al.
(1976). Howard et al.(1985) compiled statistics .

on 998 Soiwind CMEs observed during 1979-81.
They found no obvious relation between CME
occurrences and sunspot number on time scales of
7 to 180 days. Their occurrence rate was 1.8
OIlE/day for all CIEs (double that derived for the

C/P data) and 0.9 CE/day for the 56% of the
sample they judged as -major" OlEs. Webb (1986)
has used the longitude distributions of Ho
flares with type II bursts to correct for CMEs

near central meridian unobserved by the C/P and
Solwind instruments. Ilis corrected rates become a ,

1.5 CME/day for the C/P and 2.1 CME/ day for all

the Soiwind QIEs.
The availability of 1984-85 Solwind data has

enabled the NRL group (Sheeley et al., 1986;
Howard et al., 1986) to compare CHE occurrence

rates near solar maximum with those near solar @
minimum using only Solwind data. They found not
only a substantially lower rate of 0.2-0.4
CHE/day during 1984-85, but also a correlation
between average annual sunspot number and average

annual occurrence rate close to that found by
Hildner et al.(1976) and shown in Figure 4. The
1984-85 CHEs had substantially smaller angular Figure 2. Solwind difference images of 6 of the
widths, speeds, and energies than those of 10 structural classes of Howard et al.(1985).
1979-81 (Figure 5 and Table 1). The class of The field of view extends from 2.5 to 8 Ro .

11



Kahler: Coronal Mass Ejections 665

HISTOGRAMS OF CME LOCATIONS element for the origin of COEs. Wagner (1984)
has claimed that a large frac'Ion (> 30%) of CHEs

0.3 197374. Skylab constitute a separate c
l
ass which leave no

77 Measuiemnts detectable near-surface signature. Such CMEs
02 Munro&Soms(1985) could well be from behind the limb, and some

0. associations may be missed due to accelerations
of ClEs (MacQueen, 1985). Since Wagner's claim

0.0 * 1 I I 1 I is not supported in detail, the size of this

0. - class of events, if It exists at all, must be
'984 smm considered unknown (see also Webb and Hundhausen,

0.2 ma1986).

0A Theoretical Work

00 The theoretical approach to treating COEs has
0,3F 1984. SMM been reviewed in detail by Rosner et al.(1986).

3 02Measuements The basic Froblem is to explain the properties of
DiEs by treating them as a tLime-dependent

0 QII magnetohydrodynamic (HHD) process in a /r
2

gravitational field. Since the estimated
00 ' gravitational potential energy of a DIE can

06 - 1985. SMM sometimes exceed the total kinetic energy,40Measurements gravity is considered important in the physical

05- treatment. Although the observational uncertain-
04- ties are often substantial, COEs above 2-3 Ro

tend to approach a constant speed (MacQueen and

03- Fisher, 1983) which, despite the importance of
gravity, is sometimes veil below that of the

02- gravitational escape speed.

01__Three main approaches can be identified in CHE
theory (Rosher et al., 1986). One employs

00 numerical codes to treat the MHD equations with
90" 60 -30 0 30 60 90 freely prescribed initial and boundary condi-

APPARENT CENTRAL LATITUDE OF CME's Lions, usually consisting of a potential magnetic

Figure 3. Distributions of the apparent solar field and hydrostatic atLmosphere. These models
latitudes of CHEs measured from Skylab and SMl have attempted to use pressure pulses, usually
data. From 1lundhausen (1936). based on associated flare X-ray flux profiles, to

drive the ejections (Dryer, L982). The models
are well developed in the sense that numerous

images. Solwind CuEs are evaluated by using comparisons with observed CHEs have been done
subtracted images and the C/P CtEs primarily by (e.g., Wu et al., 1983b). However, the credi-
direct images. Resolution of these disagreements bility of this approach has been challenged for
is recognized as an urgent goal but a nasty several reasons. In the first place, the
problem. magnetic field in these models has acted to

On a shorter time scale, Wagner and Wagner retard rather than propel the ODE (Rust et al.,
(1984) considered the distribution of Lime 1980). A recent parametric study using several
intervals between successive CHEs observed by multipole potential fields (Hildner et al., 1986)

Skylab and SHH-I. The shortest time bin (0-10
hr) showed a deficit of cases for those CHEs
separated by < 60* and a surplus of cases for
those CHEs widely separated (120"-180*). They
interpreted those results as indicating, respec-
tively, a temporary suppression of subsequent
CMEs from a given region and a global coherence
to CME occurrence. However, the 0-10 hr time bin
consists of only 21 events, so their result is
not statistically compelling.

About 66% of the C/P (4Es observed in 1980
could be temporally and spatially associated with
some form of solar activity (erupting promin-
ences, Ho flares, X-ray events, and type 11 and
IV radio bursts) (Webb, 1986; Webb and HIund- 0s
hausen, 1986). This is slightly lower than the
78% of the Skylab DiEs, recalculated from Munro
et al.(1976). For both epochs the (IE associ- ..........
ation with erupting prominences (- 80% of the
associated CHEs) was about twice the association 0 40 0 0 10 0 1'0 140 10
with Ha flares. There is also evidence that AVZR AC SUNSPOT NUMSZR

the CME. track prominences better than flares in Figure 4. Variation of the Solwind CME occur-
both latitude and occurrence frequency, estab- rence rates with sunspot number. From Howard
lishing eruptive prominences as a fundamental et al.(986).

12
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' 0rri saTABLE 1. Average Properties of Observed CMEs
- Sunspot Daily Rate Speed Angular

Number (events) km/s Span

. 1973-74 Skylab 33 0.55 (77) 340 42'
veto CWOO 1980 C/P 150 0.8 (74) 340 41, , 1984-85 C/P 25 0.15 (75) 160 38"

S1979-81 Solwlnd 150 1.8 (998) 472 45'
1984-85 Solwind 25 0.3 (59) 208 24'

°o s as as ,o S N i

SSPAN MG A (M) without the need to restrict the treatment to one
rF00 dimension in space; in fact, a three-dimensional

model is feasible. For a certain radial sym-
metric velocity field function only a single

,, o *, *o -a -e * .. a MHD equation needs to be solved. Physically,

c€oT,1snAo iAc COCO coronal flows result when bound coronal struc-

Figure 5. The speeds, angular spans and central tures become gravitationally unstable and break

latitudes of the 1979-81 Solwind CMEs (left) away. The natural tendency for plasma to expand
in the solar wind can then no longer be resisted

an.(1985, 1986). by gravity and magnetic tension. Self-similar
al.(185, 186).solutions show that In all cases the flow speeds

become asymptotically constant as the Lorentz

has shown that reasonable pressure pulses in forces and pressure gradients act to balance

potential magnetic fields can not result in CHEs. gravity. No additional "driving- force Is
Second, as we discuss later, recent observations required. Low (1

9
8
4
a) showed that various types

have shown that the flare pressure pulses used in of magnetic field configurations in the outflow
the model are not relevant to the CHEs. Third, could generally match commonly observed CME
the models may not be successful in reproducing structures. His view is essentially an inversion
several fundamental features of CEs. Sime et of the usual approach to CHEs in that he con-

al.(198
4
) attacked the numerical pressure pulse siders the ejection of material from the corona

model presented in Dryer et ai.(1979) by claiming to be the normal situation and the confinement ut
that the numerical models generally failed to coronal material by closed magnetic fields as
explain three features common to 5 Skylab CH1is: closer to an *event".
(1) more material at the flanks than the tops of Adoption of the self-similar viewpoint
the CMEs; (2) a large region of depleted density suggests that we seek initiation of a (ME in

below the loops; and (3) a lack of lateral Motion
in the CME legs late in the events. In the
debate on the merits of these claims Dryer and Wu 0

(1985) and Sime et al.(1985) found no common X
ground. 2/

The second theoretical approach is one in >i Flore >

which CHEs are treated as magnetic loops sub- -
jected to internal (e.g., Houschovias and Poland. 0
1978) or external (e.g., Anzer and Pneuman, 1982) - Precrso :
magnetic forces that drive the loops outward. i?>- /M
Analytic approximations are made to the MlD n /
equations in these models. However, Yeh (1982) --

pointed out that the magnetic forces act essen-
tially perpendicular to the loop axis, resulting TIME

-

in a loop volume expansion but not in the
translational motion characteristic of CMEs.
Thermal pressure gradients are necessary for thei Fiore-Sie

proper description of the buoyant driving force Precursor Arch
of the loop even in a low beta plasma (Rosner et
al., 1986). To account for the motion of CIEs

Yeh (1985, 1986a,b) has subsequently proposed a CME
theory of hydromagnetic buoyancy force, the major C 1
part of which is the diamagnetic force, resulting
from the interaction between internal and kM

external currents. The magnetic stress in the Limb

peripheral layer of an Immersed body is spatially
transformed into thermal stress in the interior. -105 km
The force density associated with that thermal

stress overcomes gravity to provide the driving
force of a flux rope.

The newest approach In OiE theory is that of
Low (1984a), who has applied the principle of Figure 6. A temporal (above) and spatial
self-similar MHD to CMEs. Mathematically, the (below) schematic of the relationship of the
MHD equations become analytically tractible by flare-associated CME to the precursor X-ray
the introduction of a similarity variable which arch and subsequent flare as derived by
couples the time and radial distance parameters Harrison (1986).

13
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00I associated CMEs, is based on three cases for
_-'' 841I98ItFi which SMM precursor and flare X-ray burst images

155/9815F- and C/P CKE observations were obtained. Although

ESCAPESP!EED additional supporting cases have been claimed
(Simnett and Harrison, 1984), there are apparent-

"-- - 23598OF ly only 4 more cases with Incomplete spatial349/1981F) L -observations that are consistent with this

I4/198 17/I scenario (Harrison et al., 1985). Harrison

241/1981 X (1986) argues against the alternative interpre-
tation that the CuE launch occurred during the

subsequent X-ray flare. In that case either the
/-1 acceleration profile would be unrealistic, or the

175d1982 starting altitude would be so high (- 0.66 Ro)
E that the onset would be observable with the MaunaZ O0 .._ Loa coronagraph, contrary to experience (Fisher
wL 191/192 and Munro, 1984). When the CuE reaches a height

S/1980 of - 0.5 R., a flare occurs in the primary
V 2811980 footpoint of the arch. This suggests that the

resulting flare will be positioned near one leg,
rather than near the center, of the angle

subtended by the 01E. A comparison of the

position of the Ila flare with the angular

extent of the associated C(E for 51 flare-

associateJ C-MEs revealed a similarly strong

1 tendency for the flare to occur near one leg ;t

the QE (HarrIs n, 1966; Harrison and SilCHtt
1986).

These observations suggest that the flare Is

triggered by condiLionS subsequent to t'e (NlE
10 12 14 i6 18 20 22 24 launch and is not directly responsibl,, for

HEIGHT (r/R,) driving the CME, contrary to the requirements of
pressure pulse models (Wu et al., 1983). CliverFigure 7. Radial speeds of 12 CMEs as aela.98)dsuedaceo afr-

funcion f hight Th flae-asociL~det al.(1983) discussed a case of a flare-
function of height. The flare-associated associated CME which produced a very energetic
events are designated (F); others are prom- CE > 500 HeY) particle event but was associated

Inence-associated. From MacQueen and Fisher(E>50cVpatlevntbtwssoctc
(n-so d Fwith a faint impulsive microwave burst. In

(1983). addition, nonflare CMEs associated with n:-

detectible impulsive phase, but with ,jfIliLt

unstable magnetostatic states of the corona. Low speeds to res:ult In interplanetary shocks, were
(1984b) has studied the stability of large-scale discussed by Kahler eL al.(1986) and Cane ct al.
magnetostatic structures, and Wolfson and Gould (1986). These events all show a fundsental

(1985) found that magnetostatLic equilibria can incompatability with the requirements of the

disappear when the corona is loaded with an pressure-pulse models.

excess mass corresponding to that characteristic Harrison's (1986) scenario places the soures

of CMEs. Pneuman (1984b) has considered a CHE of flare-associated CIEs in large X-ray arches
initiation mechanism in which a loop structure is connecting different active regiona. Since toe
constricted at its base by external forces, magnetic fields in these arches may b.' close t,

potential and lie roughly perpendiclIar to he

Observations of COE Development underlying neutral lines, it is not clear how
active regicn promincnces, which lie in or -I3"

Comparisons between the development of CMEs cent to the active regions in highly sheared

and that of associated disk prominences or flares fields, can bc an Integral part of many observe,:

can provide clues to the causal agents of CMEs. CIEs. It Is also unclear why tie precllrsor burst
Only a few C/P CMEs have been compared In detail arch structure should again be observable - I hr
with Ha and other disk observations. Wagner after the flare onset If it had earlier erultel
et al.(1983) found near simultaneity between the to form the COE. McCabe et al.(1986) observed a

eruption of a prominence and the deduced depar- similar arch structure following an unusual flar,-
ture time of the associated C1E. An early in which the active region filament did not
assessment of flare-associated CMEs (Wagner, erupt. In that case, a flare spray was ejected
1983) Indicated that (ME departure times preceded in a highly ronradial direction from one end of
flare onsets. Recently, Harrison (1986) has the filament channel, giving rise to a CHE. The
found that CMEs appear to leave the solar surface precursor arch structures also appear slmilar to
during weak, soft X-ray bursts preceding subse- the post-flare arches considered by Svestka

quent associated flares by tens of minutes (1984) to be brightenings of preexisting struc-
(Figure 6). The precursor X-ray brightening has tures rather than newly formed features. The
a large spatial scale size of - 10

5 
km. The basic role of the precursor arches in the

extent, location, and morphology of the CHE are development of flare-associated CMEs has yet to
consistent with the CME launch occurring during a be defined.
destabilization of the precursor arch. This The first appearance of a ClE in the low
result, which applies only to flare-associated corona is that of a bright arch, followed by a
CuEs, rather than the more numerous prominence- dark depletion region (Fisher, 1984). Occasion-

11.
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ally the arch is not well developed until it has pre-existing structures while flare-associated
reached - 1.5 Ro, in which case one initially CMEs result from complications due to energy and

sees a "dark transient", after which the leading mass injection from a compact source.
arch brightens. Ml1ing and Iundhausen (1985) Anzer and Pneuman (1982) and Cane et al.(1986)
combined the HAO K-coronameter and C/P obser- have suggested the contrary view of a broad
vations of a single common looplike ClE to deduce spectrum of CM sources ranging from large flares

its basic structural components. The pre-event In complex active regions to eruptions of
structures consisting of the prominence, over- quiescent prominences well outside active
lying coronal cavity, and ambient corona first regions. These events would then differ only by
become prominence, depleted mound, and bright degree, rather than by kind, as in the view of
outer rim in the K-coronameter images and then MacQueen and Fisher and Sime.
bright core, intervening dark shell, and outer Large, faint regions of enhanced brightness
loop in the C/P images. Enough mass is observed known as "forcrunnezs- were found to border the
in the ambient corona above the prominence to Skylab CMEs (Jackson and Hildner, 1978). The
account for the loop seen in the C/P, supporting upper boundaries of forerunners maintained a
earlier Skylab results (e.g., Hildr.ar et al., constant offset of 1-2 Ro from the CHE where they

1975). blended into the coronal background. They are
Bright cores of material, presumed to be the considered of significance because the volume of

remnants of iha prominences, have been seen in corona encompassed by the forerunner is much

about one third of all C/P mass ejections (Webb larger than that of the following CIE. Recently,
and lIundhausen, 1986) but in only about 1.51 of Karpen and ltoward (198b) have challenged the view
the Solwind images at the 4.0 R. polarizer ring that the forerunner is an entity separate from
position (Howard et al., 1985). This suggests the CDIE. In their analysis of the brightness
that the Iln material is either ionized or contour maps of 44 Solwind CMEs they fourd that
rarefied substanttally an it moves outward in the the apparent presence of the forerunner depenhed

E. Illing and Athay (19W analyzed the Vo on whether the contour plots were linear, asi

and continuum C/P observations of t CME promi- Jackson and Il[ldner used, or logarithmic. The
nences. The densities of - 108 cm

-3
, compared Solwind difference images include the forerunners

to typical pre-eruptive densities of 0I
1 1 

cm
- 3  

as part of the COIF. Itself, in contrast to the
indicate volume expansions bv a factor of 10

3
. Skylah film images.

The decreased density was the primary factor in The relicionship between CMi's and their
the calculated high levels of hydrogen ionization coronal environment is the subject of several
of 90 to 99t. In one event the estimated mass of wotks. Illitig (1984) has reported on a CMF. which
- .5xlO

16 
gm, and increased g'ravitational pushed aside preexisting streamers, and lllig

potential energy of - 3x1O
31 

err, of the promi- and lfundhausen (1986) describe a loop CME thait
nence matched or exceeded thoise of the remaining completely disrupted a helmet streamer. The
white light material (Athay and Iling, 1986; streamer increased in brightness for two day',

line and iundhausen, 1986). before the underlying prominence erupted.
The kinematic properties at 12 inner coronal Portions of the streamer above the loop dhowed no

(1.2-2.4 Ro ) loop OlEs were examined by MacQueen change until passed by the loop. The DIE loop
and F1sher (1983). At first the lateral and material appered to come only from the streamer
radial speeds of CM1s are ibout equal. When the itself. After DIE passage the region of the

leading edge reaches - 1.5 Ro, the lateral extent helmet streamer was depleted. A similar but -ore
tends 'o remain fixed for the event duration. complex event was discussed by Low and 1undhansen
When the radial speeds were plotted as a function (1986). These events are probably examples ot

of distance from sun center (Figure 7), a clear the IF class ioward et al.(19M5 ) call streamer
dlineation between flare- and prominence- hblowouts. While CHEs clearly pertuJrb local

associated events was found. Flare-associated coronal condftions, they appear to be ini Io o-d

Ve"nts show .,lgher speeds with little evidence of in return by tile prevailing coronal magnletic
acceleration; prominence-associated events are ihelds and flow conditions. MacQoeen eL ii.

characterized by lower speeds and observable (1986) measured an average 2.2" equatorwrd
accelerations. MacQueen and Fisher offer the deflection for Skylab CMls buL no significanLt
following hypothesis. Flare-associated ClEs are deviation from radial motion for C/' CMIKs ,t Lhe
producerd In impulsive accelerations acting over SMM-I epoch. They suggest that near sunspot

small spatial (0.2 Ro ) and temporal (( It) sin) minimum the dominant large-scale dipolar field
regimes, while prominence-associated CMEs are directs CMEs toward the solar equator, but the
subjected to significant accelerations over less ordered global fields of solar maximum
extended distances and times. A fundamental activity result in little or no equatorward net

difference between the two kinds of CMEs is forces.
implied in the proffered hypothesis. Because MacQueen and Cole (1985) have examined the
many CiEs are associated with both prominences development of loop breadth and total length for

and flares (Webb and itundhausen, 1986), there is nine Looplike CdMEs. The total loop length L was
some ambiguity about the flare and prominence well fitted by the relationship I. = aR

1"
, where

associations of the MacQueen and Fisher study. R is the radial height, and loop breadth h by
However, supporting evidence for two classes of h - bR

0-4 8
, but with substantial scatter.

CMEs comes from a study by Sime (1986) showing MacQueen and Cole found this latter result
that looplike CMEs are preferentially associated inconsistent with the requirements of models of
with prominence eruptions and the less ordered magnetically expelled loops (Mouschovias and

non-loop CiEs associated with flares. In his Poland, 1978), compressive waves (Dryer, 1982),
view loop-type CMEs reflect the outward motion of anti self-similar flows (Low, l

9 84
a). Although
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Illng (1984) found five features of an expanding with a symmetry axis perpendicular to the limb
tiE to be consistent with self-similar flows, the (Fisher and Munro, 1984). As a result, the
velocity field of a complex CME examined by Low bubble geometry is now favored for CMEs (Wagner,
and Hundhausen (1986) showed Important departures 1984).
from strictly self-similar flow. Metric type IV bursts are sometimes seen in

The association between CuEs and X-ray flare association with CMEs. With several assumptions
events was investigateo by Sheeley et al.(198

3
). about the statistics of CIEs and type IV bursts,

They found that the probability of a CHE associ- Cergely (1986a,b) concluded that the mean speed
ation with an X-ray flare increases with the of moving type IV bursts is less than that of
duration of the X-ray event. Beyond a duration associated CQEs and that the burst regions move
of 6 hrs all X-ray flares are associated with behind or along with the CME leading edges. It
CMEs. An unexpected result of the Sheeley et al. had been thought that the electron densities of
study was that even the shortest duration (< 2 the moving t/pe IV source regions were too low
hr) X-ray flares may be associated with CiEs (see for the type IV emission to be explained by
also Webb and Ilundhausen, 1986). These flares plasma emission. In two cases (Stewart et al.,
had previously been thought to belong to a 1982; Gergely et al., 1984a) the association of
distinct class of compact flares with no associ- moving type IV bursts with dense blobs of CMEs
ated OlEs (Rust et al., 1980). has allowed the possibility that the emission

As part of the statistical anclysis of 998 mechanism could be plasma emission, although
Solwind QiEs observed during 1979-81 Howard et gyrosynchrotron emission could not be ruled ouL.
al.(1985) reported on the CME structural classes. A similar result was drawn for a stationary type
They used 10 categories (Figure 2), of which tle IV burst located in the leg of a (IE (Gary ct
three -spike- groups - spikes, double spikes, and al., 1985). The high density (- 30x background)
multiple spikes - comprised - 53% of all CIEs. of one of the moving type IV blobs requirtJ a
They also rated the importance of each event confining magnetic field B > 0.6 G at 2.5 P_
using size and brightness as subjective criteria. (Stewart et ai., 1982). Bird et al.(19b5, is-
The spike events dominated the lowest importance Faraday rotation and spectral broadening .v,.re-
(N) group but were a small component (- 18%) of ments of Hellos radio signals tu deduce t1
the highest importance (Y) group. Curved tionts line-of-sight magnetic fields in 5 CMEs. Tt,,
and loops were - 44% of the Solwind Y events, report values of 10

- 2 
to I0 - 1 

G at 2.5 Pe, loer

The distribution of 77 Skylab CiE structures was by a factor of iO-10
2 

than previous esLin,ites
reported by Munro and Sime (1985). Two of their using CHE radio burst emission. Since these
seven morphol.,gical categories, loops and filled earlier values were based on the questionable

bottles - the Skylab analogs of the Solwind loops gyrosynchrotron interpretations of type IV
and curved fronts - comprised 36% of the total emission or were representative of the densest

CNEs, si-ilar to the Solwind Y events. Whether parts of CHEs, the lower values of Bird et il.
the Solwind spike events are too faint to be may be better estimates of this parameter, which
easily detected in the Skylab and C/P observa- is fundameental but difficult to measu e. A clos,
tions and whether the spike events are really association between st.ationary type IV bur-st. a.J
loop structures with very faint loop tops are CMEs was found by Robinson et al.(lg9b). A t)1
open questions that complicate studies of CIE may be a necessary condition for these type IV
occurrence rates and morphologies. bursts, and nearly half of all CMEs with v > 4(00

Additional results presented in the 1979-81 km s
-
l were associated with continuum sourc-,

Solwind CHE survey by Howard et al.i1985) are as located within the CMEs, well away from tin

follows. CEs occurred over a broad range of leading edge.
latitudes with an average angular span of 45

°
. MacQueen (1980) noted that for tie avcragl eL

The average ejected mass was 4x,0
15 

gm, and occurrence rate and an estimated magnetic flux
average kinetic energy 3.5xl030 erg, with a range present in each Cl-HE, the total flux added to t''<
of about a factor of 102 for both parameters. interplanetary medium would equal the observed
The curved front, halo and complex CMEs were the background flux in only 100 days. To prevent an
most energetic, and single spike, streamer indefinite flux buildup he proposed that CNE
blowout, and diffuse fan DIEs the least energetic. loops cagnetically disconnect, leaving a loop
Howard et al. calculate the CHE contribution to that returns to the sun and a closed magti tic
the equatorial solar wind to be - 5%. Their structure that continues outward into inter-
average Solwind CME leading edge speed was 472 km planetary space. An association of the latter
s
-1

, substantially higher than the Skylab and the structures with magnetic clouds was proposed 'v
1980 C/P values of .340 km s

-
I (Hlundhausen, 1986). Klein and Burlaga (1982). MacQueen suggested

CMEs have been observed to move outward as slowly that the lack of any observed loops returning to
as 14 km s

- 1 
(Fisher and Garcia, 1984) and as the sun was due to a low loop density rendering

fast as 1825 km s
- 1 

(Sheeley et al. , 1985). it invisible. A candidate for just such an event
The difficulties involved In deducing the was reported by filing and Hundhausen (1983).

basic CME geometry from the available obser- The featurP identified as the lower boundary of
vations were discussed by Fisher (1984). The the closed loop moved out at - 175 km s

-1
, 3 to 4

competing geometrical concepts are the planar times faster than the diE leading edge. The fan-
loop structure and the three-dimensional bubble, shaped region connected to the sun then contrac-
Halo CMEs observed in the Solwind coronagraph ted to form a bright coronal ray. The radial
(Howard et al,, 1982) have provided support for speed of this (lE was unusually low (- 45
the bubble concept. In addition, the depleted km s

-
i) and the event occurred in a previously

coronal region following a typical CME was disrupted streamer (Webb, 1986), SO this event
modelled by a simple three-dimensional figure may not be charicteristic of most CMEs. llling

II ,
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and Hundhausen cite factors rendering the associated with type II bursts, about 33% of all

observation of this event difficult, but point fast frontside CMEs are not associated with such

out that the SMM-I OiE data set contains 7 more bursts.
candidates for disconnected magnetic structures. These results show that at least some type 11

Gradual hard X-ray bursts (GHBs) are another bursts may be interpreted as blast waves. Wagner

phenomenon which may be indicative of the and MacQueen (1983) have suggested that even when
terminal phase of the (HE event. These coronal a (ME Is associated with a type II burst, the

bursts, characterized by flat hard X-ray spectra inferred shock Is also produced as a blast wave
and relatively high intensity, low frequency in the low corona and proceeds to travel through

microwave bursts, occur in the late phases of and then ahead of the CME. They based their idea
major flares. Nine of the 10 events studied by on several observational points (Wagner, 1983):

Cliver et al.(1986) were associated with CMEs. (1) CME trajectories extrapolate back to the
The GHB events lasted 10-30 mmn and occurred when inner corona to times earlier than the impulsive

the CME leading edges were at - 2-4 Ro . Cliver phases presumed to gei.erate the flare shocks
et al. interpreted these events In terms of (Sawyer, 1983; Dulk, 1984; MacQueen, 1985); (2)
particle acceleration occurring in the magnetic evidence for type II source regions behind,

reconnectLion regions of the Kopp and Pneuman rather than ahead of, the leading edges of QiEs;
(197b) model. The possible disconnection event and (3) speeds of type II bursts in excess of the

of Illing and Ilundhausen would appear to be a (ME speeds. Point (1) presents a problem for the

much later and less energetic phase of this earlier shock model of Maxwell and Dryer (1981),
phenomenon. in which the CME and resulting piston-driven

shock are produced in the flare explosive phase.

C'lEs and Shocks It the (HE begins to erupt well before the flare

starts, then the shock, which usually projects

The super-Alfvenic speeds (> 400 km s
-
1) of back to the impulsive phase (Kahler et al.,

the faster CMEs through the corona have made them 1
9
84a), must be a blast wave following the CME.

obvious candidates for initiating (oronal and If CMEs and coronal shocks are not cause arid
interplanetary shock waves, which are observcd as effect, we have to ask why shocks are never
slow drift type 11 radio bursts. The neatly one- observed with slow (v < 400 km s

-
) CMEs. In

to-one association found between metric type 11 addition, type II shocks are not well correlated

bursts occurring near the limb and Skylab CMEs with the fluxes of impulsive 3 cm bursts (Kahler
withm speeds exceeding 400-500 km s

-
1 (Gosling eL et al., 1984a). Evidence for point (2) is meager

al., 1976; Munro et al., 1979) appeared to con- because only several CMEs have been accompanied
firm this expectation. However, results of the by radioheliographic (positional) observations of

last quadrennium have left the status of the type II bursts. The three type II bursts
CHE/shock relationship quite confused. examined by Gary et al.(198

4
), Stewart et al.

Difficulties arose when Sheeley et al.(198
4

) (1982), aid Gergely et al.(19R
4

a) appear to occur
and Robinson et al.(1

9
86) compared Soiwini CME. behind the OME leading edges. However, the

with Culgoora metric type II bursts. Of 64 type analysis of a fourth event by Gary et al.(1986)

II bursts 70% were associated with CMEs but 30. suggests a shock leading the CME. Point (3) is
were not. Type II bursts without CMEs were substantiated by Gergely's (1986b) finding that

generally simple, had high starting and ending the average speed of type II bursts (1380 km s
-

)

frequencies, and were asi;ociated with short is - 1.8 times higher than that of CMEs associ-

duration (- 0.5 hr) soft X-ray tiares. Those ated with type II bursts (- 820 km s-I). It

type I1 bursts with C11K, showed a complexity should be noted that in Gergely's study the two
correlated with CME spieed, had lower character- groups of type II bursts and of CMEs had few

stlic frequencies, and were associated with long events in common. In addition, the derivation of
duration (- 3 hr) soft X-ray flares. When type shock speeds depends on the particular coronal
It bursts were accompanied by CiEs, the speeds of density model employed to interpret the type II
those CMEs ranged upward from 400 km s

- 1
, as burst drift rates. In making the case for

found for the Skylab CtEs by Gosling et al. piston-driven shocks Maxwell (1986) has consid-
(1976). However, many fast CMEs, including 4 ered the deduced speeds of type II shocks and

CiEs with measured speeds above 1000 km s-1, were emphasizes the lower average speeds (760-930 km

not associated with metric type II bursts. s
-
l) reported by Robinson (1985). In particular,

Sheeley et al.(1984) explained the type II bursts Maxwell is critical of the very high speed (4900
without CMEs as blast wave shocks (as opposed to km s

- 1
) deduced by Gergely et al.(i983) for a

the -piston-driven" shocks of CMEs). They type II burst shock associated with a CME.

suggested that coronal regions of unusually high Maxwell et al.(1985) discussed an event in which

Alfven speeds resulted in fast CMEs without type they concluded that a shock moved at a speed of

II bursts. 1000 km a 
1
, presumably just ahead of the

Kahler et al.(198
4
a) extended the Solwind associated CME moving with a speed of 600-800 km

study to a larger sample of events and found that s
-
I. They offer this event as one in agreement

about 60% of all type 1I bursts associated with with the Maxwell and Dryer (1981) piston-driven
flares from 31* to 90' in solar longitude were shock model. Most of the C/P looplike CMEs are

accompanied by observed CMEs. Sawyer (1985), on preceded by deflections of pre-existing coronal

the other hand, compared Skylab, Solwind, and C/P features ahead of the CME flanks, suggesting that
data to suggest that at least 80% of type II waves or shocks are running well ahead of the CME

bursts near the limb are associated with CMEs. fronts (Sime and Hundhausen, 1986). The two

In their examination of fast (v > 500 km s-
1
) models by Steinolfson (1984) and Wu et ai.(1986)

Solwind CiEs Kahler et al.(1985a) reported that represent a new approach to the problem of type
althoumwh faster CMFt. are more likely to be II bursts and CMFs and address points (2) and (3)
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above. They combined numerical simulations of type II bursts associated with interplanetary
CME-drLven shocks with the Holman and Pesses type I bursts have statistically lower starting
(1983) shock drift acceleration mechanism for frequencies than all coronal type I1 bursts
type 11 burst emission. Although the radio (Robinson et al., 1984), suggesting a relation-
generation mechanisms differ In the two models, ship between the two kinds of bursts; and (3)
the type II sources appear below the CNE leading energetic coronal type II bursts are character-
edge in projection, and show high apparent speeds ized by herringbone emission, presumed due to the
relative to the CME. These models therefore escape of energetic electrons along open fleld
retain the piston-driven shock, but account for lines not supposed to be present in CHEs.
the objections cited by Wagner and Macqueen The close association between solar energetic
(1983) and Wagner (1984). In summary, the particle (SEP) events and coronal shocks (Lee,
relationships among tMEs, coronal shocks, and 1983) suggests that COEs may also be linked to
flare Impulsive phases remain unsettled. SEP events. Kahler et al.(1984a) found that 26

In contrast to coronal shocks, the associ- of 27 SEP (E > 4 Hev) events could be associated
alion between CMEs and interplanetary shocks with CMEs. In addition, the peak proton fluxes
seems relatively simple. Sheeley et al.(1983a, were correlated with both CME speeds and lME
1985) looked for Solwind CMEs associated with angular sizes. However, no CME associations
shocks detected at the Helios I spacecraft when could be made for a few events, now thought to be
it was within 30" of a solar limb. In 49 cases electron-rich particle events (Cane et al.,
CMEs were found with appropriate timings and 1986). In addition, no significant CME or type
positions for confident shock associations, 18 It burst associations were found for 

3
lie-rich

cases were possible, and only I doubtful, events (Kahler et al., 1985b).
Associated CMEs were generally major events -
relatively large and bright. In the reverse
direction Sheeley et al.(1983a) examined 27 major Interplanetary Observations and Effects of CMEs
CMEs directed toward Relios but not already
associated with shocks. 17 of these were not The zodiacal light photometers on !,oard the
within 15* of the ecliptic, and 9 of the remain- Helios spacecraft allow low-resolution imaging of
ing 10 were associated with some kind of inter- CEs at large distances (- 15 Ro to I AU) from
planetary disturbance. These results indicate the sun (Jackson et al., 1985). To date 9 CMES
that with very few exceptions interplanetary observed by either Solwind or the C/P int ;ruments
disturbances are produced by major CHEs and are have been compared to Helios observations
confined in latitude to within 15

° 
of the angular (Jackson, 1985a,b; 1986a,b). In general, the

eOxtents of the COEs measured at 10 R (Mlichels et gross features deduced for these CIEs at - 0.5 AU
al., 1

984
a). For their 49 confident associations are quite similar to those deduced from the

the average CHE speed (measured in the plane of coronagraph observations. The speeds and angular
the sky) was 749 km s

- 1
, the average shock extents are quite similar, indicating no major

transit speed to Helios was 744 km s- 1, and the changes other than a simple expansion of tlieec
average in situ shock speed at Helios was 656 km 9 events as they travelled through the inLerplau-
s
-1

, indicating some interplanetary deceleration etary medium. The masses, however, are .everal
of the shock. Interplanetary deceleration of times larger than those deduced from eoroni:raph
shocks was also found by Woo et al.(1985) using data. Whether this is due to additional a-;
spacecraft Doppler scintillation measurements, flow from the corona or to ambient solt: wlnd
Speeds of the faster shocks near the sun were plasma compressed ahead of the CML is no, known.
considerably higher than those of the associated It is of obvious interest to make in situ
CMEs, leaving unclear whether the shocks were measurements of CMEs at the earth. Corona,,ra j
located at the CME front or were moving faster observations of CMEs are strongly biased toward
and well ahead of the CME. With the excellent those events located above the solar limhs, o
correlation found between Hellos shocks and that In general, Earth-directed CML;, except for
Solwind CMEs, it is not surprising that an the few halo events (Howard et al., 14K2), will
initial comparison of interplanetary type It not be observed. However, the ,ignatutre of a
radio bursts with Solwind CMEs also shows a major interplanetary disturbance directed at the
similar association (Cane and Stone, 1984). Earth has long been known: (I) a larde solair

While all transient interplanetary shocks flare followed I to I days later by (2) the
appear at least initially to be piston-driven by arrival of aa interplanetary shock resulting in a
CMEs, our understanding of the relationship geomagnetic storm sudden commencement and (3) a
between coronal shocks and interplanetary shocks subsequent storm and Forbush decrease lasting i
is as muddled as that between coronal shocks and to 10 days, often accompanied by (4) solar wind
CiEs. A major problem here is that the lack of of enhanced helium abundance. Since we have seen
observations between 2 and 20 MHz does not allow that large flares and interplanetary shocks are
us to determine whether coronal type II shocks well associated with CMEs, we might expect the
evolve into interplanetary shocks. Sheeley et characterization of CMEs at the earth to be a
al.(1984) presented evidence that metric type II fairly straightforward task. For several reasons
shocks without CQEs do not give rise to inter- the situation is still regrettably muddled.
planetary shocks. Cane (1984) has suggested the Borrini et al.,1982a,b; 1983) have taken an
concept of two independent shocks, a blast-wave obvious approach .o studies of CMEs at the earth.
coronal shock (Wagner and MacQueen, 1983) and a They analyzed the 103 forward shocks and 73 cases
piston-driven interplanetary shock. She dis- of solar wind helium abundance enhancements (He/H
cusses several objections to her model including: > 10% for > 2 hrs) observed during 1971-1978 with
(1) most interplanetary type II bursts are the Los Alamos plasma instruments on IFiP 6, 7,
preceded by coronal type I1 bursts; (2) coronal and 8. Helium enrichments (lie/If > 8%) followed
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46% of the shocks, and, conversely, shocks were Solwind and a magnetic cloud observed at 0.54 AU

associated with 44% of the helium enhancements, by Hellos I two days later was presented by
The helium enrichments followed the solar cycle Burlaga et sl.(1982).
in frequency of occurrence and were often associ- While Klein and Burlaga argued for an assoc-
ated with solar type I1 and IV radio bursts. lation between CMEs and magnetic clouds on

They preferentially occurred in regions of low statistical grounds, Wilson and Hildner (1984)

proton temperature and high magnetic field behind sought direct (ME associations for the post-1970

the strongest shocks. Borrini et &l. concluded clouds using proxy solar data for the occurrences
that virtually all the shocks and helium enhance- of OlEs. They compared four kinds of events (Ho
ments of their studies were associated with ChEs. flares, type I1 and IV radio bursts, gradual-

Because the frequency of their shocks and helium rise-and-fall radio bursts, and soft X-ray

abundances at the earth is much lower than the events) during appropriate cloud launch windows

expected incidence of CMEs, they suggested that with similar events during no-cloud control

other CMEs may have weaker or different plasma periods. Comparing the four kinds of proxy data
signatures. Some noncompressive density enhance- for the three classes of magnetic clouds, tney
ments may arise from ClEs (Fenimore, 1980). found that in one case - type II bursts for the 9

An examination of the driver gas of 9 shocks cases of clouds following shocks - a significant
(Zwickl et al., 1983) indicated that helium signal emerged. This result supports the
enrichments usually have time scales of minutes ClE/ magnetic cloud hypothesis only for the

and can occur anywhere within the low temperature clouds following shocks. Wilson and Hildner
regions that follow the shell of shocked ambient (1986) compared the magnetic clouds observed
plasma. From this Zwickl et al. suggest a patchy between 1967 and mid-1974 with solar filament
distribution of the helium enriched material disappearances during the cloud launch windows.
within the cold driver gas. In this model it is 17 of the 33 cloud windows contained one or more

possible to observe the shock without detecting disappearing filaments, compared to only 7 of the

driver gas, which is consistent with their 33 control windows. Although less than a one-to-
finding of a "well defined- driver gas after only one correlation, this result is further staLis-

9 of 54 shocks observed in 1978-1979. Another tically significant evidence for the CME/magnetic
kind of solar wind helium enrichment, that of He+ cloud hypothesis.
relative to the normal ion Hie++, also appears There are several qualifications to the link
promising as a signature of the cool filamentary between CMEs and magnetic clouds. First, the COW
material known to be ejected in many CMEs (illing loop structure which helped inspire the idea of

and Hundhausen, 1985). Cane et al.(1986) find coronal clouds is observed in less than half the
that at least 6 of the 15 or so reports of ie+ Skylab (Munro and Sime, 1985) and the Solwind

(Bame, 1983) can be associated with solar (Howard et al., 1985) OCEs. The magnetic
filament eruptions. Unfortunately, the Los structures of cloud, streamer blowout, spike,
Alamos IMP and ISEE plasma detectors were not ray, and fan CMEs are not known. Second, the
designed with a high sensitivity to such an definition of clouds adopted by Klein and Burlaga
exotic ion (Bame, 1983); otherwise the 1 AU (1982) restricts the presumed magnetic loops to
passage of filamentary material mieh, have been those with loop axes (corresponding to th-
routinely detected, minimum variance direction) close (( 450) to the

The magnetic loops inferred to exist behind ecliptic plane, thus excluding possible loops
shocks in interplanetary space motivated Klein with axes nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic.
and Burlaga (1982) to define an interplanetary In summary, it appears that some of the identi-

magnetic structure which they call a magnetic fied magnetic clouds correspond to CMEs, but many

cloud. These are regions with radial dimensions other CMEs drift past the earth eluding detec-
of - 0.25 AU at I AU in which the magnetic field tion.

strengths are high and the field direction
changes by the rotation of one component nearly The Future

parallel to a plane. This geometry is consistent While recent studies have advanced our under-
with a magnetic loop or helix. Klein and Burlaga standing of CDEs, they have been paralleled by
identified 45 clouds near earth from 1967 to vexing inconsistencies and uncertainties. This
1978. Each cloud was associated with either a has been particularly acute in comparing the
shock, a stream interface or a cold magnetic occurrence rates, angular widths, morphologies,
enhancement (for which they used the ambiguous forerunners, and even speeds of the Skylab and
acronym CIE). Because the field and plasma C/P observations with those of the Solwind
parameters are similar for clouds of each class, observations. This situation may prove to be
they suggest all clouds are the manifestations of fortuitous if it leads the HAO and NRL groups to

a single phenomenon, a OlE. The observed masses a deepe- understanding of the effects of the
(- 2xl01

5 
g), speeds (400-500 km s-I), magnetic differences between their coronagraphs and

field strengths (- 12 nT), and occurrence rates between the techniques used for measuring the
(0.5 to I cloud/month) are all consistent with properties of CMEs. We also have to be cautious

the identification of coronal clouds as CMEs. of some results which are based on small or
The total pressures of magnetic clouds exceeded selected samples of events, often necessarily so
those of the ambient plasmas, so cloud expansions restricted. However, we have also been frus-
were inferred. A study of 5 clouds between 2 and trated in cases with large data samples. An
4 AU (Burlaga and Behannon, 1982) showed that the egregious example is that of the relationship
clouds persisted out to those distances with between metric type I bursts and 0-Es, for which
estimated expansion speeds of nearly half the no simple or consistent picture has yet emerged.
Alfven speed. A good case of an association Future observational work should be partic-
between a COE observed over the west limb by ularly fruitful in revealing the origin of C0Es
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and their role in coronal evolution. The IIAO and More work can also be expected on the physics of
NRL groups are now using synoptic observations to eruptive prominences. They are directly observed
Investigate the ambient coronal structures from to be an important component In many QHs and
which OiEs arise. This work may help in under- their cool ions may be observed in the solar wind
standing the currently undefined relationship of and possibly In energetic particle events at I
the large preflare and postflare coronal X-ray AU. Their detailed structures may provide clues
arches to ClEs. It may also help to delineate to stability criteria and eruiptive forces. They
the differences between prominence- and flare- also serve as the readily observed disk signa-
associated QCa, perhaps In terms of closed and Eures of Olts. Finally, there is a strong need
open magnetic field configurations. The accel- to push further efforts In CME theory and
eration profiles of CMEs and the nature of the modelling. In particular, we need to keep in
interaction'of forerunners with the ambient mind the three-dimensional nature of Olts and to
corona have yet to be examined. We also need to explore the implications of the third dimension
look at the coronal aftermath of OlEs. llow, long for the disconnection process.
does the corona remain open after a CME, how much
total mass escapes, and how does the corona
subsequently evolve? All these questions can Acknowledgements. I wish to thank D. F. Webb
only be answered with a detailed quantitative for helpful discussions and B.C. Low and N.R.
analysis of the coronagraph data requiring more Sheeley, Jr. for their comments on the manu-
effort than the Identification and compilation of script. This work was supported by AFCL cotrct.
OlE properties characteristic of past studies. AF 19628-82-K-0039.
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Abstract. We use 11a, X-rav. and kilomeitric radio data to examine the solar coronal activity associatcd with
encrgetic (-.. I NlcV/ntucl ') 'lIc-rich particle events observed near Earth. The basis of thc study is the

2 'lie-rich events observed in association with impulsive 2 to 100 kcV cicciron events rcportcd by Rcamcs
et al. (1985) Wc find that when Hia and X-raY brightcnings can be associated with 'tie/electron events, they
have onsets coinciding to wsithin I min ofthat of the associated metric type III bursts. In tlrrce or four events
ive found no associated IHa or ... ray flares, and in two events even the metiric type Ill bursts wcre weak
or absent. The measured low-energy (2 key) electron spectra for these events show no evidence of a
flirteiting due to Coilonmb collisional losses. T hese results and seseral other recent findings are consistentt
with the idea that the 'lie/electron events are due to particle acceleration in the corrona well abasec lie
associatetI H1 and X -raN flares.

1. Introduction

It is now clear that 'fie-rich solar energetic particle (SEP) events are a distinct class.
distinguished from the SEP events of greater fluxes and energies not only by their
anomalous lie isotopic composition, but also by their lack of association with metric
type I I bursts and coron al mass ejection S (Kahler et a., 1985). A detailed study of twelve
observed 'Hc-rich events suggests that > 1.3 MeV 'HeI ions are impulsively accelerated
and injected into interplanetary space along with impulsive 2 to 100 keV electrons
(Reames et al., 1985; hereafter referred to as RvL). In that study energetic electrons were
observed with each of the 31le-rich events and the times of onset and maximum for the
'He and electron increases were closely related by velocity dispersion. More recently,
Reames and Lin (1985) have examined the inverse relationship by asking how many
solar electron events are accompanied by 'He particles. They found 'lie present in over
half the 2 keY electron events and in two thirds of the 19 keV electron events, suggesting

Solar Physies 107 (1987) 385-394. The U.S. Government Is authorized to reproduce and sell this report.
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386 S. W. KAHILIM LIT AL

that with greater collecting cfficiency 'fie particles would bc found in all electron events.

We will refcr to these events as 3Hc/elcctron events to indicate the common origin of

the two particle species. The low fluxes and slow speeds of the E - I McV nucl - ' 'lie

ions render the solar injection times 6necertain, but the close associations of the electron

events with fast drift type Ill radio bursts provide the relatively precise timings needed

to nake the associations of the particle events with solar phenomena.

In this paper we examine the characteristics of the solar l-i and X-ray flares and the

metric and kilometric type III bursts associated with the 12 31ie/electron events studied

by RvL. The flare associations are based on the timings of the I a and X-ray flares and

on the positional information derived from the kilometric type Ill bursts. We use thc

results of these associations and the shapes of the interplanetary electron spectra to infer

the coronal heights of the acceleration regions.

2. Ha Flare Associations

The times of the 12 events, taken froni RvL, are given in Table I. Sevcral of these events

occurred on the same day and in these cases are associated with II a flares in the sale

TAB LI

'Ile electron c'cnts

)atc Metric type III Approx. H7 McMath total 18 hr I otal 11th
-_ location onset UT region km it pc I reportcd

Start UT Class 11 flarcs

8 Nov. 1978 17 )11 3GG NI8 El2 17.51 643 2
27 Nov., 1978 20 :56 3GG N26 W47" 20 : 55 672 6 0

(673) (3)
26 Dec., 1978 (13: 19)M'' - S21 W41d - 721 4
26 Dec. 1978 21 22 r WNG' S21 W45' 21 04 721

10 Icb, 1979 18:18 3GG NI3 W2 ' <18.00 S07 6
(808) (1)

17 May. 1979 05: 58' 2G S35 W78
h  05 * 51 996 12

(010) (0)
14 Aug, 1979 17 28 3GG S18 W45 17 28 205
14 Aug. 1979 20:48 3GG S17 W48 20 4S 205 4

6 Sept.. 1979 09: 06' 2GG N20 W62 09 :06 252
6 Sept.. 1979 II: 3 8 ' 3GG NI W65-" II 39 252

II :481 3G N18 W67' 11:48 252 10
6 Sept., 1979 13:321 3GG N16 W63 13:32 252
6 Sept., 1979 18 :51r 2GG N16 W65" 18: 50 252

Flare not listed in SGD. but found in visual inspection of Ha patrol films.
b Flare not listed in SGD; observed flaring activity probably not associated with type Ill burst.

Weak intermittent group lasting more than I hr; the start time of the 1980 kHz burst was 21 :24 U1.
d No event found in inspection o Ha patrol films (P. Simon, private communication).

Both flares probably contributed to the 'He/electron event since each was associated with an intense
kilometric type Ill burst.

life and electron flux profiles for these events are illustrated in Rvl_
Start time of 1980 kHz burst.
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active region. In each case we give the time of the onset and the maximum reported burst
size of the associated metric type III radio burst. Thc approximate flare sites and
McMath region numbers, based on both reported H a flares (Solar-Geophysical Data,
1978-1980) and inspection of Ha patrol films, arc also listed. All Ha events were
subflarcs except for the 8 November event, which was a lB flare.

Each -lie/elcctron event was associated with a prominent kilometric type III burst
observed with the solar radio experiment on IS EE-3. The experiment has been dcscribcd
bricfly by Cane et al. (1982) and the techniques ofcalculating antenna tempcratures and
solar elongation angles by Bougcret et al. (1984). By measuring the elongation angles
to the ccntroids of the radio emission regions and using a model of the interplanetary
plasma density (Bougerct el al., 1984) to relate emission frequency to radial distance,
the trajectory of the electron population can be plotted as it moves from the Sun to the

-arth. We show the trajectory of the 17 May, 1979 event in Figure I. In this case wc

EAST WEST

0 1 AU _ -

02 AU 46

0.3 AU

04 AU i33

123

0.6 AU 110
94 , "

0.7 AU

08 AU 72 /

0.9 AU

1 0 AU

TO EARTH

MAY 17, 1979
Fig. I. The type [if burst trajectory orthe 17 May, 1979 event orTable I. The frequencies in kilohertz arc
shown at points along the trajectory, which is projected onto the ecliptic plane. The 1980 k~lz point lies

at a longitude or W74 ° , in good agreement with the solar source region at W78'.

see a good match between the angle subtended by the 1980 kHz burst position and the
solar flare longitude. In general, the kilometric type II1 burst defines the source of the
associated 3He/electron event with good timing and a solar longitudinal position to
within about + 25*.

We find, however, that making an Ha flare association with the kilometric type III
burst is often difficult. In some cases there may be several candidate Ha flares or
brightcnings and in other cases no such candidates exist. A solution to this problem lies

25
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in the fact that each type Ill burst of Table I is one of a family of such bursts, all of which
occur over a period of - I day and show nearly identical solar elongation angles as a
function of radio frequency. This suggests that a particular solar region is the source of
each of these bursts in which the energetic electrons producing the bursts traverse similar
paths through the outer corona. Figure 2 shows an example of such bursts during a 6 hr
interval on 14 August, 1979.

go,0 ISEE - ,3 466 KH4Z

3C? A A t, B A A B A B

--3o .C C c
E -61"

-90

O00

LOG TA

tO 0

60 - I I 1

1200 1300 1400 150 11600 17W ,3

tiT ON 14 AUGUST 1979

Fig 2. 466 kllz data rtom the ISEE-3 radio eperincrent on 14 August. 1079 Fop pancl shows the burt
solar elongation angle, ,. Threc families of bursts labeled A. B. and C were present during the 6 hr itter,'al
8 events were associated with McMath 205. The B event beginning at 17 30 UT was associated with a
t
iecelectron event C events were probably associatcd with McMath 224 n the eastern hemisphcrc The

a paramctcr of the middle panel is a measure of the apparent size orthe source region, with unity indicating
a point source The bottom panel is a plot of antenna temperature T. for the averaged rotating (dcspun)

antenna. The start and end times and longitudes of the reported Ilii flares arc also shown

By associating reported HIa flares with each family of bursts, we can expect to gain
confidence in making the correct I aI flare association for the particular burst with the
'He/electron event. We have listed in Table I the number of prominent kilometric
type III bursts in each family during an 18 hr period around the time of the 'lie/electron

burst. The last column gives the number of bursts possibly associated on the basis of

the timings with reported Ha flares in the active region presumed to be the source of
the -He/electron event. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of bursts possibly
associated with reported Ha flares in alternative candidate McMath regions for the
three dates for which the active region is in some doubt. The fact that 3 of the 4 events

of 6 September and both 14 August events were associated with reported Ha flares in
the same regions provides a measure ofconfidence in this technique. In two of the three
events with questionable active region associations we see that the Ha flare associations

of the alternative regions are worse than for the preferred active regions, although the

26
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statistics are limited. Two of the thrce 27 November I-ia flares in McMath 673, the
alternative region given in Table 1, peaked well before the onsets of the metric type III
bursts and for that reason were probably not correctly associated with the kilometric
events of Table 1.

Using only the kilometric and reported Ha flare data, we could have selected the
preferred region for all the 3He/electron events except for the 27 November event and
the two on 26 D-cember. In the latter case no choice could be made. On the other hand,
by ignoring the kilometric data and looking only for reported II a flares at well connected
longitudes, we would have found no associated flares for 4 or 5 of the 3 He/electron

events and would have misidentified the source regions in two or three other cases. The
8 November event would have been associated with a reported subflare at W61 in
McMath 635 and the 10 Fcbruar) event with a reported subflare at W21 in

McMath 808. An examination of the Ha films from Big Bear Solar Observatory shows
that in neither of these cases could a significant brightening be observed in the region
at the time of the reported subflare. The reported Ila flare in McMath 673 on
27 November was short in duration, ending at 20 : 55 UT, I rain before the type III
burst onset. Whether thlk flare association would have been made depends on the timing
criteria used. The result is that the use of only reported Ila flares and timings of the

metric type III bursts would have yielded correct flare source regions for only 5 of the

12 events of Table I

3. fix and X-Ray Flare Timings

It is of interest to examine the timing relationship between the metric type III bursts and
the associated Ila flares ofthe last column of Table 1. For the six events of 8 November,
14 August, and 6 September with reported Ha flares, the onsets of the metric type III
bursts and the associated Ha flares were within I min of each other. This was also the

case for the small unreported la flares we observed in the Big Bear Solar Observatory
films for the 'l Ic/electron events of 27 November and 11 : 39 UT and 18 : 50 UT on
6 September. The weak, extended intermittent type III activity of the 21: 22 UT
26 December event was apparently accompanied by motions of a small clumpy filament
with very weak associated brightenings in McMath 721 beginning at 21 : 04 UT. The
filament began showing large morphological changes about 21: 25 UT, within I min of

the onset of the 1980 kHz type Ill burst. On the other hand, the onsets ofthe 2 H a flares
reported on 10 February in McMath 807 occurred 10 min or more before the associated
type III bursts, and the suspected 17 May ha flare brightening associated with the

'He/electron event was observed to begin 7 min prior to the type III burst onset
(C. Wright, private communication).

In view of the excellent agreement between the type III and Ha onsets for most of
the events of Table I, we may ask why the agreement is so poor for the -He/clectron
events of 10 February and 17 May. Although Habrightenings in the appropriate regions

were found, it seems more likely that in those cases no obvious chromospheric activity

occurred in true association with the type III activity. All the events of Table I appear
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consistent with the hypothesis that some of the kilometric type Ill bursts are un-

accompanied by IT brightenings, but when an Ha brightening does occur, the

brightening onset closely coincides within I min of the type II onset. The 5 to 15 keV

X-ray data from the UC Berkeley detector on ISEE-3 (Anderson ei e., 1978) support

this conclusion for the "tle/electron events. Data for the 26 December, 10 February, and

17 May lic/clectron events show no obvious low-energy X-ray events near the times

of the type 11 burst onsets. For all other 3 -le/clectron events the X-ray onsets appeared

within I min of the type Ill onsets. Both the Ha and the X-ray observations suggest that

clear flare signatures were present in the eight "He/elcctron events of 8 and 27 November,

14 August, and 6 September, but were absent in the 3 events of 13 : 19 UT 26 December,

10 February, and 17 May. The signature of 21 : 04 UT 26 December is unclear.

4. The Intrplanctary Electron Spectra

We have examined the event-averaged electron energy spectra for all the 3 11c/clcctron

events of Table I. In each case the spectral slopes show no evidence of flattening down
to the lowest measured energy of 2 kcV. If we assume that a power-law spectrum, as

measured for the 17 May, 1979 event (see Figure 10 of RvL), characterizes the electron

acceleration process, then the observed low-energy end of the spectrum can be inter-

preted in terms of an upper limit to the amount of material traversed by the accelerated

electrons. By assuming an appropriate coronal density model, the minimum height of

the acceleration region can be calculated. Using the procedure of Lin (1974) and the

average corona characteristic of solar minimum (Fainberg and Stone, 1974), wc
calculate a minimum height of 0.2 R, ( 1.4 x l0' km above the photosphere) for the

acceleration region.

5. 31-e/Electron Event Flare Characteristics

We looked for evidence of an energetic impulsive phase in each of the 'Ileelectron

events. Only the three events of 8 November and 14 August were associated with

reported microwave bursts. These three were also the only events with impulsive bursts
in the 12 to 20 keV energy range of the ISEE-3 X-ray detector.

An examination of the Ha flare sites of the 'He/electron events shows that the flares

of the 8 November, 14 August, and 6 September (see Figure 3) events all occurred close
to sunspots. The 27 November flare occurred in an old spotless region, and the

26 December source region was rather similar. The 10 February and 17 May source

plage regions were bright and with spots, but, as discussed above, no flares could be

associated with the 3 He/electron events. The 21: 04 UT 26 December, and 09 : 06 UT

and 11 : 48 UT events of 6 September definitely had filament eruptions. With the
possible exception of the 8 November event, the other flares did not. Other than their

small sizes, there is no obvious common characteristic of the H a flares.
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0907UT 1002 UT 1151UT
N

6 SEPTEMBER 1979
10s km

W TEL AVIV Hak 1' km

Fig. 3. Two of the four 6 September Ha flares in McMath 252 associated with 31ie/electron events. The
flare shown at 09 : 07 UT was north of the sunspot (arrow) and was associated with a filament eruption.
The 10: 02 UT image shows the nonflaring active region for comparison. At I I : 39 UT a flare bcgaii in the
region west of the sunspot (arrow) and was followed at I I : 48 UT by a second flare at the same location
as that ofthe earlier 09 : 06 UT flare. Both the II: 39 UT and II: 48 UT flares arc shown in the II : 51 UT
image. Later flares beginning at 13 : 32 UT and IS : 55 UT also occurred at the flare site west of the sunspot.

The I I : 39 UT and 18 : 55 UT flares were not listed in Solar-Geophy'sical Data.

6. Discussion

Past cfforts to associate reported Ha flares with 3Hc-rich events were often unsuccess-
ful, partially because of large uncertainties in the timings of injection of the particles into
the interplanetary medium (Ramaty et al., 1980; Kocharov and Kocharov, 1984). In
Section 2 we found that even when the injection times are known quite precisely, the
Ha flare reports in SGD were a poor guide to the source flares of the "He/electron
events. The use of the Ha flare patrol films and the families of kilometric type Ill bursts
has enabled us to make Ha flare associations in the 7 of 12 cases where the association
would otherwise have been ambiguous or erroneous. As shown in Table 1, the 3
kilometric burst families of 8 November, 14 August, and 6 September are well associ-
ated with reported Ha flares while the other four families are not. Considering the five
'He/electron events of the latter group, only the 27 November event appears con-
vincingly associated with an Ha flare.

The lack of any observed associated Ha and X-ray activity for at least three of the
twelve 3He/electron events suggests a coronal origin for the energetic -He ions and
electrons. The very close coincidence we found between the oasets of the metric type Ill
bursts and the onsets of the associated Ha and X-ray flares is also compatible with the
view that the initial activity of the 3He/electron events begins in the high corona. Ha
activity may have little to do with the acceleration of the 3He ions and electrons other
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than to reflect indircctly the prcsence of the overlying event, presumably as a result of
thc precipitation of some fraction of the energized particles. This idea has been suggestcd
by Kanc etal. (1974). They argued from the lack of observed hard X-ray bursts in
association with somc metric type IIl bursts that the density of the acceleration region,
n S 4 x 10' cm - 1. The lack of flattening at the 2 keV ends of the low-energy electron
spectra provides another reason for invoking a high-coronal acceleration region. The
height of the 'Hc/clcctron acceleration region inferred from those data is ;> 0.2 R,, i.e.,
> 1.4 x 10' km above the photosphere.

If we take the lack of a reported type Ill burst at - 20 MHz, as in the case of the
13 : 19 UT 26 December event, as indicating that the acceleration did not occur in or
below that region, then the acceleration region may be characterized by
n, < 4 x 10" cm - ', a height of - 2 R. We must remember, howevcr, that observations
of type Ill emission from interplanetary electron beams arc complicated by a number
of factors involving the generation (Lin et al., 198 1) and propagation (Steinberg el 1l.,
1984) of the bursts, so the true situation may prove to be more complex.

As with past studies of the Ha manifestations of metric type III bursts
(Svcstka, 1976), we do not find a consistent morphology or characteristic of either the
Ha flares or the active regions associated with the 'He/electron events. Filaments
appear important in some observed Ha flares but not in others. In addition, some source
active regions were weak and spotless; others were large and dominated by spots. Only
seven 'He/electron event flares occurred close to sunspots, and small impulsive hard
X-ray and microwave bursts were observed with only the three events of 8 November
and 14 August. The lack of a consistent pattern in either the Ha flares or the active
regions is also consistent with a high coronal origin for the associated 'He/electron
events.

Another recent study provides further evidence of a high-coronal origin of the
'Hc/electron events. Reames and Stone (1986) have examined the kilometric type 111
burst associations for the largest of the 3He-rich events detected from 1978 to 1982. By
measuring the time over which 'He-rich events from a given active region can be seen
at I AU, they deduce a narrow longitudinal angular width of 5 to 10" for the particle
injection profile. From the timings and pitch angle distributions of the 'He event onsets
Reames and Stone found no evidence of any delays due to coronal diffusion or
scattering. The relative ease with which the 'He particles leave the acceleration region
again suggests a high coronal origin rather than a lower, flare-initiated origin.

We cannot rule out the possibility that in some 'He/electron events, particularly those
of 14 August (Table I) and others associated with larger Ha flares (Kocharov and
Kocharov, 1984), the particle acceleration takes place in a low altitude impulsive phase
accompanied by obvious Ha and X-ray flare signatures. Svestka (1976) has suggested
two classes of type III events, one of this type, and one appearing only at high levels
in the corona with no flare association. For the latter class he mentioned type III storms,
but we are suggesting this possibility for large, well developed groups of type III bursts,
clearly distinguished from type III storms in the kilometric radio data.

'He-rich events characteristically show an enrichment of heavy ions relative to the
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normal composition in large SEP events (Mason et al, 1986). The ionization states of

energetic Si and Fe ions observed in 'He-rich events have been found by Luhn el al.

(1985) to be characteristic of a temperature of -l0 K, significantly higher than the

temperatures of -3 x 10" K characteristic of the Fe and Si ions from normal-

abundance SEP events and also characteristic of the quiescent corona. We might expect

such high temperatures to occur only in X-ray flares located in the lower corona

immediately over the associated Ha flares. However, the fact that we often find no

associated observed X-ray flare with the Iltc/electron events and the other reasons

discussed earlier for a high coronal source region suggest that the heating occurs in a

region of the corona where tile emission measure n2 V, where ii is the electron density
and V the volume, of the heated region is so small that X-ray fluxes can not be detected.

For a large coronal region this scenario implies small electron densities and a high

coronal source recgion.

The high ionization temperatures and high altitudes deduced for the sources of thc

31 lc/electron cvents are also incompatible with the 'I le-rich solar flare model proposed
b Kocharov and Kocharov (1984). To allow for particle acceleration by ion acoustic

turbulence, they rcquired a low temperature (T= 8 x 10' K) and high density

(n, = 101 c m i i cornditions contrary toourfindings for the source region. Their model

further requires substantial fluxes of suprathermal electrons which should produce clear

flarc signatures such as impulsive hard X-ray and microwave bursts. The observational

results discuVsed above indicate that the 'l Ic acceleration source region is not compati-
ble with the p-r,, cd tiare model.

7. Conclusions

The t :a activity asociatcd sith the twelve 3 He/electron events of Table I was at most

minor and sorietines undetectable on Ila flare patrol films. Using only the SGI) IIa

flare reports and the precise timings of the associated type [Il bursts, we would have

correctly identified the source regions for only five of the twelve events. By using the

kilometric t.pe Ill burst data, we have identified the source regions for all twelve bursts
with a high degree of confidence.

The follow ing results of this study supevst a high coronal source region for the

'!elclcctron events
(1) when an associated IlI or X-ray brightening does occur, it begins within I in

of the onset of the t)pe I[II burst;

(2) in three or four of the twelve events no associated H a or X-ray activity was

detected ;

(3) the lack of any flattening of the electron energy spectra at 2 keV implies a source

height of > 1.4 x 10' km above the photosphere;

(4) no consistent flare or active region morphology can be associated with the

'lie/electron event sources; and

(5) for two events the reported metric type III bursts were weak or absent.

The narrow coronal injection profiles (5 to 10° in longitude) and prompt arrival at
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earth of the 'He particles (Rcames and Stone, 1986) and lack of detection of tile hcated
coronal source regions (Luhn et al., 1985) are also consistent with a high coronal source
for these events.
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ABSTRACT
We discuss the 1981 December 5 solar filament eruption that we associate with an energetic (E > 50 MCV)

particle event observed at I AU. The eruption was photographed in Hz, and was observed by the Solvind
whitelight coronagraph on P78-1. It occurred well away from any solar active region and was not associated
with an impulsive microwave burst, indicating that magnetic complexity and a detectable impulsive phase are
nto required for the production of a solar energetic particle (SEP) event. No metric type I1 or IV emission was
observed, but an associated interplanetary type II burst was detected by the low-frequency radio experiment
on ISEE 3. The December 5 and two other SEP events lacking evidence for low coronal shocks had unusually
steep energy spectra (y > 3.5). In terms of shock acceleration, this suggests that shocks formed relatively high
in the corona may produce steeper energy spectra than those formed at lower altitudes. We note that the
fillncrtt itself may be one source of the ions accelerated to high energies, since it is the only plausible coronal
source of the He* ions observed in SEP events
Su rct headings: particle acceleration - Sun: corona - Sun: flares

1. INTROI)UCTION McIntosh (1983) and Clivcr et al. (1983) have shown that even
Solar particle acceleration to tens of MeV is often presumed the largest SEPs may be associated with flares having weak

to occur only during flares in active regions (see Svestka 1981 impulsive phase bursts. While most SEPs originate in complex
for a general review). In many flares impulsive hard X-ray and active regions and have strong impulsive bursts, these plhcno-
microwave bursts indicate a rapid acceleration of electrons to mena are clearly not essential to the particle acceleration
energies of tens of keV. The y-ray observations from the Solar process.
Maximm Mission satellite (SMAI) have shown that MeV ion More compelling associations for SEP events have been
production can also occur during the impulsive phase (Forrest found with phenomena characteristic of the upper
and Chupp 1983). Acceleration of ions to tens of MeV then (h > 2 x 105 km) corona. Lin (1970) and vcstka and
sometimes occurs in a subsequent "'second phase" character- Fritzova- vestkova (1974) found good associations of SEP
ized by metric type II and type IV radio bursts and long, events with metric type II bursts, while Kahler et al. (1978,
enduring soft X-ray and microwave events. The active regions 1984) and Cane and Stone ( S84) also found good associations
producing these energetic flares are characterized by strong of SEP events with coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and kilo-
and complex magnetic fields, and the flares themselves are metric type 11 bursts, respectively A consistent picture relating
usually double ribbon structures as observed in Hr (Svestka the metric type 11 shocks, the interplanetary kilometric type If
1981). While even relatively large solar energetic (E > I MeV) shocks, and CMEs has yet to be achieved (Cane 1984), but the
particle (SEP) events can be observed in interplanetary space close association of these phenomena to each other and to SEP
in the absence of such a suitably defined candidate parent flare, events suggests that the upper corona is the source of most
it is often assumed that these events are due to unobservable interplanetary energetic particles.
flares on the invisible hemisphere (Smart et al. 1976). In a study of the Skylab CME events, Munro et al. (1979)

Exceptions to this conventional picture are known to exist, found that 70% of the CMEs that could be associated with
In 1970 Dodson and Hedeman described a class of major near-surface activity were associated with eruptive promi-
(importance 2t 2) Ha flares that occurred in active regions with nences or disappearing filaments. They concluded that essen-
only small or no sunspots. These flares were generally deficient tially all eruptive prominences observed at heights beyond
in impulsive phase bursts but not in gradual microwave and 0.2Ro above the limb are associated with CMEs. CMEs associ-
soft X-ray emission nor in type El bursts. A few of these flares ated with eruptive events generally are slower than those co-
were associated with SEPs. More recently, Cliver, Kahler, and sidered predominantly flare associated (Hildner 1977;

MacQueen and Fisher 1983) and are less likely to be associated
Also, Department of Physics and Astronomy. Uniucrsiiy of Maryland. with metric type I1 bursts (Gosling et al. 1976). Although the
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cruptivc-associated CMEs tend to be less energetic than their spacecraft until 0800 UT on December 6, but at that time the
flare-associated counterparts, we might stil! c--ect that a few decaying 11-22 McV proton flux was 2 x 10-2 p (cm' s sr
eruptive-associated CMEs wou',j result in SEP events. The MeV)-', a factor of 10 lower than that measured simulit-
discovery of such an event, in which the roles of active region neously for the same energy range by the GSFC experiment on
and flare are minor at most, w,,)uld extend the statistical studies IMP 8 at the Earth. This result is consistent with our a.;soci-
discussed above that indicated the importance of the upper ation of the SEP event with the disappearance of the disk
corona for SEP production. filament, rather than with a !-ource from behind tile limb.

There have been a few previous reports of possible associ- We have used proton fluxes measured by the GSFC particle
ations between prompt SEP events and filament eruptions. experiments on both ISEE 3 and IMP8 to derive the spectrum
The first such association of which we are aware was made by at the times of peak fluxes in '.he 3-80 McV energy range. If wc
Hyder (1967), who suggested that the filament eruption event assume a differential power-bw spectrum in energy, the best fit
of 1959 September I led to a polar cap absorption (PCA) event to the IMP 8 data yields y = 4.3 ± 0. 1, where y is the power-
on the following day (9vestka and Simon 1975, p. 160). The law exponent. This spectrum is quite steep in comparison with
filament in that event lay between two plage regions (Dodson the spectra of a large sample of 4-19 McV and 20-80 %,eV
and Hcdeman 1970), and its eruption was accompanied by a SEPs obtained by van Hollebeke et al. (1975).
2+ flare. In a second reported association, Domingo, Hynds,
and Stevens (1979) associated a geomagnetic storm sudden
commencement (SSC) observed at 0247 UT on 1978 August 27 b) Thlie Ha Filaneit Disappearance od History

with a filament disappearance near the center of the disk at We obtained the Haute Provence photographi obscrs.-
-0120 UT on August 23 (see Joselyn and Bryson 1980). tions for December 5, courtesy of P. Simon, who noted thit the
Protons of - I MeV energy were observed beginning on 113 patrol on this date was affected by instrumeital difficultics
August 25, both ahead of and at the interplanetary shock. The and adverse weather. Several of the Hautc Provence Ia liltcr-
authors, however, were uncertain about the origin of the grams, depicting key times in the filament eruption event, arc
protons and did not attribute them to the filament disap- reproduced in Figure 2 (Plate 15). They show that the large
pearance. Most recently, Sanahuja et al. (1983) attributed a filament, located at -W35-45, N15-30. became ictic and
I E < 15 McV proton event to the disappearance early on began to erupt at -1215 UT. The smaller filamcnt to the
1979 April 23 of a large filament at least partially located in northeast in Figure 2 also began to disappear at - 1315 UT
McMath 15956, a relatively small and weak active region in its -la brightenings were first observed at 1315 UT. forn;::ng a
third of four rotations. A pair of double ribbon IF flares, one in classic double-ribbon pattern along the filament chanocl The
McMath region 15956, accompanied the filament disap- length of the longer eastern ribbon at 1457 UiT ,,as
pearance. However, Sanahuja et al. concluded that the filament - 2.9 x 105 km. Although fainter, the ribbons werc still visible
eruption, rather than the flares, triggered the interplanetary on an Ha filtergram obtained at Big Bear Solar Observatory a:
shock which gave rise to the related SEP event. To our knowl- 1713 UT (F. Tang, private communication) A comparison of
edge, this is the most convincing published example of a non- that image with the 1457 UT image shows that the ribbons
flare source for a prompt SEP event. separated with an average speed of -2.2 kin s'. conw.icnt

In this paper we discuss the SEP event of 1981 December 5. with the range observed for the late stagec of briglht doutl!c-
which is associated with an erupting filament located well ribbon flare events (Svestka 1976).
away from any active region. In § If we present the l-i, coron- The filament was not at the location of a former active:
agraph, and kilometric radio data that allow us to associate region, and it lay at least 25 heliographic degrees from :iic
the SEP event with the erupting filament. In § Ill we discuss nearest plage region. It was situated along a line dividing nega-
the implications of this event for SEP production. We also ti,c magnetic polarity in the west from positi%e polarity in tic
examine the role of the cool filaments as sources of the ener- east. This was opposite to the sense of polarity inversi,,ii i:
getic particles. northern hemisphere active regions (P. McIntosh, pii\tlt7

communication) and so was an inversion line lying bcwc r n
1t. DATA ANALYSIS rather than within, active regions.

a) The SEP Eveit

The SEP event of 1981 December 5 was observed with the c) The Coronal Mass Ejection
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) medium energy cosmic- Figure 3 (Plate 16) shows the ejected filament and coronal
ray experiment on the ISEE 3 spacecraft at the Sun-Earth material as they were observed by the NRL white-light corona-
libration point. The experiment has been described by von graph (Solwind) on the P78 I satellite (see Michels et al. 1982
Rosenvinge et al. (1978). In Figure 1 we show profiles of parti- The first of these difference images shows that the corona;
cle fluxes of several energy ranges observed with the high- disturbance was not yet visible at 0658 UT, but was in progress
energy telescope of that experiment. The MeV electron onset during the next available image at 1447 UT. At this time the
was between 1415 and 1430 UT, followed by the proton onset leading edge of the coronal material was already located at
between 1500 and 1530 UT. The velocity dispersion and rapid 6.2R 0 in the northwest quadrant. During the subsequent
rise to maximum are evidence of an impulsive injection of images the ejected coronal material left the 2.5-10.0R o field of
particles from a well-connected solar longitude. The decay view.
phase of the event continued until late on December 9 when a At 1622 UT a bright moving feature appears superposed
second SEP event occurred. against the background of the coronagraph's inner polarizing

At the time of the event the Helios I spacecraft was - 13" ring (which is designed to block radiation that is azimuthally
behind the west limb at a distance of 0.44 AU from the Sun. We polarized). This indicates tK the feature is relatively unpo-
have no data from the GSFC particle experiment on that larized prominence Ha radiation in the 4000-7000 A spectral
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ba ndpa ss ralthcr than azimu i, ly polarized Thomson - I) The Sojt X-Ray Event
scaittcred radiation from coronal electrons. The prominence Soft X-ray events associatcd with major (i.e., large or bright)
first entered the field of view near thc occulting disk at - 1447 CM Es similar to that of December 5 are usually long duration
UT. It then moved uniformly outward in the plane of the sky X-ray events (LDEs) (Sheelcy et al. 1983). In addition, Wchb,
(Its position at 1521 UT is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3. In Krieger, and Rust (1976) used Skylab data to associate filament
ihe final difference image, the darker-than-average region indi. disappearances outside active regions with faint soft X-ray
cates the depletion of the ejected coronal material between enhancements unobservable in full Sun detectors. We have
1447 UT and 1622 UT, and the brighter-than-average feature examined the GOES full-Sun X-ray plots of December 5 for
indicates the position of the prominence at 1622 UT. Its appar- evidence of an associated X-ray event. A faint and very gradua!
cnt latitude 30' north of west is consistent with the original 1-8 A enhancement began shortly after 1300 UT, arising from
location of the filament at N 15-30, W35-45 on the disk. a C2.5 background to a peak level of only C3.5 at 1430-1450

From these observations, we found that the prominence was UT. Taking a peak 0.5-4 A signal of (3 + 1) x 10- 8 W m -'
moving with a speed of 305 ± 20 km s' in the plane of the during this event, we calculate a temperature of(5 ± I) x 106
sky. Extrapolated back to the 0.65R o location of the disk fila- K and an emission measure of (7 + 3) x 104" cm ' from the
ment, this speed gives a starting time of 1329 + 0010 UT, or plots ofThomas, Starr, and Crannell (1985).
- I hr after the disk filament began to disappear. This I hr
time delay suggests that the erupting filament accelerated e) Radio Observations
during the first hour after its initial disappearance from the Ha We have examined the reports of the microwave and metric
spectral bandpass as one usually observes for erupting promi- burst events (Solar Geophysical Data 1982) and data from the
nences (see Martin and Ramsey 1972). Assuming that the Meudon-GSFC kilometric radio astronomy experiment on
coronal mass ejection also began at 1329 UT, we derived a ISEE 3 (Cane et al. 1982) during the time of the filament erup-
speed of 840 km s for the leading edge of the.coronal tion. The only reported microwave burst was a short (-2
material. The resulting pattern in which the coronal material minute duration) event of -20 sfu with a peak at 1317 UT. In
precedes the more slowly moving prominence is characteristic the metric range a group of intense type III/V bursts was
of most prominence-associated coronal mass ejections (see observed from 1316 to 1318 UT at Weissenau Observatory
MacQuen 1980; Houseet al. 1981 ;Sheeley etal. 1981). These bursts were also seen on the 1980 kltz band of the ISEE
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3 detector as a single event from 1317 to 1321 UT, as shown in pearance (Martin 1973) which does not lead to the expulsion of
Figure 4 (Plate 17). Another group of metric type IIl bursts matter from the corona. ;vcstka, Martin, and Kopp (1980)
with weak continuum was observed from 1320-1326 UT, speculated that DBs might be associated with the occurrence
probably appearing as the 1980 kHz event from 1324 to 1329 of long-lived low-energy particle events in space Subsequently.
UT. These events were not due to the filament activity, because as discussed in § I, Sanahuja et at- (1983) associated the low.
the deduced position of both 1980 kHz bursts was east of energy SEP on 1979 April 23 with a DB at least partially
central meridian, the first probably occurring in association located in a weak active region. In comparison with that event,
with a reported Ha subflare at E59" with a maximum at 1318 the 1981 December 5 SEP event was somewhat more energetic,
UT. A hard X-ray burst was also observed at 1317 UT by the and the DB lay clearly outside any active region. In addition,
University of California-Berkeley detector on ISEE 3, but no we found no evidence of any impulsive phase microwase or
further bursts were observed until after 1400 UT (S. Kane, hard X-ray emission from this event. This indicates that neither
private communication), active regions nor obvious impulsive phase phenomct..i are

An apparent shock-accelerated (SA) event (Cane et al. 1981) necessary for energetic particle production. The good associ,
was observed at 1980 kHz in the ISEE 3 radio data from the ation ofSEPs with Ha flares and flare irmpulsi,,e ph:ise " ....s n
end of the type II emission at - 1328 UT until 1352 UT. The most likely not a direct cause-and-elTect relationship b,.: r
SA event could be tracked out to -0.7 AU, and thecentroid of the result of the -big flare syndrome"(Kahlcr 1,82) thjt tatr
the emission could be determined for each frequency. From that, statistically, energetic flare phenomena arc m,,rc ,u.e
this technique we estimate that the source longitude for this in larger flares, regardlcs of the dctailcd physic,
event was in the range W10'-W40', indicating a spatial as well Besides the filament disappearance and l1e it- dotOhl(

as temporal association with the filament disappearance and ribbon emission show;i in Figure 2. the solar signatures El h

CME. The SA event was followed by an interplanetary type 11 December 5 e'.cnt were the accompanying wek I'.aual
burst which could barely be discerned above an unusually thermal soft X-ray and nicrowave ecnts which wcre si,:!ar to
quiet background (Cane 1985). those of the active region 1)B of 1974 January I. sv,d'd b)

The Algonquin Observatory at Ottawa reported a weak (8 Sheelcy et al. (1975). The lfar ribbons appear t- N: tmc foot-
sfu maximum) gradual-rise-and-fall burst beginning at 1430 points of cool loop arcades overlain by hotter soft X-ray. ops
UT. An examination of their records provided by M. Beli (see Bruzck 1964; Kahler 1977; NIacCombie and Rust 1079).
shows that the event began early in their observing day while The rate of separation of the ribbons - 2-4 hr afher initial
the flux level was still increasing, so the true onset may have brightening (-2 kin s- ') was the same as that of the %cll-
been earlier. An examination of the 4995 Mtlz record of the observed Skylab X-ray flare of 1973 July 29 ives'ka t al
Sagamore Hill Observatory shows a gradual rise-and-fall event 1982). The coronal response to an eruptive filament r-oay be
beginning at - 1300 UT with a peak flux of 21 + 3 sfj at illustrated by the DB of 1973 September 1. SkYlab soft X-ra.,

1400 UT. Using the X-ray values for the temperature and and Ha images of this event were shown by Rut (1976) ,nd
emission measure given in § lid and formulae from the Appcn- reproduced by vcstka (1970, 1981). It occurred i ar Old
dix of Webb and Kundu (1978), we derive a thermal microwave spotless region in the absence .f a reported flate and rehulicd
flux density of 12 + 6 sfu. in reasonable agreement with the in a large X-ray cloud which was unobservable with full-Sun
measured 4995 Mliz flux density. We find no other events in X-ray detectors. Webb, Krieger, and Rust (1976) h:ve dis-
either the microwave or metric ranges that may have been cussed similar filament disappearances outside active recion'
associated with the filarncnt activity. Those events were characterized by relatively fairt the.r-.m

X-ray and microwave emission and usually by no obwr'.ab!e

Ill. DISCUSSION Ha emission.
The total energy of a DB event with no or weak Ila encision

a) Energetics of the Eruptive Event may, however, be substantial, if it consists primarily of Lon-

The E i 50 McV SEP event of 1981 December 5 has been veeted magnetic field energy (Webb et al. 1980; Dulk I r 0
associated with a filament eruption and la brightening well 1984). Anzer and Pncuman (1982) have concluded that hr,
removed from any active region. The solar Ha emission event occurrence of a flare in association with a CME is not an
is properly termed a "flare-like brightening" rather than a important question for th. nature of an eruptive evcnt. A
flare (P. Simon and H. Dodson-Princc, private common process occurs in all CME events with the 0a-r'
communication). According to Smith and Smith (1963), being the most energetic. The energy is derived from the mnag-
"These events arc distinguished from true flares by their con- netic field, and %cak fields will not result in chromospheric
siderably longer lifetimes (average three hours), their slower frres. In this view the Ha filament in the DB event is a s4mna-
rise times (30 to 100 minutes) and their occurrence well away lure of a magnetically dominated eruption occurring over a
from spot gioups ... The eruption precedes the chromospheric much larger coronal volume. Low, Munro, and Fisher (19S2i.
brightening by about half an hour; hence it is probable that for example, suggested that the CME of 1980 August 5 was
both phenomena result from the same unknown'cause." In initiated in the low corona by magnetic buoyancy. Although
addition, 9vestka (1976) points out that one use of the term that CME was slower (v = 210 km s- ' at 2.2R 0 ) Lhan the
"disparition brusque" (DB) is for the "disappearance of a Decemb-r 5 CME, both events were characterized by a lack of
quiescent dark filament far away from any active region giving any signature of an impulsive process. Yeh (1982) has also
rise to slight brightenings along the filament channel. Such concluded that the driving force of a CME is the magneto-
brightenings usually are not classified as a flare." hydrodynamic buoyancy force, and he finds that magnetic

The motion of the filament observed in the second and third unwinding is the dynamical cause of the ejection of a loop. The
images of Figure 2 and the direct observation of the filament in December 5 event shows that energetic eruptive events can be
the coronagraph images of Figure 3 show that it it was a true accompanied by only minimal impulsive phase and thermal
eruptive (hence, a DB) rather than a quasi-eruptive disap- flare signatures.
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Other SEP events similar to that of December 5 mena. including flares (Munro ct al. 1979. Webb 1984).
undoubtedly exist. The association of a SEP event with a fila- However, cool prominence material is rarely observed at great
ment disappearance outside an active region is generally dimfi- solar distances in CMEs. Ha material appears in many CMEs
cult to make, however, since filament disappearances arc not observed by the SMM coronagraph (House et (ul. 1981).
routinely reported despite their potential importance for geo- which has an inner field of view of only 1.5R o , but Howard et
physical effects (Joselyn and McIntosh 1981). The December 5 al. (1985) found Ha material at 4R o in only 1.5% of -1000
event was particularly well observed. In addition to definitive Solwind CMEs in their survey. In the 1980 April 16 CM E, Ha
Ha photographs of this event, white light coronagraph images emission was observed out to 3Ro with the SMM coronagraph
and low-frequency radio observations were available. The but not at 4Ro with the Solwind coronagraph (Wagner et al.
observed CME, SA event, and interplanetary type II burst in 1983). This may be the result of ionization of the prominence
this event revealed the subsequent high coronal position and material as it rises through the corona, as indicated by lHa and
effects of the filament disappearance. He it 2304 emission in the well-studied Skylab case of i973

August 21 (Poland and Munro 1976). Absorption of solar
b) Metric Shocks and SEP Energy Spectra Lyman continuum radiation should be the dominant ionizing

To see whether the apparent late onset of shock formation in mechanism, although Poland and Munro (1976) have sug.
the December 5 event, as indicated by the absence of any gested conductive heating from the corona or wave heating as
observed metric type II emission and the presence of an SA additional possibilities. Another reason for the paucity of
event and interplanetary type II burst, might somehow be observed Ha features beyond -4R o might be that the cool
related to the unusually steep (y = 4.3) SEP event spectrum, we material has achieved a sufficient outward velocity (> 150 km
looked for other examples of this behavior. The eight large s ') such that it is Doppler shiftcd out of the Ly/l wavcband of
SEP events in the list compiled by Cliver, Kahler, and McIn- radiation needed to excite the hydrogen atoms (Poland and
tosh were similar to the December 5 SEP in that the parent Munro 1976) However, several Solwind CME events have
flares were weak impulsive phase events that originated, in been observed in which Ila prominence material has reached
several cases, in magnetically simple active regions. Six of the speeds of - 1000 km s- near 10R0 . In sum, the relationship of
eight parent flares were located on the western hemisphere. lia brightness to the degree of ionization in the prominence

Like the December 5 proton flare, two of these six well- material is not well understood at present.
connected events, 1969 September 25 and 1970 May 30, were The relative positions of the prominence and the cecctct
not associated with metric type II bursts and had SEP power- coronal material are only beginning to be understood, at least
law spectral exponents of 3.5 and 4.0, respectively, in the for the frequently observed loop CMEs. Illing and tlundhau-
10 _ E c 100 McV range. Morcover, the September 25 and sen (1985) studied the "depletion" CME of 1980 August 5 and
May 30 tlares also apparently resulted in interplanetary shocks concluded that the outer loop, intervening dark shell, and
(Cliver, Kahier, and Mclntosh 1983). The four remaining well- bright core of the CML were due to the overlying coronal
connected proton flares of the Cliver, Kahlcr, and McIntosh matcrial. the void in coronal material known as the filameni
(1983) study were accompanied by metric type If bursts, and cavity, and th filament, respectively. Skylab observations had
the associated SEP events had relatively hard spectra (- -< 2.6) previously suggested (Hildner c al. 1975) that the bulk of the
in the 10 < E !< 100 MeV range. Thus, although a more corn- ejected material comes from the low corona above the filament
prehc sive statistical study is required, there exists preliminary and that the total CME is far larger than would be inferred
evidence that steep energy spectra in apparently well con- from filament observations alone.
necctd SEP events might result from a larger than usual Most SEP events arc associated with fast (V > 500 km s i)
coronal height of shock formation. CM Es (Kahler et at. 1984). One explanation of this association

The energetic particle spectrum resulting from lirst-order (e.g., Kahler tr al. 1984) is that shocks generated by. and
Fermi acceleration by diffusive particle motion in a planar moving ahead of, the CME white light fronts (MacQuccn
shock is known theoretically to be a power law in momentum 1980; Maxwell and Dryer 1981) produce the cnergetic par-
(eg, Blandford and Ostriker 1978' Axford 19SI; l-e and Fisk titles The origin of the shock-CME association has been ques-
1982). Transforming to a differential power law in kinetic tioncd by Waguer and MacQuecn (1983), who suggest that the
energy for nonrelativistic ions, a strong shock yields a spectral shock is generated after the CME onset and then proceeds to
index y : 2, roughly the range of values fcr the SEP events move through and overtake the CME Attempts to distinguish
with metric type 11 bursts considered above. Weaker shocks observationally between the two models have been unsuc-
yield softer spectra. In t is sinplified context, the association of ceSfit (Canc 1984; Kahlcr et al. 1985a).
hard SEP spectra with metric type I1 bursts implies that shocks The rcccnt measurements of ionic charge states in SEPs have
formed in the lower corona are stronger than those formed at provided powerful clues for identifying SEP source regions
greater heights. However, this interpretation neglects several (see Fan, Gloeckler, and Hovestadt 1984 for a recent review).
important aspects of shock acceleration, such as energy- The highest ionization stages are generally consistent with
dependent escape of the particles from the shock region, a coronal source temperature of -2 x 106 K. However,
second-order Fermi acceleration, energy losses, and shock-drift observations of He ' abundances in 10 SEP events over a I yr
acceleration (Decker, Pesses, and Armstrong 1981). In addi- period showed that He* was present in all events with an
tion,it is not theoretically obvious that coronal height ofshock average HIe/le ratio of -0.1. Measurement of the daily
formation should be related to shock strength. We thus regard He*/e *c ratios in the energy range 0.4-0.62 MeV per
the suggestion that SEP spectral slopes may be correlated with nucleon for 216 days in 1978-1979 by Hovcstadt et al. (19841
the height ofshock formation as tentative, at best. yielded a median value of He+/He * = 0.11. Since this ratio

is -10 for ionization equilibrium in the corona (Abmad
c) The Role ofCool Filamentary Material in SEPs 1977), cool source material ( < 105 K) has also been invoked

CMEs observed with Skylab and SMM are better associated as part of tire SEP source region. As we have seen in the
with erupting prominences than with any other solar pheno- Deccncr 5 and similar events, only the filament itself,
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whcrc He*/Hc' > I for T < 50.000 K (Tandbcrg-Hanssen d) Commesnt on 3HC SEPs
1974, p. 72), can be a solar source of such coal material. No Kahlcr el at. (1985b) and Rcamcs. von Roscnvingc, and Lin
cool Ha matcrial has bccn observed in the leading portions of (1985) have shown that 'lic-rich SEPs arc well associated with
CMEs (House eta. 1981). In the few cases whcn He* enhance- impulsive phase rather than second phase flare events.
ments have been observed in the solar wind, they have been Although mixed tirst and sccond phase events would be
part of thc driver gas following interplanetary shocks and were expected, thc - purc -'Hc impulsive phase accelcration meeha-
usually temporally associatcd with cruptive filaments nism does not appear to involve coronal shocks or CM Es, or.
(Schwenin, Rosenbauer, and Muhlhauser 1980; Gosling et al.* by implication, filament eruptions. The lack of any measurable
1980; Dame 1983). These events show that at least in some Het fluxes in 3He-rich events found by Kiecker et al. (1984)
eases cool filament material remains unheated to I AU. apascnitn ihti iw

The coronagraph, SEP ionization stage, and solar wind ion apascnitn ihti iw
observations arc all consistent with the conclusion that a sig-
nificant fraction of the SEPs are accelerated from the cool IV. CONCLUSIONS
filament itself. The filament will form the bright core of a loop We have used the 1981 December 5 SEP and filament crup-
CME, and, if it remains cool at great heights. may be observed tion cv -to draw several conclusions.
in a coronagraph in the Hix line. This conclusion, however, I. A solar active region is not necessary for the occurrence
seems incompatible with the concept favored by Kahler et al. of a SEP. The essential ingredient for most observed SEPs
(1984) that most SEPs are produced by shocks moving ahead seems ro be a magnetically dominated mass ejection.
of the front of (the CM E. If shock acceleration is assumed, then 2. The occurrence of a detectable impulsive phase e'.cnt is
it appears that the shock must move through the underlying also not necessary for a SEP1. A similar conclusion has b~een
filament, perhaps as part of the scenario suggested by Wagner drawn by Cliver, Kahler,and Mclntosh (1983).
and MacQueen (1983). When SEPs arc produced in the fila- 3. The unusually stccp spectrum (y zz4) of the Decemnber 5
ment, it is not at all clear whether they can readily escape to SEP may be related to the apparent late onset of shock form.-,
interplanetary space, since the filament is surrounded by large- iion in this event, as indicated by the absence of a metric type
scale looplike magnetic fields defining the CME. However. H1 bursi and the presencc of an SA event and intcrplanctar%
restructuring subsequent to the ejection may radically change type 11 burst.
the geometry of the fields (e.g.. Illing and Hundhauseni 1983). 4. If the corona is the source of all SEI~s, thenr a significant

Alternatively, to retain the model in which particle acceler- frac'tion of the SEPs must be drawn from the ejected filarrnn
ation occurs in shocks, well ahead of ihe cooler filamencrtar .y tary material. This is the only coronal material cool eniough
material, we would need a source other than a directly associ- (T < 5 x 10' K) to contain He* ions found in SEPs (Fan.
ated filament eruption for the Hec ions in a SEP event. The Glocckler, and liovcstadt 19S4).
persistently high values of He */H-e **measured by liovestadi
et al. (1984) does suggest that some stable He* source popu-
lation may exist at the Sun or in interplanetary space (D. This work was supported at Emmanuel College by A[GI.
llovestadt, private communication). An interplanetary popu- contract AF 19628-82-K-0039, at NRL by NASA DFPR1 W
lauion of He* ions, formed from interstellar neutral atoms that 14,429. and at GSFC/Univcrsity of Maryland by NASA grant
are singly ionized by UV fluxes after entering the heliosphere, NGR 21-002316. The Air Force Space Test Program provided
has been thecoretically proposed by Fisk. Kozlovsky. and integration, launch, and operational support for the P7S~.1
Ramaty (1974) as a source for the anomalous component of spacecraft. D. Roberts, F. Harlow, and W. Funk of NRL
cosmic rays. However, attempts to measure the chiarge states of assisted in the coronagraph data reduction. The Hla photo.
[the anomalous He component (at tens of MeV per nucleon) graphs were generously supplied by P. Simon, the Wemiseriaul
and thereby test this theory have not been definitive (see the radio data by H. Urbar7. and the Ottawa 2800 MHz, data b
review of Jones 1983). Whether any stable He* population has M. Bell. WVeare indebted to 3. Browne ofthe AFGL_ Photo t-l-'
sufficient number densiiy to contribute significantly to SEP for his valuable assistance wkith the Ha images R. Howard. MI
fluxes is also not obvious. Nonetheless, at this time we believe Koomen. and D_ Miehels are gratefully acknowledged for Cc-
the source of the Het ions in SEPs remains anopen question. help with the analysis of (tic coronagraph data.
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FIG. 4.- Top: plots of the log of the antenna temperature TA and the solar elongation angle O at 1980k Hz on 1981 December 5. Values of ( are shown only when
the standard deviation of the computed angle is less than I 5. Below: the Weissenau dynamic spectrsm from 1248 to 1359 UT. The gaps in the six white vertical bars
at the 15 minute time marks correspond to the frequency channel boundaries at 30,46,86, 160,290.546. and 1000 MHz. from top to bottom. The type Ill GG (group
of more than 10 bursts) events from 1316 to 1318 UT and from 1320 to 1326 UT observed in the Weissenau spectrum are also observed in the ISEE 3 1980 kHz
profile. The solar elongation angles for those bursts are east of the Sun. indicating that the bursts were not associated with the December 5 erupting filament which
lay in the western hemisphere. The SA event observed from 1328 to 1352 UT at 1980 k Hz had no observed counterpart in the Weissenau spectrum but clearly came
from the western hemisphere.

KAHLER et al. (see page 507)
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Interplanetary Shocks Preceded by Solar Filament Eruptions
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Wc dic uss the solar and interplanetary charactcrisiscs of six interplanetary shock and energetic
particle events associated with the eruptions of solar filaments lying outside active regions. The events are
characterized by the familiar double-ribbon Ha brightenings observed with large flares. but only very
weak soft X ray and microwave bursts. Both impulsive phases and metric type 11 bursts arc absent in all

six events. The energetic particles observed near the earth appear to be accelerated predominantly in the
interplanetary shocks. The interplanetary shock speeds are lower and the longitudinal extents consider-
ably less than ihose of flare-associatcd shocks. Three of the events were associated with unusual enhance-
menis of singly ionized helium in the solar wind following the shocks These enhancements appear to be
direct defections of the cool filament material expelled from the corona. We suggest that these events arc
part of a spectrum of solar eruptive events which include both weaker events and large flares. Despite
their unimpressive and unreported solar signatures, the quicscent filament eruptions can result in sub-
,tiniial space and geophysical disturbances

I. INTKODUCTION CM[1.s have recently been shown to be closcly assoc . trt

It is well established [Hundhasctt. 1972 Chaoi t lnd g,il wvith intcrpltnctary shocks. Shciley et al. r1985] found that
1974] that the most disturbed geomagnetic conditions, re- .hoth 70% of all interplanetary shocks observed at Ielicos I
suiting from an energetic interplanetary shock, occur about could be conlidently associatcd with CMEs. Only 2% of the

1.5 to 2 days after big solar flares which arc easily observed as shocks clearly lacked associated CMEs. If we then assufne
large brighlcnings in f,. Such flares arc typically accompa- that CMEs are the drivers of interplanctary shocks and that

nicd by solar energetic particle (SEP) events, meter wavelength most or all CMEs are associated with erupting prominences.
type It and type IV bursts, and long 'uration soft X ray we might expect a good association between erupting promi-
events [Cone ail Stone. 1984: Catc. 1985]. nenccs and interplanetary shocks. Eruptive prominences have

Since these major flares are usually accompanied by promi- in fact long been suspected of being linked to geomagnetic
nence eruptions [Martin. 1973]. Anzer and Pnicuman [1982] storms, as Joselytt and MclIntosh [1981] have documented.
have suggested that a large flare event differs from an eruptive Wlrith and McNamara [1983] have established a statistical
prominence event without a flare only in being more energetic, relationship between disappearing filaments and geomagnetic
They interpreted non-flare-related mass ejections as being activity using data from 1974 to 1980. They found that geo-
those that -are produced by magnetic fields that are too weak magnetic disturbances followed filament disappearances by
to produce chromospheric brightenings." In their view the typically 3-6 days. The magnitude of the disturbance in-
kind of event that results is merely a matter of magnetic field creased with the size of the disappearing filament.
strength. In this paper we examine the solar and interplanetary signha-

Eruptive prominences are now recognized as playing impor- lures of six interplanetary shocks associated with disappearing
tant roles in most, if not all, coronal mass ejections (CMEs). filaments outside active regions to compare the eruptive
Munro el al. [1979] found that more than 70% of all Skylab events as a class with flare events. Each shock has been the
CMEs were associated with eruptive prominence or filament subject of individual publications in which only one or two
disappearances. More recently, illing and lHundhausen [1985) aspects of the event were discussed. In section 2 we summarize
studied the three-part structure of a CME similar to many the results of these papers, presenting all the data on each

large CMEs observed with the Solar Maximum Mission event separately. In section 3 we include new data to summa-
(SMM) coronagraph instrument. One component, a bright rize the ,bservational characteristics of all the events. The
core. was identified as the erupting prominence, showing that significance of these events for forecasting space disturbances
in these CM E events the prominence itself plays an important and learning about particle acceleration is discussed in section
role. 5 by comparing them with the more familiar flare-associated

events.

'Also at Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of
Maryland, College Park. 2. REPORTS AND ASSOCIATIONS
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Paper number 6A8590 Summaries of the reports of the shock events and the as-
0148-0227/86/006A-8590S0500 sociations with filament disappearances follow. The dates refer
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to the times of occurrence of the phenomena of principal con- produced an SC at the earth a- 2357 UT. Because no large
cern to the initial reports, flares were reported during the early part of April 23. Cane et

al. associated a shock-accelerated (SA) event [Cane et al.,
1981] at 0150 UT with the shock. The SA event was associ-

Schwenn et al. (1980] detected singly ionized helium in the ated with possible weak type II and type IV bursts reported
driver gas plasma following an interplanetary shock detected by the Culgoora Observatory. The elongation angle of the SA
by Helios I at 0103 LIT on this date. They proposed that this event clearly indicated a west limb source, and Cane ct al.

ion must have come from cold chromospheric material which suggested that an active region behind the limb was the source
had been ejected in an eruptive prominence as part of a CME. of the event. However, a study of the associated low-energy

They did not report whether a filament had disappeared; how- proton event by Sanahuja et al. (1983] showed that this as-
ever, it is clear from the Ha photographs in Solar-Geophysical sociation was very unlikely because the Venera I I spacecraft,

Data (SGD) that a large quiescent filament was present at which was well connected to the west limb, did not detect a
about 40°S, 50OE on January 25 and was gone on January 26. particle event. Low-energy (E - 100 keV) protons were first

K. Harvey (private communication, 1985) has determined the observed at Helios 2, magnetically connected to the sun at
disappearance interval to be from 2249 UT on January 25 to about 20-W. between 0100 and 0200 UT on April 23. Sana-

0853 UT on January 26. huja et al. suggested that the solar source of the shock and

particle event was the eruption of a large quiescent filament

extending from 10°S. 00°E to 30'S. 20'E. This eruption re-
2.2. July 29, 1977 suhed in a parallel ribbon brightening [Tanq. 1985] in Ila

Like the January 29 event, the shock detected by IMP 8 at beginning at 2215 UT on April 22, the continuation of which

0031 UT on July 29 was followed by large fluxes of singly was reported as two class IF flares by the Culgoora Observa-
ionized helium (Gosling et al.. 1980]. Because of the lack of tory. In her survey of the properties of interplanetary shocks,

any obvious reported flare candidates or type II or IV bursts Cane [1985), noting the lack of observed strong shocks from

during the 7 days prior to July 29, Gosling et al. suggested an west limb flares and acknowledging the suggestion of Sana-
association of the shock with the disappearance of a quiescent huja cl al. about the source of the event, tentatively agreed
filament at 50ON, 50°W. According to Harvey and Sheeley with their source position but retained the 0150 UT April 23

(1979]. the disappcarancc occurred between 2006 UT on July SA association. A reexamination of the 1980-kilz data from

25 and 1713 UT on July 26. Further examination of Ha the ISEE 3 radio experiment shows a possible SA event from
images (F. Tang, private communication, 1985) shows that the 2210 UT to 2300 UT on April 22 with a source position near

event occurred before 2345 UT on July 25. central meridian, consistent with that of the erupting filament.
We now associate this earlier 1980-kHz burst with the shock

2.3. Auisrtst 27, 1978 and particle event. It occurred at approximately the right timc

A major geomagnetic storm with a sudden commencement to account for the onset of the 100-keV protons at tlelios 2

(SC) at 0247 UT was attributed by Joselyn and Bryson [1980) and resulted in an average sun-earth transit speed of F40 km's

to the disappearance at about 0130 UT on August 23 of a compared with the previous higher value of 900 kni/s reported

filament located at 15*N, 15'E. Ilowever, !l1 observations at by Cane[1985].

0748 UT at Tel Aviv showed that the filament had re-formed
by that time. In subsequent observations, in which the fila- 2.5. November 27, 1979

ment was just outside the field of view. an Ha ribbon appeared Howard et al. [1982J reported the observation of a "head-

parallel to the filament location at about 1200 UT (F. Tang. on" CME which they associated with the sudden disappear-

private communication. 1985). The Boulder full disk image at ance of a large quiescent filament at 5'N, 3°W. The disappear-

1436 UT showed that the filament had again disappeared [Jos- ing filament may have been associated with a reported IN

elyn and Bryson, 1980). Since the first filament disappearance flare at 18*N, 5'E in a nearby active region. The CME was

was short-lived (5;6 hours) and no subsequent filament re- presumed to be tc driver of an interplanetary shock which

appearance followed the 1200 UT disappearance, we assume
that the interplanetary shock was associated with the 1200 UT
disappearance. Domingo el al. (1979] reported that the inter- TABLE I. The Events and the Xssociated Phenomena

planetary shock was accompanied by an energetic storm parti- Date and Time Soft Gradual
cle (ESP) event and that this event was preceded by a low- of Filament 1t Alpha X Rays. 10-cm
energy SEP event. Protons in the 0.6- to I-MeV energy range Disappearance Ribbons >CI Burst CME lie'

were first detected at ISEE 3 at about 1200 UT on August 25

(i.e., 2 days after the second filament disappearance). Using January 25. 1977, ... no no yes
interplanetary scintillation observations, Tappin e al. (1983] 2300 UT, to January 26.inteplantary1977. 0900 ',IT

detected the disturbance cast of central meridian, consistent July 25. 1977. ... no no yes

with the position of the filament identified by Joselyn and 2000-2330 LIT

Bryson (1980]. From their- model of the observations, Tappin August 23. 1978. probably no yes ..
1200 UT

et al. derived a speed of 430 km/s near I AU for the distur- April 22, 1979. yes yes yes -,

bance. 2230 UT
November 27. 1979. • no no yes -

2.4. April 23, 1979 0600 UT
December 5. 1981. yes yes yes yes yes

An interplanetary type 11 event (Cane et al., 1982] was 1330 LIT
observed to commence at about 1200 UT on April 23. The
associated shock passed ISEE 3 at 2328 UT on April 24 and Three dots correspond to cases in which we have no information
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TABLE 2. Speed Characteristics of the Shocks

Date of Dis-
Filament Solar Speed, tance,

Disappcarance Longitude km/s AU Reference

January 26, 1977 50E 460 ± 20 0.5 transit to earth
570 - 40 0.5 transit to Helios 1

(0.95 AU)
July 25. 1977 50W 560 ± 10 0.5 transit to earth (SQ

450 1.0 King et aL [1982]
August 23. 1978 SVE 480 0.5 transit to earth (SQ

430 1.0 Tappln ei al. [1983]
510 1.0 Ogilue r at. [1982]

April 22. 1979 10"E 980 0.2 transit to Helios 2
[Sanahuja et al. [1983]

840 0.5 transit to earth (SQ
760 0.7 Helios 2 to earth

November 27, 1979 3"W 1160 CME [Howard et al.. 1982]
800 0.2 CME [Jackson, 1985]
570 0.5 transit to earth (SQ
372 1.0 Ogilvie et al. [1982]

December 5. 1981 40"W 840 CME [Kahler et al, 1986]
570 0.5 transit to earth (ISEE 3)

reached ISEE 3 at 0649 UT on November 30 and produced filament disappearances of August 1978 and November 1979,
an SC at the earth at 0738 UT. The CME was also detected respectively, but give no further details. The Ha observaitons
by Jackson [1985] using zodiacal light photometers on the of the April 1979 event were discussed by Sanahuja e( al.
Helios spacecraft. An average speed of 800 km/s for the CME [1983) (see also Tang (1985)), and those of the December
was implied from the transit time between the sun and Helios 1981 event were shown by Kahler et al. [1986]. We have
2. Jackson noted that the mass ejection was well collimated obtained Hot images of the April 1979 event from Big Bear
along the sun-earth line. Solar Observatory (M. Liggett, private communication, 1985).

The sequence of images showing the filament disappearance
2.6. December 5. 1981 followed by double-ribbon brightenings is presented in Figure

Cane and Stone (1984] reported the observation on Decem- I. Two separate filament disappearance events occurred, each
ber 5 of kilometric radio emission which had the character- associated with Ha ribbon brightenings.
istics of an interplanetary type 11 event but for which there For the two events where we have observations, the fila-
were no reported related solar phenomena at the time of the ment eruptions were accompanied by Ha double-ribbon
preceding SA event, apart from a SEP event. Recently, Kahler brightenings which, since they lay outside active regions, are
et al. (1986] showed that the SA and interplanetary type II properly termed "flarelike brightenings- rather than flares
burst were well associated with an erupting filament at 20°N, [Kahler et al., 1986). It is probable that the 1200 UT August
40°W and with a CME observed by the Solwind coronagraph. 23, 1978, filament disappearance also was accompanied by a
The interplanetary shock in this event did not cause an SC, double-ribbon brightening.
but a well-defined disturbance was detected by the plasma An examination of the full disk Ha images of each of the six
instrument on ISEE 3 (W. C. Feldman, private communi- filaments shows that they all lay outside active regions. Such
cation, 1985) at 1400 UT on December 8. Following this dis- filaments are called quiescent filaments rather than active
turbance an enhancement of singly ionized helium was detect- region filaments, but of course in our cases the quiescent fila-
ed at ISEE 3 (Bochsler, 1983). The comprehensive observa- ments were also active in the sense of erupting.
tions of this event by both solar and interplanetary instru-
ments have provided an unambiguous association of energetic 3.2. /- to 8-,4 Soft X Rays
interplanetary phenomena with an erupting prominence well The soft X ray signature of the December 1981 event was
outside any active region. the most prominent of the six events, consisting of a 3-hour

3. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL DATA long decay event (LDE) with a peak X ray flux of C3.5
ON THE Six EvETwrs (Kahler et al., 1986]. A CI.5 LDE with a 6-hour duration

Having outlined previous work on each of the six events, we began at about 2229 UT on April 22, 1979, at about the time
now discuss additional observations derived primarily from of the reported Ha brightening associated with that filament

reports in Solar-Geophysical Data (SGD). In addition, we disappearance [Sanaujacet awt, 1983].

examine the unpublished energetic pprticle data obtained from Soft X ray events associated with the remaining four events
Goddard Spae Flight Center detectors on Helios I and 2, were weak, at most. A Cl LDE occurred on November 27,
IMP 8, and ISEE 3. The results are summarized in the various 1979, from about 0630 UT to 1200 UT, but this event may be
observational are"s. For clarificatio s ae in theis sum- the soft X ray signature of the flare reported in the active
marized in Table F. region near the disappearing filament [Howard et al., 1982].

Because the timings of the January 1977 and July 1977 fila-

3.1. Ha ment disappearances are uncertain on time scales of hours, we

We have no data showing the filament disappearances of can find possible LDE associations for both events, but the
January 25 and July 25, 1977. Joselyn and Bryson (1980] and peak fluxes of these events are less than CO.2. No soft X ray
Howard et al. (1982) have reported only the timings of the event could be associated with the August 1978 event at about
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CME speeds. See Table I for details.

0130 UT. at which lime the background flux was CO.2. A C03 sumptions about the shape of the December 1981 CME.

LDE accompanied the presumed filament disappearance at low'ard et a/. [1982] estimate a frontal speed of 1160 km/.
1200 UT. The X ray fluxes of these four events must therefore No CME was found for the April t979 event, but the first
be well below the CI level. observation after the filament disappearance was 5 hours later.

Observations of CME events originating near disk center
3.3. Raidio show te~at such CNIEs arc not decctablc more than 3 houis

Three gradual lO-cm bursts could be associated with the six after their initiation.
events. Bursts of 4 and 8 solar flux units at 2800 Mhiz were
observed at Ottawa on August 23, 1978, and December 5, 3.5. interplanetary Shock Speeds and Si:es
1981. respectively. A burst of 14 solar flux units at 2695 M lz The calculated or measured speeds of the six interplanetary
was observed at Penticton on April 22 and 23. 1979. No grad- shocks are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 2. Filament
ual microwave bursts were reported for any of the other three disappearance times were used for shock initiations at the sun
events. Ilowever. for those events, only one (July 1977) oc- "'he speed uncertainties for the January and July 1977 events
curred during the Ottawa and Penticton observing windows, reflect the use of earliest and latest times of filament disap-
It is these stations which usually report weak ( < 10 solar flux pearances. Spacecraft shock observations or the sudden com-
units) bursts. mencements (SC) of geomagnetic storms were used for the

None of the six events was associated with any reported shock arrival times at earth. The transit speeds arc assumed to
metric type II or type IV burst. We also examined 1980-kHz give estimates of the speeds midway between two observation
data from the ISEE 3 radio astronomy experiment for any points. SCs were associated with four of the events; in another
associated events in the kilometric range. Data coverage exists case (December 1981) a disturbance was observed at a space-
for only the last rour of the six events, and of those, only two, craft located near I AU.
the April 1979 (see section 2.4) and December 1981 [Kahler et The January 1977 event was detected at Helios I, which was
al., 1986] events, showed SA events. Both these events were situated 13*W of the normal to the filament site. It appears
also associated with interplanetary type 11 bursts [Cane, that the shock did not reach the earth or Helios 2. We do not
1985]. Emission at 1980 kHz did occur at about the times of believe that a minor shock observed at Helios 2 was related to
the August 1978 and November 1979 events but did not the shock. Our reasons are as follows: a minor shock was
appear to be related. observed at Helios 2 [Schwenn et al., 1980], situated 28* west

of Helios I at 0.98 AU. at 2103 UT on January 28 and was
3.4. Coronal Mass Ee ns preceded by an SC at 1840 UT which was probably due to the

Solwind coronagraph observations were available for the same shock. This minor shock preceded by 4 hours the promi-
three events of April 22, 1979, November 27, 1979, and De- nent shock at Helios I, although Helios I was closer in Ion-
cembcr 5, 1981. For the November 1979 and December 1981 gitude to the filament eruption.
events, associated CMEs were observed with estimated speeds A weak SC reported by two stations on January 30 may
in the plane of the sky of 600 km/s [hloward et al- 1982] and have been caused by a disturbance related to the filament
840 km/s [Kahler et al., 1986]. respectively. By making as- disappearance. For the purpose of comparison, we use this SC
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event a small disturbance, but not a shock, was seen at 1elios

IAPRIL ZZ. 197 2 on November 28 when Helios 2 was only 30' cast of the
. WE' 10- erupting filament. The CME itself also appeared to be rather

highly collimated when observed from Helios 2 [Jackson,
1985]. In the April 1979 event a plasma disturbance, but not a

_1" shock, was seen at Helios I when that spacecraft was only 45"
00 c ast of the erupting filament. From these observations w~e esti-

.. I mate the angular half-widths of the shocks to be at most 50 ° .

.NOVEMBER 27. 1973
SSN 3"W 3.6. Energetic Particles

€ ... ,tJ~. . "K..Each of the six events was accompanied by energetic parti-o - cles. The August 1978, April 1979, and December 1981 SEP
0, I I events have been mentioned in section 2. We find that SEP
0 I events were also associated with the other three filament dis-

" a.. Eppearances. The July 1977 and December 1981 esents wereIL " DECEMBER S. 1981

> 20*N 40'W well connected to the earth, and particles with cnergics up to

0) • about 40 and 80 McV. respectively, wcrc detccted in those
:E - events. The November 1979 event was well connected to

4 II Helios 2. which detected particles of up to 20 McV. For the
thrce eastern hemisphere events the maximum observcd parti-

- J clc energy was less than 15 McV.
JY50*N. *W Figure 3 shows time profiles of IMP 8 pfoion fluxes at

. "about 2 MeV for the six events, ordered as i func:on of
decreasing shock speed. It can be seen that the time profilcs of

W the particle fluxes are roughly centered at the timcs of shock
>I I passages. For the slowest shock, of August 197S. therc w.:s a

delay of 2 days between the filament eruption and ihe piarclc
onset.

WL AUGUST 23. 1978
- 1N lS'i: 3.7. Singly Ionized liehw Enll/inccntnis

0I -N" k r', in the Solar Wind

O I 'I " Enhancements of singly ionized helium in the solar ,,.id
-I following the arrival of the interplanetary shocks were i qoi -

I I ed for the January 1977, July 1977, and Decemher l'st
r ' JANUARY 25. 1977 events, as discussed in scction 2 We arc not awarc of an)

I 40'S 50*(
reports of singly ionized helium observed with the other three
events of our study.

-*t I I 14. SEARCI FOR ADDITIONAL EVLNI

0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 We have looked for other events with propicrtics i': !.,; ,

DAYS AFTER FILAMENT ERUPTION those discussed above. We examined data from the Coi.J.nd

Fig. 3. Time profiles of 2-McV proton fluxes as observed at IMP Space Flight Center (GSFC) energetic particle experienttI!
8 The events are organized such that shock speed decreases down the IMP 8 and ISEE 3 for SEP events lacking the usual velocity
figure. In each event the shock passage is indicated by a dashed line. dispersion characteristic of flare-associated events. \Vc ao
The positions of the filaments are noted, used the times of filament disappearances to search for associ-

ated SEP events. However, we could not find additional par-

ec events during 1978 to 1984 which could be associated as
time to estimate the speed of the disturbance to the earth The confidently with erupting filaments as the six events discussed
deduced transit speed is about 80% of the transit speed to here. A less confident candidate for another example of this
Helios I situated at about the same distance but closer to the class of event is the SEP event beginning on May 25, !979.
radial from the shock origin, and the subsequent SC at 1850 UT on May 29. If we associate

Other shock speed measurements and the source references this event with a filament disappearance at about 28"N, 22°W
are also given in Table 2. In addition, we include the speeds of between 1520 UT on May 25 and 0550 UT on May 26 (K.
the two observed associated CMEs. Because the relationship Harvey. private communication. 1985), the average shock
between the CME leading edges and the associated shock transit speed to the earth would be 420 to 490 km/s. a rela-
fronts is not known, the CME speeds are joined to shock lively slow event compared to the events of our study. No

speeds by dashed lines in Figure 2. interplanetary type 11 burst was observed for this shock, as

The shocks of Table 2 are rather narrow in longitudinal expected from its low speed [Canc, 1985].
extent. We see that two (January 1977 and December 1981) of
the three shocks originating from longitudes located more 5. DitCSSiton
than 30" from central meridian did not produce SCs at the Our results show clearly that solar disturbances occurring

earth. The December 1981 event resulted in a disturbance at outside active regions and showing few, if any. of the signa-
19EE 3 which was not clearly a shock. In the November 1979 lures characteristic of'large" flares can result in interplanetary
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shocks and SEP events. Joselyn and Mcintosh [11981] have Two events (July 25, 1977. and December 5. 1981) were well

emphasized the importance of disappearing filaments as a connected to the earth and showed clear evidence of velocity

useful tool in forecasting geomagnetic storms. We find that the dispersion in the MeV range, which is characteristic of flarc-

disappearing filaments can also give rise to SEP events of associated SEP events. At energies above 10 MeV these events

modest (- 10 MeV) energy. We emphasize the importance of had the usual profiles associated with flare events, i.e., a rapid

these events for understanding the physics of shock propaga- onset and a slower decay. This char-c, zristi, -I- .P was also

tion and particle acceleration in interplanetary space. seen for the November 1979 cv-i t -,'c. . ved from Helios

I. which had a connection longitude of 37*W.

5.1. Solar Oriyins of thw Esent.s Within our limited statistics it seems that the first part;

The solar signatures of the six events of this study are simi- component is more restricted in the filament eruption evetits

lar, All the disappearing filaments lay outside active regions, than in flare events. The rapid onset and g:s'iual decay pro-

:and they may all have produced double-ribbon H2 events, files can be seen in flare e-- . -'nich originate near central

such as the example in Figure I. If any soft X ray or micro- meridian, yet only the disappearing filament events connected

wave events occurred, they were weak and had time scales of near 50"W have this shape. Assuming that prompt particles

hours. The events also lacked evidence of impulsive phases or are injected only onto field lines directly connected to a coro-

of coronal shocks. nal shock, we suggest that in the filament eruption events the

The common links of these events and large flares are the coronal shock extends over a limited range in heliolongitude.

filament eruptions and double-ribbon brightenings. On this The lack of nictric type II activity is an indication that the

basis.,r:'r arid Pfimrrn [1982] concluded that a common coronA shocks in these cvents are probably rather weak.

piocc,' occurs in both large flares and filament eruption
events with the flares being the roost energetic events. The 5.3 Slirrik Chrtt'ri.Ntics

Skylab X ray events [cf. lVebhl et al., 1976] lie at the other end find That the six shocks of our study originated within

of the energy spectrum. These events were weak, long duration 50' of central meridian and that only four of the b.hock: ,cre
soft X raty cnihncerens originating outside actie regions reponsible for SCs at theearth. This fact and the ochr obscr-
sof , .iy enhncem w t oinataing outsietiv orgiomnst epnil o tteerh.Ti atadteohros

and aociatcd with disappearing filaments or filament ios discussed in section 3.5 sul'gest that the shocks assol.

ch.iaincs. In contrast to the six events of our study, some of ited with disappearing filaments extend at rnost to 50 in

!he 5kl.ib X fav events were not accompanied by detectabler~iv . heliographic lon~gitude from the source normail. In con irdsi.

filamenets and had only faint patches of Ha brightenings. flare-associatcd shocks can extend to 90' [Ce , 1985 1.

While the spectrurm of filamcnt eruption event sizes has pre- In recent years a number of observations concerring, trotcr-

rouirsy 'ecrn ap preintcd, tIe fact that apparently innocuous sliock pccd, as a function of hehocentric

e,enr,, such a-, those of this strlv can result in both inter- htcc.rr .bec vaae axe frs of ocric iste

planctary shocks ind S EP events his not generally been un-

dircct in Situ rne'rsUrCensT!1ts of the solar wind rrom the 1elio;

l spacer:raft -The positions of the I felios srrrccc: aft rmri cd

5 2 L' S ' Ervfrts Source., froin 03 to 1.0 AU. so one can use the Ilichos obcrvations to

Leirn how. in a statistical sense, shock- evolve, lrguic -: ,ho.y%

L c ivt ct al [1982] have compared the E > 30 McV in situ shock speeds as a fu,ction of hicliocentric distance for

proton profiles for two kinds of flare SEP events, those with the shocks associated vrth CMEs presented by S/iceley ei f

assocated interplanetary shocks and those without. They con- [1985]. Only the well-deter nined shock speeds wcre used. 1 he

cluded that large particle events can have two components. figure shows that whereas at 0.5 AU, shock speeds range from

'Thc first component consists of particles which escape directly about 400 to 1300 km/s. (he range at r AU is much smallcr.

from the corona and arc easily observed from regions well approximately 450 to 650 km/s. This means that most shocks

conrinected to the particle source region. The second compo- decelerate en route To I AU. an interpretation Suipported by

nent has a time scale of days and results from the acceleration the Sheeley et al. [1985] comparison of Solwind CMlE and

of particles by interplanetary shocks. Lee [1983] has summa- lielios I shock observations. tIhey found that the ircrage

rizcd the properties of such shock-associated ESP events. shack transit speeds were generally higher thaui the in %artu

The two-component model is also an appropriate descrip- shock speeds, indicating that the shocks must undcrgo a dcccl-

tion for the SEP events of our study, but here the second eration between the sun and 11elios I.

component seems to be dominant, consistent with the lack of Speed profiles for individual shocks within 0.3 AU of tih

the usual flare signatures of impulsive phenomena and metric sun have been presented by Woo et al. [1985]. Their analysis

radio bursts. We illustrated the SEP profiles in Figure 3 and combined spacecraft Doppler scintillation observations with

showed the gradual rises with maxima near the arrival times coronagraph and in situ plasma measurements. - ,eir derived

of the associated shocks. Metric type II bursts are the well- speed profiles for a number of shocks are shown by the curves

known signatures of coronal shocks which have a good associ- in Figure 4. The heavy curves correspond to shock- ,hich are

ation with > 10-MeV proton events [Svestka and Fritzova- well associated with flares; all these shocks genc.aed inter-

Svestkova, 1974] and are presumed to be the sources of the planetary type II radio emission [Cane, 1985]. The light

first particle component. Although there are no type 11 bursts curves correspond to the slow shocks of their study, which

associated with the six SEP events in our study, the presence suggest acceleration or at least constant speed out to quite

of SA activity in at least two events can be taken as evidence large distances. Woo et al. [1985] did not associate these

of a coronal shock. However. the coronal shock responsible shocks with flares. By comparing Figures 2 and 4, it can be

for the acceleration of the particles comprising the first corn- seen that all the shocks of our study except that of April 1979

ponent did not form or did not radiate until high in the are relatively low speed shocks. We suggest a continuum of

corona (i.e., below the ground-based observing frequency speed profiles ranging from strong flare-associated shocks.

range) which are fast and decelerate rapidly, to the eruptive filament-
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Fig. 4. Shock speeds measured in situ at a number of helioccntric distances [Shcrley et a/., 1985]: each circle rcpre-
sents a single shock. Also shown are speed profiles for a number of shocks (Woo et ol., 1985). Ihc heavy curses idcnif.
the strong flarc-associated events. The scale of this figure is the same as that of Figure 2. and it can be seen that apart from
the April 1979 event the eruptive events of'our study are relatively slow.

associated evcnts which are low-speed shocks and may not observed eruptive prominence on the west limb. Zmsicld ct al
decelcrate at all. [19823 found two additional enhancements in a scarch of

plasma data from 1972 to 1980. One of (hose events, following

5.4. Singly Ionized Helium Enhancements an SC at 2000 UT on December 1, 1977, may have bccn due
to a quiescent flament disappearance in the northeast quad-

The first report of a substantial enhancement in abundance rant of the sun between 1500 UT on November 28 and 1500
of singly ionized helium in the solar wind was reported by UT on November 29. As in the cases of our six events, no

Schwenn et al. [1980), who attributed its origin to eruptive metric type II bursts were associated with the May 1979 and
prominence material. Because solar wind plasma analyzers November 1977 filament disappearances.
have not been designed to look for this ion, which was ex- One of the singly ionized helium enhancements is of interes
pected to have a very low abundance, the number of reported because of its flare association. The enhancement observed on
singly ionized helium enhancements is only about 15 (see the January 13, 1967 (Bame, 1983), following the SC at 1203 UT
review of Dame [1983]). The fact that three of those events are was associated with a 3B flare in McMath region 8632 on
also included in the events of our study supports the view that January II. A very large filament was present before the flare
the enhancements are due to eruptive prominence material, and absent on the following day. A metric type 11 burst at
Several other singly ionized helium enhancements not men- 0223 LUT was associated with the flare, but the only associated
tioned in this paper also appear to be associated with eruptive microwave burst was a gradual rise and fall event of 15 solar
prominences. Schwenn [1983] associated an enhancement ob- flux units. We suggest that the January 1967 event is inter-
served at Helios I following a shock on May 9, 1979, with an mediate between the filament eruption events discussed in this
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ABSTRACT
It is gcncrally presumcd thai E ;> I MeV per nuclcon solar particlc cvcnts of cnhanccd abundances, referred

to as "" 'He-rich" or " Z-rich " events, arc duc to a two-step acceleration process. The first step selectivcly heats
'He and certain heavy ions such as Fc to a threshold energy for the second step, which then provides the bulk
of the particlc cnergizalion. If the second phase involves the same proccss that operates to produce energetic
particle events of normal abundances, 'Hc-rich events should be significantly associated with both metric type
II bursts and coronal mass ejections, as arc solar energetic particle events of normal abundances. Using 66
3FHc-rich perinds observed on ISEE 3 from 1979 to 1982, we find that these i ssociations arc due only to
random chance unless the 3He-rich event is accompanied by an energetic proton event. This and other recent
evidence indicates that enhanced abundance events may be produced only in the impulsive phases of flares,
while normal abundance events arc produced in subsequent flare shock waves.
Subject headings: Sun: corona - Sun: flares - Sun: radio radiation

1. INTRODUCTION through nonthermal heating, followed by the second proc,-"s,
The physical origin of energetic (- 10 McV) particles pro- which provides most of the energization. As a first process Fisk

duced in the solar corona and detected in intcrplanctary space (1978) proposed selective heating by a resonant interction
remains unclear. However, two observational signatures now with ion cyclotron waves. Varvoglis and Papadopoulos (1983)
appear well associated with energetic proton events. Svestka considered the nonlinear physics of particle cnergization by ion
and Fritzova -Sves(kova (1974) concluded that 50%-75% of all cyclotron waves and found the dominant process to bc non-
proton events observed over a 30 month period were preceded resonant. This eliminated the requirement for exciting 'Fe
by metric type II radio bursts. More recently, Kahler et al. cyclotron waves in Fisk's model. Alternative proposals by
(1984) found that nearly all flare proton events arc associated lbragimov and Kocharov (1977) and Kocharov and Orish-
with coronal mass ejections (CMEs). These observations chenko (1983) invoked Langmuir waves and ion sound Aaics.
suggest an important role for coronal shocks in proton accclcr- respectively, for the initial heating process. However, Weathcr-
atton. all (1984) has shown that the velocity diffusion coefficient used

Elemental and isotopic abundances found in large solar by lbragimov and Kocharov (1977) and by Kocharov and
energetic particle events of E- 1-10 McV per nucleon Orishchenko (1983) is not proportional to Z'/A 2

, where Z is
(hereafter McV n- I) generally match accepted solar coronal, the charge and A the mass of the ion, but rather to Z 2/4'.
but not photospheric, abundances (Cook, Stone. and Vogt Their mechanisms therefore do not have the required scnsi-
1984). This is often not true for smaller events, however, where tivity to ion charge needed to account for the enhanced particle
substantial enhancements of 'He/'He and (Z > 6)/H over abundances. Melrose (1983) has argued that preacceleration
solar abundances arc seen (Anglin, Dietrich, and Simpson mechanisms which draw a small fraction of the ions out of the
1977; Zwickl et al. 1978; Mason et al. 1980). Of particular tail of a Maxwcllian distribution will lead to unacceptably low
interest arc the "'He-rich" events, characterized by 'He/ abundances for accelerated ions due to the slower speeds of the
'He > 0.2, nearly three orders of magnitude larger than the heavier ions. rhis conclusion holds for both events of normal
solar wind or solar prominence values of 4 x 10-' (Coplan et and enhanced compositions.
al. 1983; Hall 1975). The properties of these events were An important question is whether the enhanced event ions
reviewed by Ramaty et al. (1980), who tabulated all 'He-rich are energized, after the presumed first-step heating, in the same
events observed through 1976. This list was updated to 1980 in way as ions in the larger cosmic-ray events of normal abun-
the recent review article by Kocharov and Kocharov (1984). dances. Studies of associated flares could be helpful in this

Several explanations have been advanced to account for regard, but, in contrast to the larger events, it is usually difficult
these events with enhanced abundances. They generally invoke to determine flare associations for the enhanced events. Prob-
a two-step process consisting of 3He or high-Z enrichment able Ha source flares appear to be small subflares at well-

connected longitudes (Zwickl et al. 1978), but the low particle
Sachs/Freeman Associates, Inc. Bowie. Maryland. fluxes and energies generally result in injection times too
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poorly determined to make specific flare associations (Anglin. ' 0

Dietrich, and Simpson 1977). However, Kocharov and
Kocharov (1984) identified parent solar flares for 18 cases in EVENTS

which short-duration 'He-rich events were associated with
energetic proton events. They found that type 11 bursts were
associatcd with 40%-50% of those flares, a result reported
earlier by Kocharov (1979). This suggests a common second 'H E too
step acceleration mechanism for normal and enhanced abun- °E
dance events.

Statistical comparisons have also been used to suggest that *

the flare acceleration mechanism is the same for the two kinds 0
of events. An observed similarity in their energy spectra led *

Zwickl et al. (1978) to suggest a common acceleration mecha-
nism. Mason er al. (1980) pointed out that the variation of L . .......___ . ......._______ ,
abundance ratios increases smoothly with decreasing size, 1oZ 10o 0'

giving no evidence that the small events represent a separate Eie FLUNCE tIc- si MrV/ m "v

compositional class. They suggested that enhanced abun- Ft(. I.-Avcrage 'lie/He values vs. 'He fluences for the events ofTable I
dances may occur only over small regions and that if particles with observed 'tic flux increases. Events w~ih accompanying proton events
from only such a region are accelerated, an enhanced abun- are indicatcd with circles. The mdiin 'H'lec value for the proton event is
dance vent results. In th intense flux events, on the other 0.42. for all 35 evcnts it is 0.76 The median 'He luence for the proton events s

d.6 w t0' (cm' sr MeV n - ')-': for all 35 events t as 22 x :0' (cn' sr NMeV

hand, these particles are mixed with those from larger regions ) -

, norm:.t abundances, and the resu!! appears as a.n ....t .f
normal solar abundances. Implicit in the Mason e[ al. (1980)
view is that both populations of particles are accelerated in the 0.42, compared to a higher value of 0.76 for all 35 events. The
samc mechanism proton events are also associated with a smaller mcdin 'lie

In this paper we ask whether the energetic particlcs of 3He- flucnce, 1.6 x 10' (cm2 sr McV n --. compared to 2.2 x 10'
rich events are accelerated in the same process as that resulting (cm2 sr McV n- ) - ' for all 35 events.
in particles of normal-abundance events. We first present in § II Multiple injections well associated with low-energy electron
a list of 66 'Hc-rich events observed with the Goddard Space events (Reames, von Rosenvingc, and Lin 1984) charactcrt,,c
Flight Center (GSFC) particle detector on ISEE 3. We then most 'He-rich events. The electron associations, the
show that these events are not statistically associated with occurrence of spike events, and, for larger events, the vclocwty
either of the two common signatures of normal-abundance dispersion and magnetic field-aligned arrival from the solar
events, metric type Ii bursts and coronal mass ejections. The direction all suggest nearly scatter-free propagation from well-
implications of this result arc discussed in § IIt. connected sources. In this study we use only the event onset

times in our search for the solar signatures of 'lie-rich events.
I. DATA ANALYSIS The approximate Sun-Earth propagation time for a 1.3 McV

The 66 'He-rich events in the 1.3-1.6 MeV n ' energy range n-' particle is 3 hr. Allowing several hours for the uncertainty
were obtained from a survey of data from the ISEE 3 very in the determination of event onset times and an additional
low-energy telescope (VLET). The detector was described by several hours for possible coronal and interplanetary propaga-
von Rosenvinge et al. (1978) and its elemental and isotopic tion, we select the time interval 0-10 hr prior to the event onset
resolution by von Rosenvinge and Reantes (1979). The survey as the period to search for solar signatures of the 3Hc-rich
and the criteria for selecting the 'He-rich periods were dis- events.
cussed in detail by Reames and von Rosenvingc (1983). The
3He and 'He fluxes were averaged in 6 hr intervals from 1978 a) Metric Type II Burst Associaions
August 15 to 1982 July 10. A 'He-rich interval had to meet the For each of the 66 events of Table I we looked for metric
following criteria: (I) the uncertainty in the 'He flux was less type II burst listings in Solar-Geophysical Data (1978-1982)
than 50%; and (2) the 'He/'He ratio was ; 0.20. Candidate during the 10 hr period preceding the event onset. We found
3Fie-rich events, consisting of two or more successive 'He-rich type It bursts during 16 of these 66 periods. As control samples
intervals, were observed with higher time resolution to identify we also examined the same 10 hr time periods I day earlier and
obvious multiple events and define the onset times. The 66 I day later for each event. As shown in Table 2, there were 12
events are listed in Table I. The 'Hef'Hc ratios of Table I are type i bursts for the 66 10 hr periods I day earlier and another
averaged over the event durations and are not corrected for 12 bursts for the 66 periods I day later. The periods imme-
ambient background levels. Only in about half the events (35) diately preceding the iHe-rich events therefore have only a few
were distinct associated increases in the 'He flux observed, more type II bursts than the earlier and later control periods.
These events are plotted in Figure I. In the remaining 31 When we consider the proton-associated events separately, a
events, no accompanying increase in the "He flux was different picture emerges. Six of the 15 events with protons
observed, so the resulting 3He/Htie ratios are lower limits only. were associated with type II bursts in the preceding 10 hr
These events are noted in Table I. period, compared with only two for the preceding day and

Only 15 of the 66 'He-rich events were accompanied by none for the following day. In addition, the event of 1980
obvious E >: I MeV proton events. These events are indicated March 25 1500 UT was probably associated with a type II
in the last column of Table I. Twelve of the 15 proton events burst at 0424 UT on that date, 10.6 hr prior to the 3He event
are also associated with 'tie flux increases and shown in onset. Counting this event as associated, we get a total ofseven
Figure I. The median 'He/Hc ratio for the 12 proton events is of 15 proton events with type II bursts. This result is similar to
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TABLE I

ISEE J 'He EvENT Ltsr

'He Onset Time Duration 'He Fluence Average Proton
(UT) (hr) (cm, st MeV n-'|-' Hcrle Events

19780ct23 1600 ........... 24 1293. 1.10± 0.19 yes
1978 Nov 3 0800 ........... 28 3884. 1.29 0.14 Yes
1978 Nov 8 2200 ........... 24 411. 0.36 0.10 yes
1978 Nov 27 2000 .......... 24 766. 26. +36. - 10." no
1978 Dec 26 1600 ........... 20 2589. 2.07 0.30 no
1979 Feb 6 0200 ............ 72 1314. 1,00 0.17 no
1979 Feb 100500 ........... 48 4127. 1.11 0.11 no
1979 Mar 24 <1530 ........ 16 646. 5.6 +5.6- 1.9" no
1979 May 17 0900 .......... 30 5118. 5.94 0.93" no
1979Jun It 2000 ........... 36 3776. 0.15 0.02* no
1979 Aug 5 0800 .......... 14 1892. 0.26 0-04* no
1979 Sep 6 1400 ............ 44 2924. 0.43 0.05 no
1979 Oct 3 1600 ............ 40 2155. 0.60 0.08 no
1979 Oct 5 1800 ........... 16 406. 0.28 0 08" no
1979 Oct 220000 ........ 72 879. 1.54 0.33 no
1979 Nov 3 2200 ............ 12 332. 0.34 0.11' no
1979 Dec 14 1200 ........... 36 33460. 1.67 0.07 no
1979 Dec 19 0400 ........... 12 476. 2.80 1.15 no
1979 Dec 20 2000 ........... 12 217. 0.32 011" yce
1979 Dec 23 1100 ........... 48 7259. 2.67 033 yes
1980 Jan 132400 ........... 32 5433. 1.80 0.18 no
1980 Feb 4 2300 ............ 16 3972. 0.96 0,10' no
1980 Feb I 0400 ........... 36 1524. 0.60 0.09' no
1980 Feb 132000 ........... 12 2329 1.0) 0.14 no
1980 Mar 0800 ........... 36 1136. 8.80 312 no
1980 Mar 16 1000 .......... 32 317. 1.27 045 no
1980 Mar 25 1500 .......... 24 1515. O44 0.09 yes
1980 Mar 27 0200 .......... 36 761. 036 0.08' no
1980 Mar 29 0000 .......... 32 780 9.25 0.30' yes
1980 Mar 30 1400 .......... 16 3916. 076 0.07 no
1980 Apr 2 2200 ............ 16 2945. 037 005' no
1980 Apr 12 1400 ........... 12 382. 0.38 OA I" no
1980Apr 13 1300 ........... 8 206. 0.18 008 no
1980 Apr 150800 ........... 48 850. 0.45 0.09' yes
1980 Jun 23 0600 ........... 18 5394. 0.43 004 yes
1980 Jun 28 0200 ......... 28 951. 0.21 004 yes
1980 Jun 29 1600 .......... 18 1723. 0.35 005 yes
1
9
80 Jul 9 020D ....... ..... 12 1288. 0.30 0.05 yes

1980 Nov9 1700 ........... 20 16738. 1.43 008 no
1980 Nov 15 1.300 .......... 8 4050 1.27 0 14" no
1980 Dec 16 1900 ........... 16 1340 0.45 0.08 yes
1980 Dec 20 t300 .......... 12 757 25 0 29' no
1980 Dec 21040

0 
........... 4 270 077 0.13" no

1980 Dec 24 2000 ......... 36 612 2.69 0.85' no
19891 Feb 5 1400 ............ 12 352. 1.49 0.57' no
1981 Mar 13 1800 .......... 18 575. 1.76 05t no
1981 Mar 23 0800 .......... 36 221. 0.28 0.04 yes
19891Jun IS .800 ......... 18 979. 1.04 020' no
1981 Jun 180200 ........... 14 280. 0.28 009 no
1981Ju117 1200 ............ 20 390. 0.51 0.14 no
1981 Jul 200800 ............ 6 41. 32. + co - 16" no
1981 Jul 31 >0400 ......... 24 3727. 0.33 003 no
19891 Sep 2 1200 ............ 24 956. 0.39 0.08' no
1981 Sep 91 1600 ........... 12 816. 0.46 0.10 no
1981 Sep 1 3000 ........... 24 403. 0.64 0.98' no
1981 Sep 152200 ........... 36 7825. 1.17 0.10 no
1981 Nov201330 .......... 36 3407. 0.16 0.02 no
1981 Dec 5 0600 ............. 12 396. 087 0.29" no
1982 Feb 120600 ........... 30 9602. 0.54 0.03' no
1982 Mar 5 <0600 ......... 24 374. 4.0 +9.5 - 9.6" no
1982 Mar 10 1600 .......... 28 22718. 088 0.04 no
1982 Mar 18 2000 .......... 24 1333. 0.39 006" no
1982 Apr 9 9100 ............ 18 1397. 0.56 0.10 no
1982 Jun 25 0800 ........... 12 4533. 0.23 0.03 no
1982 Jun 25 2300 ........... 12 12787. 0.41 004 yes
1982 Jun 30 1300 ........... 12 1600. 0.88 0.14 no

No observed associated 'He flux increases. The ratio is based on the ambient 'He fluence.
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TADLE 2
Tyt II Dunn A, OeATbNoa Foi m 'He Evwers

Events with Events with No
Time Period Examined All Events (66) MeV Protons (15) MeV Protons (51)

0-10 hr prior to event onset ............... 16 7" to

Same inierval. I day earlier ................ 12 2 10
Same interval. I day later .................. 12 0 12

Includes the type II burst of 1980 Mar 25 0424 UT. which began 10.6 hr before the 'He onset, but is
considered associated with the parent flare or the particle event.

the 40%-50% figure for type I1 burst associations reported by events. Thus, only two to six of the 45 'He-rich cvents could be
Kocharov and Kocharov (1984) for proton-associatd events, associated with fast west limb CMEs. This is far fewer than the
and is significantly above the random type II burst occurrence 26 out of 27 cases for proton evcnts with likely flare associ-
rate. ations and 39 out of 50 cases for all proton events in the Kahler

The expected type II association for proton events can be et at. (1984) study.
inferred from data in 9vestka and Simon (1975). Using only We also examined the occurrcnce rate of all west limb
their E > 10 McV confirmed proton events for which the flare CMEs, regardless of speed, during the 10 hr periods preceding
association is certain and for which dynamic spectra in the the 45 'He-rich events. CMEs were found for three of the nine
metric wavelength range are available, we find that 84 of 112 proton events (with an average data coverage of 6.1 hr per
events, or 75%. were associated with reported type I bursts. event) and nine of the 36 nonproton events (with an average
Three of the 15 proton events of Table I could not be associ- coverage of 7.5 hr per event). A total of 14 CM Es was observed
ated with either Har flares or type I bursts, so for the probable in 324.2 hr, resulting in a rate of 1.04 ± 028 per day, closely
flare associations we get seven type 11 bursts for 12,proton matching the rate of 1.1 per day calculated for the 1979-19F;2
flares, a rate lower than, but not inconsistent with, the Svcstka period, assuming, as we have, a 3 hr time coverage for cach
and Simon association rate. Solwind image (Howard ct at. 1984). There is therefore no

Type I1 burst associations for the 51 remaining evenic of evidence of any enhanced rate of CME occurrence during ihe
Table I with no accompanying energetic protons arc shown in 10 hr periods preceding the 'He-rich event onsets.
the last column of Table 2. It is obvious that for the "pure"
'He events there is no significant association with type II ttt. DISCUSSION

bursts. If 3He particles were accelerated in the same kinds of event s
that produce normal-abundance energetic particle events, %,c

b) Coronal Moss Ejection Associations should expect to see good correlations between the '1ie events

The Solwind coronagraph has been described by Sheeley et and metric type II bursts and CMEs. The correlation of type II
al. (1980). Since 1979 March it has provided images of the solar bursts and CMEs with energetic proton events is -75';, and
white light corona from 2.5 to 10 Ro with an angular ;>90%. respectively. However, the correlation we find for the
resolution of 125 per pixel. CMEs are easily detected in differ- 3He event onsets yields only 24% and 4%-13% for the type 11
enced images obtained by subtracting a base image taken at bursts and CM Es respectively, despite our use of very broad I,1
the beginning or middle of each day from those taken in sub- hr time windows.
sequent orbits. The data coverage is not uniform and numer- One might suppose that, because the particle fluxes of 'lie-
ous gaps exist, so it is necessary to assume the period of time rich events are generally smaller than those of normal abun-
prior to a subtracted image during which any CME could be dance events, any associated type ii bursts and CMEs may
detected in the image. In our case we take a relatively con- also be fainter and hence less likely to be observed. Several
servative time period of 3.0 hr. observational results argue against this interpretation. First,

A CME with a nominal speed of -400 km s travels about about 40% of all flares associated with type 11 bursts are sub-
2 Ro hr-', so to observe a CME in the Solwind coronagraph flares, and another 40% are class I events (Wright 1980). This
field of view, we must allow I hr from the time the CME leaves suggests that even the very small flares producing 'He events
the Sun. To look for any CMEs leaving the solar disk in the should be capable of generating observable type II bursts if the
period 0-10 hr prior to a 'He-rich event onset, we look at the primary acceleration mechanism involves coronal shocks.
Solwind data during the period from 9 hr before to I hr aftet Second, although CMEs too faint or small to be detected may
the event onset. Assuming that any CME will be observed in a in principle exist, those associMed with proton events are
Solwind subtracted image obtained up to 3 hr later, we found nearly always ,he larger halo, loop, fan, or quadrant filler struc-
that some Solwind data coverage existed for 45 of the 66events tures. Only one of the 25 CMEs associated with the likely
of Table I. Nine of the 45 events were also proton events. proton flares of Kahler et al.'s (1984) study was a "spike"

In each 10 hr time interval we looked for west limb CMEs event, although the various kinds of spike structures consti-
on the assumption that the 'He-rich event sources are well tuted over 50% of the observable Solwind CMEs (Howard ct
connected to the Earth. We first looked only for fast CMEs al. 1984). Third, we found in Figure 1 that the proton events
with speeds of V 2t 400 km s- ', those found to be associated were statistically associated with smaller, not larger, 'He flu-
with proton events (Kahler et al. 1984). Definite fast CMEs enes. This is not what we would expect if 'He production
were found for only two events, those of 1979 November 3 and takes place in association with normal proton flares of rela-
1981 March 23. In addition, possible CMEs of undetermined tively small size. Finally, we might expect that a reasonable
speeds were found in the 10 hr periods preceding four other brightness range for the fainter type I bursts and CMEs
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should still yield a significant enhancement above background As a possible example of a mixed event, the temporal bchav-
for the type i burst and CME associations. This possibility is ior of the large 3He-rich event on 1974 May 9 was treated by
precluded by the fact that these associations are consistent with Mobius et a. (1980) as due to a short time injection (T < 15
random-chance occurrences. The -He events, therefore, appear minutes) for the Z-rich population and a longer time injection
not to be produced in the same way as events of normal abun- (r : 6 hr) for the population of normal abundance. These dif-
dances. fercnt injection time scales do not preclude the possibility that

Another definitive result concerning the injection of -He both populations of particles were accelerated by the same
particles has been presented by Reames, von Roscnvinge. and basic process, but it would seem unlikely that they were accel-
Lin (1984). For II event onsets they find interplanetary injcc- crated together in a common event. If low intensities of
tion times for the 'He particles and 2-100 keV electrons enhanced abundances are produced along with intensities of
detected at ISEE 3 to be simultaneous to within -20 minutes. normal abundances varying widely from event to event, we
This suggests that -He particles could be accelerated along would expect to see the smooth increase in the variation of
with electrons in short bursts characterized by metric or deka- abundance ratios with decreasing event sizes as Mason ei at.
metric type Ill solar radio bursts (Lin 1974). Type Ill bursts are (1980) found.
sometimes closely temporally associated with impulsive Let us now consider the relevance of these results for Z-rich
(r ;- 10-100 s) hard X-ray bursts due to 10-100 keV electrons events. The relationship between 'He-rich and Z-rich (usually
(Kane 1981). It is now clear from y-ray observations that both meaning Fc-rich) events has generally been treated cautiously
ions and electrons are produced in these phases (Forrest and in the literature. Anglin. Dietrich. and Simpson (1977) plotted
Chupp 1983). Only a small fraction of the impulsive phase ions Fc/'Hc ratios against 'Hc/'He ratios for a large number of
inferred from the y-ray measurements arc thought to escape to events and concluded that while 'He-rich events are always
the interplanetary medium (von Rosenvinge, Ramaty, and Fc-rich. some Fc-rich events are not SHe-rich. This conclusion
Rcamcs 1981),and acceleration in coronal shocks which follow has been widely accepted (Zwickl et ti. 1978; Ramaty e (it.
the impulsive phase appears more likely for nearly all E -z 10 1980; McGuire 1983). Zwickl e( at. (1978) also claimed to
MeV interplanetary particle events (Kahler et a!. 1984). Accel- confirm that all identified 'He-rich events arc rich in Z > 20
cration of 'He particles takes place in solar events far less nuclei. Based on this apparent asymmetry in the relationship of
energetic than those characterized by y-rays or coronal shocks. 'He-rich and Fe-rich events, they proposed a subclass of
but it seems reasonable that ions impulsively accelerated along Fe-rich events in addition to a subclass of 3He-rich events.
with the 2-100 keV electrons escaping the corona along mag- A reexamination of the plot in Figure 5 of Anglin. Dietrich,
netically open field lines would also be expected to escape the and Simpson (1977) suggests that their conclusion that all 3 it-
corona. This appears a likely explanation for the results of rich events are also Fe-rich is unjustified. Six of their Fc/'He
Reamcs, von Rosenvinge, and Lin (1984). ratios were only upper limits, and they did not define a nurneri-

Klcckcr el at. (1984) have recently studied the ionic charge cal threshold for Fe-richness. In addition, the confirmation
composition of 'He. 'He, and Fe in five 'lle- and Fc-rich claimed by Zwickl et al. (1978) was based on only five events.
events. They found that essentially all the helium was doubly Finally, Mason et al. (1980) have pointed out that the 'He-rich
ionized, but the mean charge state of Fc was 19 + 2, a value event of 1974 October 5 appears without any measurable
significantly higher than that in events of normal abundances. increase in heavy-nucleus fluxes. Contrary to the gcncral con-
Their result and the apparent close association of 'He-rich scnsus, we conclude that there arc 3tHe-rich events whirh arc
events with the 2-100 keV electrons found by Reames, von not Fe-rich and vice versa. A more appropriate description of
Roscnvinge, and Lin (1984) suggest an origin for the -He- and the situation is that there is a correlation between 'Hc-rchn-'s
Fe-rich eventsdifferent from that of normal abundance events. and Fe-richness, but it is not very strong. as Anglin, Dietrich.

The results we have obtained provide further evidence for and Simpson (1977) and Reamcs and von Rosenvinc (l0,-d)
this view. Our result yields no insight into the detailed acceler- found. The symmetry of the correlation suggests, however, that
ation mechanisms for enhanced or normal abundance events, 'He-rich and Fe-rich events can be treated as a single clhss of
but it indicates that enhanced-event particles are not acceler- events rather than as separate classes as Zwickl er al. (1978)
atcd along with normal abundance particles. Our data further suggested. This implies that the results we have discuscd
suggest the possibility that a large flare may give rise to both above for the 'He-rich events can also be applied to the Fe-rich
kinds of abundances, with the enhanced abundances produced events as well.
in the early impulsive phase and the normal abundances in a
subsequent coronal shock wave. We found that the 'He-rich
events with observable proton events were well associated with
type I! bursts, as were proton events of normal abundances. This work was supported at AS&E by NSF grant ATM-
On the other hand. when no proton event was observed, the 8116126 and NASA grant NAS5-27223, at Emmanuel College
type 11 association was due only to random chance. If we have by Air Force Geophysical Laboratory (AFGL) contract
both " pure" and "mixed" -He-rich events, we should expect AF19628-82-K-0039, at NRL by NASA DPR W 14,429, and at
that the occurrence of an observable proton event is not depen- GSFC/University of Maryland by NASA grant NGR 21-
dent on the 'He fluence since the two are produced in separate 002316. The Ai, Force Space Test Program provided integra-
processes. We should also expect that when a proton event tion. launch, and operational support for the P78-1 spacecraft.
occurs, the 3He,(He ratio should tend to be smaller due to the D. Roberts, F. Harlow. and W. Funk of NRL assisted in the
mixing of particles of enhanced and normal abundances. As we coronagraph data reduction. S. K. was a NASA ISEE Guest
saw in Figure I and reported in § 11, both these expected results Investigator and thanks M. A. Shea of AFG L and D. Peacock
were found. of NSF for their support.
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Characteristics of Coronal Mass Ejections Associated With
Solar Frontside and Backside Metric Type II Bursts
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We compare fast (v 500 km s-') coronal mass ejections (CME's) with reported metric type II bursts
to study the properties of CME's associated with coronal shocks. We confirm an earlier report of fast
frontsidc CME's with no associated metric type I bursts and calculate that 33 ± 15% of all fast frontside
CME's are not associated with such bursts. Faster CME's are more likely to be associated with type II
bursts, as expected from the hypothesis of piston-driven shocks. However. CME brightness and associ-
ated peak 3-cm burst intensity are also important factors, as might be inferred from the Wagner and
MacQuen (1983) view of type II shocks decoupled from associated CME's. We use the equal visibility of
solar frontside and backside CME's to deduce the obscrvability of backside type 11 bursts. We calculate
that 23 ± 7% of all backside type It bursts associated with fast CME's can be observed at the earth and
that 13 ± 4% of all type If bursts originate in backside flares. CME speed again is the most important
factor in the observability of backside type II bursts.

I. INTRODUCTION Shecley ct al. [1984] found 17 fast (v 450 km s' ) CME's
Prior to the launch of the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) with no obvious metric type I1 bursts. In five cases these

spacecraft in 1980 it was generally assumed that metric type I1 CME's were associated with Ha and I- to 8-A X ray flares and
bursts occurred at or ahead of the fronts of coronal mass hence were clearly frontside solar events from which type 1I
ejections (CM E's) viewed by orbiting coronagraphs (see Mac- emission, if present, should have bccn readily observed.
Queen [1980) for a review). The few observations relating the In this paper, in an effort to further our understanding of
type il burst source to the CME front were consistent with the relationship between CME's and coronal shock waves, we
this point of view, but the strongest evidence came from the examine data from the Solwind coronagraph [Sheeley et al.,
statistical studies using Skylab data. Gosling el al. [1976] 1980) to look for additional examples of fast (v 2 500 km s')
found that only two of 13 CME's with speeds exceeding 500 frontside CME's that lacked metric type 1I emission. We want
km s- I were not associated with type I1 or IV radio bursts to determine what fraction of all fast CME's do not hase type
and that such bursts were associated only with CME's moving II association and to see what CME properties (speed, angular
faster than 400 km s-1. Furthermore, Munro et al. [1979] extent, brightness) are significant for the formation of coronal
reported that 21 of 23 type I1 or IV bursts occurring within shocks. While Sheeley et al. (1984) considered only those
45* of a limb during the Skylab period were associated with CME's occurring during Culgoora observing hours to es-
CME's. These results were consistent with models of piston- tablish the existence of a class of fast CME's without obvious
driven coronal MHD shocks (reviewed by Maxwell and Dryer type It association, we are interested in determining the statis-
[1982]). tical properties of such events Thus, to obtain sufficicnt

More recent results from the SMM and Solwind corona- events, we considered all fast CME's for which either the Cul-
graphs have presented serious difficulties for this simple goora, Weissenau, or Harvard observations reported in Solar-
model. First, some associated CME/type II source timings and Geophysical Data (SGD) were available.
positions arc inconsistent with the model [Wagner and Mac- As an additional point for study, we note that fast CME's
Queen, 1983). Second, the close statistical association between without type II bursts might well be expected in the view of
CME's and type 11 bursts found in the Skylab results has not Wagner and MacQueen [1983] (see also Cane [1984]), who
been confirmed by the Solwind results. Sheeley et al. [1984] suggest that the CME and type I1 shock are separate, decou-
and Kahler et al. E19843 found that about a third of all metric pled entities in which the shock is initiated in the flare impul-
type II bursts are not associated with CME's. In addition, sive phase and then catches up with and moves through the

preceding CME. Their view might also imply that the strength
of the flare impulsive phase is a more importani factor in the

Permanently ageneration of the type Ii shock than is any characteristic of
yat Sach/Freeman Associates,, Inc. Bowie, Mary- the CME with which the shock is associated. We thus attemptland.

to assess the significance of the flare impulsive phase energyCopyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union. release relative to the importance (speed, angular extent.
Paper number 4AS130. brightness) of the CME in determining whether a type 1I burst
0148-0227/85/004A.81 30SO5.00 occurs with a fast CME.
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Finally, once we have determined the statistical association subjectively estimated as faint, average or bright for most
between fast CME's and type 11 bursts for events on the vis- events at the time of the analysis.
ible disk, we can use this knowledge to infer the obscrvability We sought an associated metric type It burst and Ha flare
of backside type If bursts. Many individual cases of type II (Solar-Geophysical Data, 1979-1983) consistent with both the
bursts observed from flares tens of degrees beyond the limb timing and the limb position of each CME. The comprehen-
have been reported (i.e, March 30. 1969 [Smcrd, 1970); Sep- sive Ha flare listings from the SGD books were used through
tember I, 1971 [Gergely and Kundu, 1976) July 22 1972 June 1981 and a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
[lludson ct al., 1982]; and March 20, 1976 [Nelson and tration (NOAA) prepublication listing for the subsequent
AcLean, 1977]), but the frequency or such events is unknown. months (J. McKinnon, personal communication, 1983). Events
Studies of associations between Ha flares and type If bursts for which there were no Ha flare patrol or metric observations
have not dealt directly with this problem. In the two most by the Harvard, Culgoora, or Weissenau observatories during
comprehensive studies to date, Dodge [1975) unambiguously the CME injection times were eliminated from the study. If
associated 459 of 580 reported type 11 bursts with confirmed CME accelerations were present [MacQueen and Fisher,
flares, and Wright [1980] 416 of the 673 type 11 bursts ot his 1983]. the limb times, extrapolated from the Solwind data as-
study. These studies suggest that backside type It bursts may suming constant velocity, would be systematically delayed.
constitute up to 20-40% of all observed type 11 bursts, but Nevertheless, we found most flare onsets to be within the 15-
gaps in flare patrols and the diminishing observability near to 30-min uncertainties of the extrapolated limb times. We
the limb of the subflares that constitute -40% of the type II also compared the CME list to the interplanetary type Ii
burst parent flares [Wright, 1980] can also play important shock event list of Cone [this issue]. We found one event on
roles in the statistics. As an alternative to using Ha observa- December 5, 1981, for which the inferred solar origin was
tions. we infer the observability of backside type II bursts by - 10°-30°W but no Ha flare was reported. This CME con-
using CME's, which are assumed to be equally observable tained Hor ejecta and was considered to be a frontside event.
from the solar frontsidc and backside. As discussed in section 1, we assume in this study that all

Studies of the solar associations of CME's by Munro et al. fast CME's are associated with Ha flares, some of which will
[1979] showed that more than 70% of all CME's are associ- be on the solar backside and hence unobservable. If no associ-
atcd with eruptive prominences or filament disappearances, ated Ha flare was reported, the CME was presumed to orig-
but only about 40% with Ha flares. There arc, however, scv- inate on the solar backside. This assumption is not always
oral difficulties in determining these solar associations. About correct, as we round for the CME of December 5, 1981. In
half the associated H7 flares should occur beyond the limb general, however, this assumption appears to be justified by
and not be observed. The flares associated with CME's also the resulting statistics showing a rather even split between
usually show some kind of Ha mass ejection [Gosling et al., events with and without flares: CME's with Ha flares (81
1976]. In addition, some CME's considered eruptive- events) and CME's with no Ha flare (87 events). We con-
associated are also associated with flares (e.g., the event of sidered an additional 28 events to be possibly associated with
August 29, 1981. in the work by MacQueen and Fisher Ila flares.
[1983]). Despite these problems, we note that Gosling et al.
[1976] found an average speed of 775 km s - ' (or flare- 2-1. CME's With Possible Flare Associations

associated CME's and a much lower average speed of 330 km In some cases an Ha flare association with a CME was
s- ' for eruptive-associated events. More recent results by Mac- considered possible but unlikely. In general, these were short-
Queen and Fisher [1983] show that in the inner corona (1.2- lived subflares that occurred during the appropriate time win-
2.4 R.), flare-associated CME speeds are fairly constant and dows and on the appropriate hemisphere to qualify for a
exceed those of eruptive-associated CME's. In our study, we CME association, but because they were unimpressive in size
initially assume that a fast CME observed at 2.5-10 R. will and duration in the Ha and I- to 8-A wavebands, the associ-
nearly always be associated with an tia flare brightening even ation was considered questionable. Several cases of sizable Ha
though the flare itself may not be energetically important for and I- to g-A events in the appropriate hemisphere, but just
the CME. We examine the consequences of this assumption in outside the appropriate time window, were also included in
section 2, where we describe our analysis. The results of the this category of 28 events.
study are discussed in section 3. Only one of these events was associated with a type 11 burst.

This is due, at least partially, to a selection effect in the flare

2. DATA ANALYSIS associations, since the onset time of a.type 11 burst associated
with a given CME provides additional confidence in making

We began with a listing of all Solwind CME's for which the the association of a candidate small flare with that CME.
measured speeds of the fastest moving regions were at least
500 km s- '. ri'e data period covered extended from launch in 2.2. CME's With Associated Ha Flares
March 1979 to December 1982. In each case the inferred speed Fifty-four of the 81 events in this category were associated
and times of observations were used to derive the time of with metric type I1 or "possible" type 11 bursts reported by the
injection of the CME at I Rs . In the majority of cases, several Harvard, Culgoora, or Weissenau observatories. For the 27
points on a height-time diagram were used to deduce the ye- events with no reported type II bursts, we examined the metric
locity. In these cases the resulting injection times are estimated reports further for any kind of emission which might be in-
to have an uncertainty of ±15 min. In other cases where only dicative of a type I1 burst. This included the terms "con-
one subtracted image of a transient can be compared to a tinuum," "IV," and "unclassified." We found nine such events
precvent image, the injection times are uncertain by at least and considered them questionable examples of CME's with no
±30 min. Each event was further described by its angular type II bursts. Three additional events were also considered
width projected in the plane of the sky, angular position on doubtful because of small data gaps in the coverage by the
the solar limb, and morphology. Surface brightness had been three observatories near but not at the times of the CME
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TABLE I. CME's Associated With Ha Flares but Without As-ociatcd Metric Type 11 Bursts

CME Ha/X ray

Limb Time, Speed, Location Ha Onset. I-8
Date UT km s-1 (Size) UT Location Size A

June 6. 1979 2049 725 P S20"E(40") 2105 17N. 71°E IB M3
Dec. 3, 1979 1425 600 P SS0"E(90") < 1514 24*S. SE 2B MI
April I1, 1980 0734 700 F N20"W(80-) 0642 15"N. 22"W SN C6
Aug. 15, 1980 0727 535 F S8OE(2j) 0730 24'S. 20"E IF C2
Dec 9. 1980 0622 575 P S15"E(20') 0621 18S. 51*E SN CA
Dee 9, 1980 0712 870 F 530W(160*) 0658 19'S. 40"W 2N C8
Feb. 25. 1981 0159 715 G N30'E(20") 0205 16-S, 76-E IN C7
March 15. 1981 0505 700 E W(40*) 0520 12S, 9o"W IN MI
April 18, 1981 0113 950 F S40*E(360*) 0118 10-N, 35-W IB M5
June 22. 1981 1448 750 P NSO'*E30*) 1441 15N, 41"E SB MI
Oct. 8, 1981 0807 600 F $27W(60') 0820 16-S. 61"W IN C8
Oct. 16, 1981 2222 812 F SI7E(10) 2212 09S. 52'E IB MI
Oct. 31. 1981 0529 730 F N25"E(130

°
) 0439(7) 15"N, 34-E IN C6

Dec. 5. 981 1328 890 N50W(160-) ... 10"-30"Wt "" C3
Nov. 21. 1982 0600 735 P SIr7W(70j 0605 iI'S, 79°W SN MI

*E is estimated; G is good; F is fair: P is poor.
tNo Ha flare report; position estimated from associated kilometric type I1 burst [Cane, this issue, also

personal communication. 1984).

ejections. The remaining 15 good examples of fast CME's with bright CME's are associated with type 11 bursts, but only

He flares but without metric type If bursts are listed in Table about half the faint CME's are similarly associated. Since the
1. The list includes the event of December 5, 1981, for which, two groups of CME's with and without type I2 bursts have

as discussed above, no He flare is reported. Radio activity very similar Ha flare longitude distributions and relatively
reported during these events consisted only of type IlI/V small differences in angular sizes, this implies that more mas-
bursts or type I noise storms (possibly with underlying con- sive CME's are more likely to be associated with type Ii
tinuum), neither of which should be confused with the slow- bursts.

drift type 11 bursts. To test the importance of the flare impulsive phase in the
The speed distributions of the CME's with and without type generation of the type II burst shock, we obtained the peak

11 bursts are compared in Figure 1. The events of Table 1 are 3-cm impulsive phase flux density for each CME flare (Solar-
shown by the shading, and it is obvious that there are several Geophysical Data, 1979-1983). The importance of the peak

events with high (>800 km s-
t) speeds which failed to pro- 3-cm flux densities versus that of the CME speeds for the

duce reported possible type II bursts. generation of type II burst shocks is shown in Table 3. Both
Projected angular size does not appear to be a factor in the the 3-cm flux densities and the speeds are divided into three

association of these events with type II bursts. For events in bins. The type II burst associations increase substantially from
the speed range 500 to 799 km s' the 60' median size of the lowest to the highest CME speed bin. The same is true,
CME's with type If'bursts exceeds the 45' median of those however, with very similar numbers, for the peak 3-cm burst
without. However, for fast events with speeds of at least 800 distribution. Thus we cannot distinguish between CME speed
km s-' the median angular size of 90' for the events without and impulsive phase burst intensity as the more important

type i bursts exceeds that of 70' for those with type I bursts. factor in the generation of the type II shock.
These differences appear insignificant in view of the large We can estimate the fraction of fast frontsidc CME's with

range of angular sizes (10'-360') for both groups. no type 11 bursts by considering the CME's with Ha flares
The available surface brightnesses for the CME's with He shown in Figure 1. As noted above, 27 of 81, or 33%, of all

flares are given in Table 2. We see that most average and flare-associated fast CME's lacked associated type It bursts.

However, we must also consider the role of the 28 *possible

flare-associated events, 27 of which were not associated with
type II bursts. Because backside CME's should be as easily

15 IH. TARSt observed as frontside CME's, we expect the number of CME's

without flares to match the number of those with flares. As-

suming that 17 of the 28 possible flare-associated events are
O- frontside events would result in matching totals of 98 frontside

w oevents and 98 backside events. Then, if 16 of those 17 events
5 NO TY 13 -- have no type 11 bursts, 43 of the total 98 (44%) frontsidc

CME's would be associated with no type 11 burst, a figure we
take as an upper limit.

°.O 6Wo 600 950 1oo 1zo For a lower limit we take only the 15 confirmed cases of

cME aEOt0-.¢) Table I and assume the CME's with possible flare associations
are all backside events. The result is that at least 15 of 81Fig. I. Speed distribution of flare-associated fast CME's with and (19%) fast CME's failed to be associated with type 11 bursts. A

without metric type I! bursts. Events shown in shading are the 15 best

examples of the 26 events with no reported type 11 bursts and are reasonable estimate for the percentage of fast, frontside CME's

listed in Table I. associated with no type 11 burst appears to be -33 ± 15%.
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TABLE 2. CME Surface Brightnesses

With Ha Flare No Ha Flare Possible
Ha Flare

Brightness With Type 11 No Type I1 With Type I1 No Type 1[ A't Events

Faint 8 9 3 18 7
Average 23 8 I 25 12
Bright 19 9 5 27 3

2.3. CME's With No Associated Ila Flares A difficulty with this comparison is that the speed distri-
Only 10 of the 87 CME's with no associated Ha flares, butions for the frontside and assumed backside events are

presumed to be backside CME's, were associated with metric dissimilar, as a comparison of Figures I and 2 shows. Only 35
type II bursts reported by one of the three radio observatories. of the 81 CME (43%) speeds of the frontside events are under
These events arc listed in Table 4, where we show for eight of 800 km s', but 57 of 87 CME speeds (66%) of the backside
the 10 events a likely source region behind the solar limb The events are under that speed. We consider two plausible expla-
regions were selected on the basis of information given in the nations for this disparity. First, many of the slower CME's
NOAA preliminary reports on solar-geophysical activity. In with flares may have been categorized as possible flare associ-
four cases the region lay at least 30* over the limb. ations, leaving a low speed deficit in Figure 1. The speed

As shown in Figure 2, these 10 events are characterized by distribution of the possible association group is peaked at the
speeds substantially higher than those characterizing the hulk lowest speed bin, in accordance with this explanation. By
of the events with no type II bursts. The only event with a adding 17 of the 28 possible flare events to the lowest two
type 11 burst in the 500--650 km s-' bin is that of June 29, speed bins of Figure I, and nine to the higher (v ; 800 km
1980, which was associated with an M3 l- to 8-A X ray burst s- ') and two to the lower (v < 800 km s ') speed bins of
and is attributed to an active region at 90'W. In addition, the Figure 2, we can obtain rather similar frontside and backside
event of November 19, 1981, which had a speed of 800 km speed distributions with 98 events in each group. This results

s- ', involved a C8 X ray burst and is attributed to a region in II of 98 backside events associated with type II bursts as
only about 50 over the west limb. Since the purpose of treating compared with 54 of 98 on the frontside, indicating a 20%
CME's with no associated Ha flares is to isolate those events (11/54) observability of backside type ii bursts associated with
originating on the backside of the sun, we see that these events fast CME's.
only ma ginally qualify for this category. The other eight An alternative explanation for the dissimilarity of the speed
event. with reported type I bursts have speeds of at least 870 distributions of Figures 1 and 2 is that some of the lower-
km s', which is their most striking characteristic. Angular speed CME's with no Ila flares of Figure 2 may in fact be
size seems unimportant as a factor for backside CME's with frontsidc events but not associated with Ha flares, contrary to
type II bursts, since the median angular size for CME's with our assumption. In this case, we can compensate by subtract-
no type II bursts and speeds of at least 800 km s- ' is 70' ing enough events from the first two bins of Figure 2 so that
while that of those with type II bursts is 65%. slightly smaller, the ratio of low-speed (v < 800 km s- ') to high-speed (u : 800
The brightness distributions of CME's with no associated Ha km s- 1) events matches that of Figure 1. This requires that we
flares are shown in Table 2. No significant difference between subtract 34 events (and the one type 11 burst) from the first
the events with type II bursts and those without type It bursts two speed bins of Figure 2, with the result of nine type If
is obvious, although the statistics of the former are too small bursts for 53 backside events. Again assuming that 67% of the
for a meaningful comparison, fast CME's are associated with type I shocks, we get a 25%

To estimate the observability of backside type 1I bursts, we (9/(0.67 x 53)) observability for backside type II bursts. We see
first start wtih the association of type II bursts and frontside that compensating separately for each explanation of the
fast CME's discussed in the previous section. There we saw speed distribution differences between Figures I and 2 Icads to
that 67 + 15% of all fast frontside CME's were associated similar results, about a 23 + 7% observability for backside
with metric type 11 bursts. However, only 10 of 87 fast CME's type If bursts.
with no associaled Hr flares were associated with type 11 . It should be noted that we have dealt only with backside
bursts. Assuming that 67% of these CME's were associated type 11 bursts associated with CME's. Sheeley ci ol. [1984]
with type I1 bursts suggests that only 17 ± 5% (10/(0.67 x 87)) and Kahler et at. [1984] found that 30-40% of all type II
of the backside type II bursts associated with CME's were bursts are not accompanied by CME's. Sheeley ct al. found
observable, that I- to 8-A X ray events were associated with at least 18 of

their sample of 19 type 11 bursts with no CME's, suggesting
that essentially none of these events originated with a backside

TADLE 3. Comparison of Speeds and Associated Peak 3-cm Bursts flare. If we take 0.23 as the ratio of backside to frontside
for CME's With Ha Flares observable type 11 bursts with CME's and assume that one

Speed. km s -  3-cm Flux Dcnsity. s'.u. third of all frontsidc type II bursts are not associated with
CME's, we conclude that - 13 ± 4% (0.23/(0.23 + 1.0 + 0.5))

500-749 750-999 >1000 <50 50-500 >500 of all observed type It bursts originate in backside events.

With type 11 16 ls 20 14 12 28 This result does not include the effect of type It bursts due
No type II Is 7 5 17 6 4 to slow (v < 500 km s-) CMEs. Sheeley et al. :1984] found

only five of their 40 type II bursts with CME's were due to
liere sr.u, is solar flux units, slow CME's, and one of these five appeared due to a backside
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TABLE 4. CME's Without Associated Ha Flares but With Associated Type II Bursts

CME Type I Burst Source Region

limb Longitude
Time. Speed,* Location Duration. Over 1-8

Date UT km s- (Size) UT Intensity NOAA Latitude Limb A

May 4, 1979 0217 870 N45E(1 15) 0222-0255 3 ? <CI
Nov. 2, 1979 2233 1000 E N35"E(100") 2258-2306 I 2110? 32'N z 30" <CI
Nov. 4, 1979 0456 1000 E NSOE(100) 0511-0547 2 2110? 32°N 15 CS
June 29. 1980 0224 560 F SI7W(25") 0241-0301 3 2522 28'S 0r M3
July 30. 1980 1251 1000 F N30*W(20*) 1312-1316 I 7 >C2
Sept. I. 1980 0534 960 E NI5*W(90*) 0554-0600 I 2629 19°N 55' <CI
Nov. 19. 1981 0216 800 N32W(65°) 0230-0246 2 3451 18"N -5" C8
June 3. 1982 0244 1490 F N70W(40*) 0233-0302 3 3739 15N Z!60" <CI
July 1. 1982 1606 1000 P SIO*E(40") 1606-1625 3 3801 I5S > 15" <CI
Dec. 7, 1982 0904 1600 F E(60) 0914-0933 3 4026 1 IoS -35 <Cl

*E is estimated; F is fair. P is poor.

event. Assuming that all observed type If bursts associated find cases of fast CME's with no type II bursts. We have relied
with slow CME's arc frontside events reduces the calculated on SGD reports but have used a much larger data sample
fraction of backside type 11 bursts only slightly, to 12 ± 4% taken from three observatories which provide nearly full-time
(0.23/(0.23 + 1.14 + 0.57)). With an assumed 20% backside solar observations. In addition to confirming the Shecley et al.
origin for slow CME's, the figure of 13% is unchanged. Thus finding of fast CME's with no type 11 bursts, we estimate the
the percentage of backside events derived above is not signifi- percentage of fast. frontside CME's associated with no type 11
cantly changed by consideration of the slow CME's. burst to be - 33 + 15%.

What can the statistical properties of fast CME's with and
3. DISCUSSION without type 11 bursts tell us about the source of the type I1

We explore two basic questions in this paper. First, we shock? In section 1 we discussed the competing concepts of
discuss the statistics and characteristics of fast CME's from the piston-driven shock and the decoupled shock originating
the visible disk which fail to produce type II bursts. We then in the flare impulsive phase. The increasing probability of a
consider the observability of backside type If bursts, type Ii burst association with increasing CME speed, shown

in Figure 1 and Table 3, argues for the piston-driven model of
3.1. Frontside CME's With No Associated Type 11 Bursts type 11 shocks, as does the finding of Sheeley et al. [1984] that

The 15 events of Table I confirm the conclusion of Sheeley type II bursts are not associated with CME's with speeds less
et al. [1984] that a class of fast frontside CME's with no than 400 km s'. Sheeley et al. suggested that variations in
associated metric type 11 bursts exists. Twelve of the events of the ambient Alfv~n speed from event to event could explain
the table were not used in their study. The approach taken in why even some of the fastest CME's fail to produce detectable
this study has been complementary to that of Sheclcy ct al. shocks in the lower (R - 1.5 R.) corona. Variations of a factor
They examined metric burst records of Culgoora in detail to of 3 from the average coronal magnetic fields are inferred from

the various field measurement techniques reviewed by Dulk
and McLean [1978]. Since the Alfv6n speed scales with the
field strength, the explanation of Shecley et al. [1984] seems

cMEs WITH quite reasonable, since nearly all fast CME's can be associated
30 NO H. FLARES with interplanetary shocks detected in situ [Sheeley et al.,

1983].
25 On the other hand, with the piston-driven model we might

also expect that CME's of ;arger angular width would traverse
a larger area of the corona, encounter a wider range of Alfvn
speeds, and be more likely to produce type 11 shocks than

S/NO TYPe Twould narrower CME's. As discussed in section 2, we found
IS no such effect. We might further suppose that the brightnesses

of CME's are not relevant for producing type II shocks in the
10 context of the piston-driven model because the CME's are

WITH low-P plasmas in which the mass serves primarily as a tracer
TYPE 11 and because the shock should occur in front of the CME.

Nevertheless, the data of Table 2 do show a correlation be-
twccn type 11 burst association and CME brightness. Finally,

Se the data of Table 3 show that the size of the peak 3-cm burst
500 650 s0 501-0- 250is equally as important as the CME speed in determining the

type II burst association.
Fig. Speed distribution of fast CME's for which no Ha flare None of these three factors in type II burst association (in-

association could be found. Although a few exceptions undoubtedly
exist, these events are presumed to arise from flares on the solar dependence of CME angular width, and dependence on both
backside. The 10 events associated with reported type II bursts are CME brightness and peak 3-cm flux) are an obvious predic-
listed in Table 4. tion from the piston-driven shock model. All three do, how-
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GRADUAL HARD X-RAY EVENTS AND SECOND PHASE
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Abstract. Ji he second phase acceleration process the close time coincidence bctwccn the gridual hard
X-ray burst and the type I shock wave is presumed due to shock acceleration of the electrons producing
the gradual phase burst. We point out that recent studies or gradual hard X-ray hut is plicc the source
heights wsell belo the heights of 2-10 x kmii travcrsed by the shock Gradual phase energetic electrons
thcreforc caiiot be accelerated in the shock but must be produced elsewhere We propose the loop sysietis
of long dcca) X-ray cvcms (LDEs) as the sites of the gradual phase electron production

1. Introduction

The current vicv of particle acceleration in solar flares is that it ,ccurs in two phases
(Svcstka, 1976). In the first, electrons are accelerated to energies of tens of kilovolts.
producing an impulsive hard X-ray and microwave burst. This phase occurs in most,
if not all, flares and frequently consists of several individual burst components (Kane
etal., 1980). SMM gamma-ray observations have shown (Chtupp, 1982) that MeV
electrons and tens of MeV protons are also sometimes produced in the first phase.

In the second phase, usually observed in the most energetic flares. MeV electrons and
tens of MeV protons are produced through some mechanism associated %ilh the
passage of shock waves through the corona. The two-phase picture was first proposed
by de Jager (1969) on the basis ofthe close association of type IV radio bursts presumed
due to the radiation of energetic electrons, with interplanetary MeV proton events
Strong evidence for this picture was provided by Frost and Dennis (1971), who argued
that the flatter spectrum and more gradual time variations of the hard X-ray fluxes
observed after the impulsive phase of the 30 March, 1969 event must be due to an
acceleration mechanism different from that operating in the impulsive phase. The nearly
simultaneous onset of the gradual hard X-ray phase and the metric type II burst in that
event provided convincing evidence that the energetic electrons producing the X-ray
bremsstrahlung must have been accelerated in association with the type II shock.
Hudson (1978) discussed a gradual hard X-ray event observed on 14 December, 1971
which occurred at least 200 behind the limb and showed no soft X-ray burst or impulsive
hard X-ray component. This event was similar to that of 30 March, 1969 in that it 'A as
attributed to a flare behind the limb and was closely associated in time with a type II
burst. While the height of the X-ray source region had to exceed the occultation altitude
of 6.6 x 10" kin, Hudson was unable to distinguish among the type 11 shock, the
observed white light transient, the moving type IV burst, or the stationary type IV burst
as candidate locations for the X-ray source region. The greater source heights of the first
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three possibilities imply lower ambient electron densities and larger numbers of energetic
electrons than does the height (- 1.1 R) of stationary type IV events. A third limb
occulted gradual hard X-ray event, observed on 22 July, 1972, was analyzed by Hudson
et al. (1982). They concluded that a single acceleration mechanism gave rise to both the
electrons producing the gradual hard X-ray bremsstrahlung and the electrons escaping
into interplanetary space. The type II shock wave was suggested as the accelerating
agent, with the acceleration occurring continuously throughout the event over a wide
spatial region. The ambient electron density of it,, - o cm - - infcrrcd for the hard
X-ray rcgion was consistent with that of the type II burst source region. This recent
result appears to confirm the earlier conclusions of Hudson (1979) and Ramaty et al.
(1980) that the electrons of the gradual hard X-ray bursts are produced in the second
phase acceleration process along with the MeV protons and relativistic electrons which
escape to interplanetary space.

In the preceding discussion it is clear that a requirement of the second phase

acceleration model is that the gradual hard X-ray source region be spatially, as well a
temporally, associated with the type 11 shock wave. This means that the source heights
must be in the range 2-10 x l0 s km for metric type II bursts in an atmosphere
characterized by 10 x Baumbach-Allen densities (Maxwell and Thompson, 1962). In
the following sections we discuss recent gradual phase hard X-ray observations from
the International Sun Earth Explorer 3 (ISEE-3) and Hinotori spacecraft which yield
information about these source heights. These observations suggest a source height
h < 10" ki, well below the height of the type II shock wave, and a size scale
/:5 5 x 10' km, much smaller than the huge coronal volumes traversed by the shocks.
These results imply that, contrary to current belief, the energetic electrons producing the
gradual hard X-ray events are not produced in the associated shock waves, but probably
arise in the lower altitude post-flare loop systems.

2. Recent Observations

In some gradual phase events energy-dependent time delays can be observed in temporal
features. One such event was observed with the ISEE-3 X-ray spectrometer on
14 August, 1979. In their analysis of this event Vilmer etal. (1982) proposed that the
electrons were efficiently trapped in a coronal loop. The ambient electron density
derived from their four-parameter fit was ,e = 6 x 10'° cm - ', suggesting a relatively
low coronal source height. A similar analysis of the 4 and 7 August, 1972 X-ray flares
by Bai and Ramaty (1979) also yielded a similar density, n, - 3 x 10" cm 3, but they
did not distinguish the gradual phases from the impulsive phases in their analysis.

In a different approach to deduce source region heights Kane et al. (1982) and Kane
(1983) compared ISEE-3 and Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) observations of gradual
hard (--- 150 keV) X-ray events partially occulted at one of the two spacecraft. They
found that - 70 % of the total X-ray emission originated at altitudes of < 2500 km for
one event and - 87 % at less than 30000 km for the other, again suggesting relatively
high coronal electron densities for the gradual event.
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Images of a gradual phase hard X-ray event of 13 May, 1981 were obtained with the
SXT telescope on the Hinotori and discussed by Tsuncta (1983) and Tsuncta et al.
(1984). The optical flare of importance 3B at N 10 E65 began at 03: 36 UT and is
described by Loughhead et al. (1983). No type 11 burst was reported, but an examination
of the Culgoora radio records indicates a possible metric type 1I burst from 04: 00 to
04:06 UT(Stcwart, 1982). Hard X-ray spectral fits over the range 40 to - 200 kcV were
obtained from 04 :02 to 04 : 28 UT with the Hinotori hard X-ray spectrometer. The
photon spectrum throughout that time was well fitted by a single power law with a
spectral index which systematically hardened in time from about 4.5-5 to about 3. Hard

1981 MAY 13

E

Liard X -Fca 0 4 i5 (U T
04 41 (J T)

Fig. 1. Superposition of the 20% hard X-ray contours on the Ha image of the 13 May 1981 two-ribbon
flare. The Ifinotori observations were obtained near the peak of the gradual hard X-ray event and show
the hard X-ray source lying just over the tops of the post-flare loop system. Figure from Tsuneta et a.

(1984).
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X-ray (16-38 keV) images were obtained with the SXT between 04 : 02 and 04: 14 UT,

and soft X-ray (5-10 keV) images between 04:14 and 04: 18 UT, allowing a direct

comparison between the two imaged wavebands. The hard X-ray source nearly

coincided in size and position with the soft X-ray source, lying just over the tops of the

Ha coronal loops at a height or -40000 km above the photosphere as shown in
Figure 1. About 40% of the hard X-ray counts in the SXT were due to the power-law

spectrum, the rest probably due to thermal plasmas ofT ;> 20 x 106 K (Lin e al., 1981).
Tsuncta ei al. (1984) argue that the spatial coincidence of the 35 GHz gyrosynchrotron
emission source and the gradual hard X-ray source supports the view that a population

of nonthermal electrons were generated around the coronal loop structure.

These observations show that when gradual hard X-ray events occur in association
with type II bursts, the required high ambient electron densities and low altitudes are

incompatible with the usual presumed association of those events with type II shock
waves of the upper corona in a second phase acceleration process. In addition, the

5 x 10' km by 2 x 10' km gradual hard X-ray source size of the 13 May event argues
that the clectron acceleration region is far more localized than that of the type 1I shock

% ayes. I fowcvcr, Kai et al. (1983) observed gradual enhancements simultaneously in the
hard X-ray, microwave, and metric bands 20-50 min after the impulsive phase of the
6 November, 1980 flare which suggest that energetic electrons can reach altitudes of

I0'km above the lower-lying microwave and hard X-ra sources. They suggest a
columnar structure, probably a magnetic loop, for the gradual source structure

The 5 to 10 keV source region imaged in the 13 May event may be presumed to be

a post-flare loop or soft X-ray long decay event (LDE) as observed in Skylab images
(Sheeley et a7., 1975; Kahler, 1977). Besides the gradual hard X-ray burst, the 13 May

event displayed energetic phenomena characteristically associated with large LDE flares
an X .5 soft X-ra) event lasting - 12 hr, a metric type IV radio burst, and a fast

( 1500 km s ') coronal mass ejection which produced an interplanetary shock

(Shceley ctal., 1983). The growth of soft X-ray LDE loop systems requires a continued
energy input for periods of hours (MacCombie and Rust, 1979). LDE events have been

associated with metric emission, apparently from stationary type IV bursts in one case
(Svestka et al., 1982), and from a type I noise storm in another (Lantos etal., 1981).
The stationary type IV bursts have also recently been associated with simultaneous

centimetric bursts (Cliver, 1983). These radio observations strongly suggest that the

X-ray loop systems supply not only thermal energy observed in the heated loops but also
electrons energetic enough to emit centimeter emission in weak coronal fields. We

suggest that the energetic gradual phase electrons are produced in or above the systems
of LDEs and not in tle type 11 shock wave as commonly believed.

3. Discussion

The close temporal association observed between gradual hard X-ray bursts and metric

type I1 bursts has been presumed to indicate that the energetic electrons producing the

gradual burst are accelerated in the type I1 shock wave at heights of2-10 x 10' km. The
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earliest observations of gradual events were from limb-occultcd flares and provided

lower limits to the heights of the gradual events which were consistent with that
hypothesis. However, recent observations by the ISEE-3 and Hinotori hard X-ray
detectors of gradual events in disk flares provide no evidence for these required heights,
but rather indicate emission regions well below 10' km. The value of the 13 May, 1981
gradual phase event is that it indicates a close association of that phase with the soft
X-ray loops of the LDE and clearly shows that the gradual phase size scale is much
smaller than would be expected of an energetic coronal shock wave traversing a large

area of the corona. In view of the radio observations discussed in Section 2, there now

appears little question that energetic electrons are produced in the large loop systems

observed after filament-eruption flares. We have argued that it is these loop systems,

not the simultaneous but spatially separated shock waves, in which the energetic

electrons of the gradual phase are produced. This implies that the impulsive phase in

a large flare is followed by two independent acceleration processes. In the shock wave

energetic electrons and protons which arc generally observed in the interplanetary
medium are produced. The second acceleration process occurs in the LDE loop

systems. There, energetic electron production continues, even though the gradual hard
(and soft) X-ray flux profiles are declining in time or are no longer observable in full

Sun detectors.
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MODELS AND DATA

An extensive study re-examined the relationship between

"U-shaped" peak flux density spectra of large solar radio

bursts and solar proton events. Approximately 200 large

(Sp(>, 200 GHz) >, 800 solar flux units) microwave bursts

occurring during the years 1965 to 1979 were classified and

their associations with Type II and/or Type IV meter

wavelength bursts and > 10-MeV proton events were studied.

Using the trajectory-tracing technique aPJ the 1980.0

geomagnetic field model, vertical cutoff rigidities have been

calculated every 50 in latitude and 50 in longitude front 750 N

to 75 0 S. Location of the cosmic ray equaitor has also been

calculated using the tra ifectory-traciiig technique. Studies

have been done on the use of the McIlwain 1-parameter to

approximate cutoff rigidity values at specific locations

providing a reasonable estimate of cutoff rigidities without

the exten. ive computer calculations required for cosmic ray

trajectory tracing. Studit-s have also been done correlating

changes b tween asymptotic directions of cosmic ray particles

and cutof' rigidities in the evolving geomagnetic field.

Work has continued on the project to assemble a data

base of C ound Level Event Data for the thirty-nine events

which hav, occurred during the past forty years, and convert

the data nto a standard format. The suggested standard

format includes corrected, uncorrected, and barometric

pressure values for both hourly and small time intervals

during a 48 to 72-hour time period surrounding each event.
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Each file also contains a nine line header with pertinent

station information to aid in data analysis. Four of the

more recent events received particular attention: Event #31

on 7 May 1978, Event #36 on 12 October 1981, Event #38 on

7 December 1982, and Event #39 on 16 February 1984.
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ABSTRACT

A revision to the suggested standard format for the exchange and archiving
of cosmic ray ground-level event data is presented.

I. Introduction. A standard format for cosmic ray ground-level event
data was suggested at the 19th International Cosmic Ray Conference /I/. In
utilizing this format for compilation of data for both recent and historical
events we encountered several problems. Although only slight changes have been
made in the basic format, provision has been made to include a header containing
station information, a data code indicating the type of cosmic ray data in each
line, and a time code indicating the timing accuracy. The format has also been
expanded to accommodate time intervals accurate to the nearest second.

2. Revised Format. A.n e^Jmple of tt-- revised fonmat for the exchange of
ground-level cosmic ray data is shown in Table 1. The fornat includes a nine-
line header followed by the data for the event.

3. Header Information. The header information was added to provide as
much station information as possible for the user, and to aid in future data
analysis. The header information should be provided In the exact format shown
in Table I as detailed in the following list:
Line 1: Columns 1-10: Station Name (abbreviate if necessary).

Columns 12-19: The word -LATITUDE-.
Columns 22-27: Station latitude (F6.2). Indicate southern latitudes

by a minus sign in Column 22.
Columns 32-40: The word "LONGITUDE-.
Columns 44-49: Station longitude (F6.2) in degrees east of Greenwich;

all positive numbers.
Columns 54-61: The word 'ALTITUDE-.
Columns 64-67: Station altitude (14) in meters above sea level.
Column 69: The letter "H7 to designate meters.

Line 2: Columns 1-10 : Station Name (abbreviate If necessary).
Columns. 12-21: The word "INSTRUMENT-.

Columns 24-31: Start of Instrument description as follows: for an
Nli-64 the designation is XX-NH-64 where XX Is the
number of tubes (columns 24-25). For an 1GY monitor,
IGY appears In columns 26-28; leave the remaining
columns blank. For other instrumentation leave
columns 24-31 blank.

Columns 34-75: The type of detector (e.g. neutron monitor). If the
detector Is an Ionization chamber, a muon telescope,
or a specialized instrument such as a bare counter or
multiplicity counter, Identify It here and leave
columns 24-31 blank.

Line 3: Columns 1-10: Station Nmae (abbreviate If necessary).
Columns ]2-28: The words "STANDARD PRESSURE.
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Table 1. An example of ground-level evcnt data in the standard format for

the 7 May 1978 event. Only a partial data set for the Kiel neutron monitor

Is shown. Five-minute data continue until 07U0 UT and hourly data until
24UO UT for this event. The time interval of 020U-0300 UT was selected as

the pre-increase baseline time Interval.

KICL LATITUDE $4.33 LONGITUO 10.13 ALTITUDE 54 M

KILL INSTRUMENT 18-NM64 NEUTRON MONITOR

KILL STANDARD PRESSURE 755. mHc cocrricirN? .0.961 % / -MHG

KILL PMC.INCREASE BASELINE TIME INTERVAL 780507 020000-030000 UT

KIEL PRC-INCREASE AVERAGE COUNTING RATE 159.90 COUNTS PER SECOND

KILL TIME INTERVALS 3600 300

NIEL SCALE fACTORS 10. A. .

STATION YYMMDO SEC TIME tUTI CODE UNCORR. PRESS. CORR. INC.

INTERVAL TO C/S (RM1G) C/S

KILL 780506 3600 000000-010000 00 IS7.66 755.2 157.97 .1.2

KIEL 7-0506 3600 010000-020000 00 158.23 754.9 158.07 -1.1

KILL 760506 3600 020000.030000 00 150.67 754.5 157.91 -1.2

1]CL 780506 3600 030000-040000 00 159.67 754.2 158.45 -.9

1ILL 780506 3600 040000-050000 00 160.05 75I4.1 158.68 -.8

KILL 780506 3600 050000-060000 00 159.42 754.0 157.90 -1.3

KILL 7b0506 3600 060000-070000 00 159.55 754.0 158.03 -1.2

KIEL 780506 3600 070000-080000 00 160.27 753.9 158.58 .

KIEL 780506 3600 080000-090000 00 161.25 753.7 159.25 -. 4

91CL 780506 3600 090000-100000 00 161.87 753.4 359.40 ..3
KIEL 780506 3600 100000-110000 00 161.40 753.0 158.J3 -1.0

KItL 780506 3600 110000-120000 00 162.27 752.6 158.57 ..8

KILL 780506 3600 120000-130000 00 163.17 752.3 158.99 -.6

KILL 780506 3600 130000.140000 00 163.17 752.2 150.84 -.7
AICL 7b0506 3600 140000.150000 00 163.32 752.1 158.83 -.7

KILL 780506 3o00 150000-160000 00 163.49 752.0 158.85

KIEL 760506 3600 160000-110000 00 162.93 752.1 158.45 ..9

KILL 7b0506 3600 17000-180000 00 163.75 752.0 359.10 -.5

KIEL 783506 3600 160000-190000 00 164.01 752.1 15S.50 -.2

KIEL 760506 3600 190000-200000 00 163.82 752.3 15Y.63 -.2

KILL 780506 3600 200000-210000 00 164.09 7.2.3 159.89 .0

KCLL 180506 3600 210000-220000 00 164.26 752.2 159.51 .0

KIEL 780506 3600 220000.230000 00 164.58 752.2 160.22 .2
KIEL 780506 3600 230000-24000 00 164.99 752.1 160.46 .4

KILL 7b0507 3600 000000-010000 00 165.44 752.0 160.74 .5

KI(L 760507 3600 010000-020000 00 105.15 751.9 160.40 .3

KIEL 7J0507 300 020000-020500 00 163.60 751.8 158.64 ..8

KIEL IA0507 300 020500-021000 00 164.9) 751.8 159.94 .0
KIEL 780507 300 021000-021500 00 166.12 751.8 161.09 .7

KILL 780507 300 021500.022000 00 166.31 751.9 161.43 1.0

KIEL 780507 300 oi00o0-0225o0 00 164.19 751.8 159.22 -. 4

KIlL 780507 300 022500-023000 00 164.06 751.9 159.25 .. 4

KIEL 00507 300 02J000-023500 00 164.36 751.9 159.54 -. 2
KIEL 780507 100 023500.024000 00 165.91 751.8 160.90 .6
KILL 780507 300 024000-C24500 00 163.85 751.8 158.69 -.6
KILL 780507 300 024500.075000 00 165.13 751.8 160.13 .1
KIlL 780507 300 025000-025500 00 163.38 751.8 158.44 -.9
KIlL 780507 300 025500-030000 00 166.52 751.7 161.32 .9
KIlL 780507 300 03a000-030500 00 165.11 '751.7 159.96 .0
KIlL 7b0507 300 030500-031000 00 165.57 751.8 160.56 .4

KIEL 780507 300 031000-031500 00 164.78 751.9 159.94 .0
KIEL 780507 300 031500-032000 00 164.20 752.0 159.61 -.2

KIEL 780507 300 032000-032500 00 162.94 752.0 158.31 -1.0
KIEL 780507 300 032500.033000 00 166.43 752.0 161.10 1.1

KIL 780507 300 033000.033500 00 164.33 52.0 159.67 -.1
KIEL 700507 300 033500-034000 00 268.88 751.9 260.99 63.2
KILL 780507 300 034000.034500 00 313.37 751.7 304.17 90.2
KILL 780507 300 034500-035000 00 266.19 152.0 258.63 61.7
KILL 60507-. 300 035000.3O5500 O0 2)2.49 152.0 225.89 41.3
KILL 780507 300 035500.040000 00 211.80 752.1 206.06 20.9
KIEL 78007 300 040000.040500 00 195.22 )52.2 190.04 18.8
KILL 700507 300 040500.041000 00 190.16 752.2 165.12 15.8

KIEL 700507 300 041000.041500 00 180.79 752.2 175.99 10.1
KILL 780507 300 041500-042000 00 177.55 752.2 112.84 8.1
KILL 780507 300 042000-042500 00 176.12 752.2 171.45 7.2

KILL 7?0507 300 042500-043000 00 172.24 752.2 167.67 4.9
KILL 780507 )00 043000.04350A 00 171.17 752.2 166.62 4.2
KILL 7U0 0 300 043500-044000 00 171.29 752.1 16t.59 4.2

oJIL 7100507 Jtou u440u0-0445UO UO 160u.11 752.1 16J.55 2.J
KILL 780507 300 044S00-045000 00 169.69 152.1 165.03 3.2
KILL 780507 300 041000-045500 00 168.2b 752.1 163.,6 2.4

KILL 780507 300 045500-050000 00 169.75 752.2 165.24 3.3
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3 Columns 31-37: The standard pressure (F7.2). If the standard pressure
is In centimeters or Inches use (F7.2); If in milli-
meters or millibars, use (F6.1,IX).

Columns 41-44: The unit of pressure: "MHHG, 0CMHG" or "INHC" as
appropriate. If "HB- is used, the letters go in
columns 42 and 43 with columns 41 and 44 blank.

Columns 47-57: The word "COEFFICIENT".
Columns 60-66: The value of the barometric pressure coefficient in'

percent per unit pressure (F7.4).
Column 68: The percent sign (i.e. X).
Column 70: The slash sign (I.e. /).
Columns 72-75: The unit of pressure: 1HCG', "CMHG', or "INC" as

appropriate. If "MB" Is used, the letters go in
columns 73 and 74 with columns 72 and 75 blank.

Line 4: Columns 1-10: Station Name (abbreviate if necessary).
Columns 12-46: The words -PRE-INCREASE BASELINE TIME INTERVAL".
Columns 50-55: The year, month and day of the pre-increase baseline

time interval (312).
Columns 59-64: The hour, minutes and seconds of the start of the

baseline time interval (312).
Column 65: The hyphen (i.e. -).
Columns 66-71: The hour, minutes and seconds of the end of the

baseline time interval (312).
Columns 74-77: The letters "UT".

The baseline time Interval is the interval from which the percentage increase
is calculated. The complete hour (in UT) before the onset of the particle
Increase at the earth would be the commonly used tLime interval. The earliest
onset for the Increase for the event on 7 May 1978 was between 0335 and 0338
UT; thus percentage increases would be determined using the average counting
rate for the hourly interval 0200-0300 UT.
Line 5: Columns 1-10: Station Name (abbreviate if necessary).

Columns 12-45: The words "PRE-lNCREASE AVERAGE COUNTING RATE.
Columns 50-56: The value of the pre-increase average counting rate in

counts per second.(F7.2).
Columns 59-75: The words COUNTS PER SECOND".

Line 6: Columns 1-10: Station Name (abbreviate if necessary).
Columns 12-25: The words "TIME INTERVALS".
Columns 29-32: The number of seconds (14) In the largest time Interval

of data in this data set (e.g. 3600 for hourly data).
Columns 33-72: The number of seconds in the various time intervals

used in the data set in a 5(4X,14) format. (For
example if both 5 minute and 1 minute data are
Included, use bbbbb300bbbbbb60 where b indicates
blanks.) Five time Intervals can be given In addiclon
to the first interval, for a total of six.

Line 7: Columns 1-10: Station Name (abbreviate if necessary).
Columns 12-24: The words "SCALE FACTORS-.
Columns 30-35: Scale factor used in the largest time interval ( 6.2)

(e.g. a scale factor of 128, is given as 128.00.)
Columns 36-75: The scale factors used for each of the various time

intervals given In Columns 33-72 of Line 6 in the same
order as given on that line. The format is 5(2XF6.2).

Lines 8 and 9 are column headings for the data that follow.
Line 8: Columns 1-10: Station Name (abbreviate If'necessary).

Columns 12-17: The letters "YYMDD" Indicating year, month and day.
Columns 20-22: The letters "SEC" indicating number of seconds in the

time interval.
Columns 26-34: The words -TIME (UT)".
Columns 37-40: The word "CODE-.
Columns 44-50: The letters "UNCORR." indicating values not corrected

for barometric pressure.
Columns 52-57: The letters "PRESS." indicating barometric pressure.
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4 Columns 63-67: The letters -CORR.- indicating values corrected for

barometric pressure.
Columns ?0-75: The identification "% INC.- indicating percentage

Increase (i.e. above baseline).
Line 9: Columns 26-33: The word "INTERVAL".

Column 38: The letter "T' for the Time code (see below).
Column 39: The letter "D" for the Data code (see below).

Columns 46-48: The designation "C/S" Indicating counts per second..
Columns 52-57: The units of pressure, within parentheses, as follows:

(N1-)', (OIHc)', "(INHG)", or -( MB )-.
Columns 64-66: The designation "C/S" indicating counts per second.

4. Cosmic Radiation Data Information. The remaining lines contain cosmic
radiation data in the following format:
Columns I - 10: Station Identification (alphanumeric; abbreviate If neces-

sary). Use the sae identification as In header lines.
Columns 12 - 17: Year, month and day (312).
Columns 19 -. 22: Number of seconds In this time interval (14).
Columns 24 - 36: The hour, minutes, and seconds of the beginning and end

of this time interval (312, IH-, 312).
Column 38: Time code as follows:

0 - Time accurate to the nearest minute.
1 - Time accurate to the nearest second.
2 - Time accurate to the nearest 10 seconds.
3 - Time accurate to the nearest 30 seconds.

7 - Time uncertainty greater than I minute and less than
five minutes.

8 - Time uncertainty greater than or equal to 5 minutes.
9 - Probable time error of undetermined amount in source

data; approximate time adjustment has been made.
Column 39: Data code as follows:

0 - Uncorrected, pressure (measured) and corrected cosmic
ray data.

I - Uncorrected, pressure (interpolated) and corrected

cosmic ray data.
2 - Corrected cosmic ray data only.
3 - Uncorrected cosmic ray data only.
4 - Corrected and uncorrected cosmic ray data only. (No

pressure given for observation period; insufficient

information for pressure Interpolation.)
5 - Percent increase only. (Baseline time interval used

may be different from standard.)

6 - Cosmic ray data do not exist (e.g. due to calibration,
equipment failure, etc.).

9 - Existence of cosmic ray data unknown.
Columns 42 - 50: Uncorrected counting rate; counts per second (F9.2).
Columns 52 - 58: Barometric pressure. . (F7.2 if pressure Is in centimeters or

inches; F6.1,1X if pressure is in mll limeters or millibars.)
Columns 60- 68: Corrected counting rate; counts per second (F9.2).
Columns 70 - 75: Petcentage increase (F6.1) above the pre-increase average

counting rate determined from tOe baseline time interval.
We hope that all cosmic ray data for ground-level events will now be

reported to the World Data Centers In this standard format.
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ABSTRACT
The concept of geomagnetic optics, as described by the asymptotic
directions of approach, is extremely useful in the analysis of
cosmic radiation data. However, when changes in cutoff occur
as a result of evolution in the geomagnetic field, there are
corresponding changes in the asymptotic cones of acceptance. We
introduce here a method of estimating the change in the asymptotic
direction of approach for vertically incident cosmic ray particles
from a reference set of directions at a specific epoch by consider-
Ing the change in the geomagnetic cutoff.

I. Introduction. Cosmic ray particles nust travel along specific allowed
trajectories through the geomagnetic field to reach a location on or near
the earth. In order to relate cosmic ray intensity variations observed
at different cosmic ray stations to the cosmic ray flux in space the
concept of asymptotic directions o! approach was developed (see NcCracken
et al., 1968, for a review). By application of the asy-ptotic directions
of approach the user need not be concerned about the specific details of
the allowed cosmic ray trajectorie6 and can relate any specific cosmic
ray particle with a unique direction In space. For a cosmic ray particle
with rigidity R, arriving at a specific location (characterized by the
geographic latitude A and the geographic longitude €) from a direction of
incidence (described by the zenith angle 6 and the azimuthal angle I) the
asyoptotic direction of approach is given by the unit vector A(R,A, 0,8,¢)
pointing in the reverse direction to the particle's velocity vector prior
to the particle's entry Into the geomagnetic field. For the purposes of
this paper and for a specific location the vector A Is specified for ver-
tical incidence in terms of the geocentric coordinate system as asymptotic
laitude, X(R) - X(R,RI(A,'), e - 0*) and asymptotic lontitude, %P(R) -

40,RI(A,¢), - 0*) where R I is the rigidity corresponding to the first
discontinuity in asymptotic longitude as defined below.

The allowed rigidity spectrum of cosmic ray particles arriving from
a specific direction at any location in the geomagnetic field contains
distinct fiducial marks: Rl, the rigidity aLsociated with the first dis-
continuity in asymptotic longitude occurring as the trajectory calcula-
tions are progressing down through the rigidity spectrum, and RU, the
rigidity at and above which the trajectory calculations yield allowed
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orbits. The rigidity value R1 is always greater than or equal to RU

if both are determined by employing the same uniform discrete (usually

0.01 GV) rigidity intervals in the trajectory calculations. R1 is, in

general, a value extremely close to the main cone cutoff rigidity as
defined by Lemaitre and VallarLa (1936). A change in the geomagnetic

field has an almost equivalent effect on both the rigidity corresponding

to the first discontinuity and the vertical upper cutoff, and results in
a similar effect on the vertical effective cutoff rigidity (Fluckiger et

al., 1983a, 1983b).

Fluckiger et al., (1983b) have shown that geomagnetic disturbances
reduce the cutoff rigidity in a predictable manner dependent on the
strength and longitudinal structure of the magnetic perturbation and
the longitudinal difference between the magnetic perturbation and the
observing location. Furthermore, the change in isymptotic longitude
(down to the first discontinuity) also behaves in a similarly predictable
manner. Therefore the asymptotic directions of approach during perturbed
geomagnetic conditions can be deduced with considerable accuracy from
the asymptotic directions computed using the quiescent geomagnetic field
if the associated change in cutoff rigidity is known. In this paper we
extend these concepts to include the time evolution of the geomagnetic
field on the asymptotic direction of approach for cosmic ray particles
arriving at a particular location.

2. Method. We will define the terms 6X*(P.) and 6q8*(R) as 6A*(R) - X'(R)

- X(R-6RI), and 64A(R) - '(R) - P(R-6Rj), where 6R1 - RI ' - R1 , and
the primed values indicate the evolved geomagnetic field and the unprimed
values indicate the reference geomagnetic field. ;len there values are
plotted as a function of rigidity, it has been found that there are prac-
tically no changes for 6X* down to the rigidity value of RI'. Therefore,
we may set 6X* - 0* (Fluckiger et al., 1983b). For 6 4 only small resid-
ual changes on the order of several degrees are found down to rigidities
approaching the value of R1 . For any particular location and for rigid-
ities up to several GV above the main cutoff the following expressions
can be used to describe the correlation between the asymptotic directions
in an evolved geomagnetic field and the asymptotic directions in a
reference geomagnetic field:

V -(R) - X(R - 6R,), and 4,'(R) - P(R - 6R,) + C " 6R1 ,
where C is a measure of the residual change 6&*. This procedure is
valid only for rigidities larger than R1 or RI', respectively.

At rigidities below R1 no similar relation has been found, although
coherent clusters of trajectories may be distorted uniformly by magnetic
changes. It has been shown that the main features of allowed and forbid-
den regions in tle penumbra are conserved to a certain extent in a per-
turbed geomagnetic field (Fluckiger et al., 1979, 1982). However, the
asymptotic longitudes of the allowed trajectories of the fine detailed

structure in the cosmic ray penumbra continue to be quasi-random.

3. Application. We have applied this procedure by comparing the asymp-
totic directions calculated for the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field Epoch 1965.0 with those calculated for epoch 1980.0 for cosmic ray
stations and world grid locations. To illustrate this application, we
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considered the 1965 epoch as the reference values and the 1980 epoch as
the evolved values. We would expect a close comparison between the
asymtotic dire~tio above the first discontinuity (R1 ) such that
4(R + AR) " (R + AR) where AR represents an arbitrary rigidity
value above RI  and R1  Here 4 denotes the asymptotic longitude in
the referevce fiel ,and & the asymptotic longitude in the evolved
field. R, and R, are approximations to the rigidity value of the
first discontinuity obtained by examining the gradient in the change "E
the asymptotic direction with rigidity as the first discontinuity is
approached from rigidity values above the main cutoff. The values
selected approximate the first discontinuity in asymptotic direction,

R, and R were the rigidity values where the gradient in asymptotic
direction was greater than 1000 ° per GV and increased by more than 1 .5
times in the next 0.01 GV increment. Examinatiun of these results and
comparison with other calculations hive shon that this approximation
is close to and slightly greater than the rigidity of the first discon-
tinuity calculated using very small rigidity intervals.

For the examples given in the following tables, tN increment of
rigidity added to the approximation of the first discontinuity value was
the change in rigidity of the first discontinuity between the reference
field and the evolved field. This value was used because it was sure to
be in the set of continuous asymptotic directions above the main cutoff
in both data sets. In Table 1 we illustrate the results for cosmic ray
stations at locations where the geomagnetic cutoff is decreasing with
time. In Table 2 we shew resulte for cosmic ray stations at locations
where the cosmic ray cutoff is increasing %'ith time. An inepectlon of
the asymptotic longitudes given in the second ao, d third columns from
the right in these tables indicates that th, aeymptztic 1ongitudes for
the specified rigidity values are quite similar.

4. Conclusions. We have illustrated th 3t the ai'rptotic directions for
an evolved geomagnetic field for rigi dity va]L, ' above the R1 value
(the first discontinuity in asympto tic d Pction progressing do6'n
through the rigidity scale) can be obtained from a "kno-w,'" referei,ca
set of asymptotic directio-, s if the change in cutoff is known.
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TABLE I.
Changes of Asymptotic Longitude for Cosmic Ray Stations Where the Cutoff is Decreasing.

for 1980 at RI* 41LRI - i for 1965 at RI* .l4RI. where AR = (R1"  for 1980) - (RI* for 1965)

STATION NAME EPOCH 1965 EPOCH 1980 1965 1980
GEOGRAPHIC
LAT LONG RU R1  * RU P 1  bRI  RIG * RIG

Ahmedabad 23.01 72.61 15.90 15.92 46 15.77 15.79 51 -0.13 If.05 329 327 15.92
Alma Ata 43.20 76.94 6.92 6.93 36 6.87 6.90 30 -0.03 f.o6 358 355 6.93
Brisbane -27.50 153.01 7.39 7.42 121 7.22 7.26 116 -0.16 7.55 31 30 7.42
Buenos Aires -34.58 301.50 10.59 10.61 266 10.12 10.15 246 -0.46 11.07 130 124 10.61
Chacaltaya -16.31 291.85 12.85 12.87 257 12.53 12.54 263 -0.33 13.20 144 144 12.87
Climax 39.37 253.82 3.14 3.24 146 3.12 3.22 153 -0.02 3.26 124 12 3.24
Gulmarg 34.07 74.42 12.33 1?.35 44 12.24 12.26 45 -0.U9 12.44 336 337 1 .3,
Hermanus -34.42 19.22 5.02 5.06 307 4.83 4.86 311 -0.20 5.26 215 214 5.19(,
Hobart -42.90 147.33 2.10 2.12 44 2.06 2.08 43 -0.04 2.16 13 11 2.12
Huancayo -17.05 284.67 13.24 13.75 266 I?.q 12.93 253 -0.32 13.57 14 140 13.2
Mexico City 19.33 260.82 9.57 10.24 257 9.2P 9.94 250 -0.30 10.54 121 123 10.24
Mildura -34.23 142.22 4.56 4.59 97 4.43 4.46 87 -0.13 4.72 11 11 4.59
MI. Wellington -42.92 147.24 2.03 2.11 49 1.99 2.07 4q -0.04 2.15 14 12 2.11
Palestine 31.75 264.35 4.74 4.90 185 4.69 4.85 194 -0.04 4.94 14q 147 4.90
Potchefstroom -25.70 27.10 7.68 7.72 346 7.49 7.53 337 -O.1Q 7.91 247 245 7.72
Sydney -33.60 151.10 5.16 5.11 I4 S 5. 0 5.09 &1 -0.10 5.29 21 21 5.19
Tbilisi 41.72 44.80 6.9j6 1.01 351 6.95 6.97 14 -0.03 7.03 3,2 321 7.00

TAPLE 2.
Changes of Asymptotic Longitude for Co,-nic Pay Stations Where the Cutoff is Increas,ng.

t for 1980 at RI'* I t *j - for 1965 at R1 * - l20. where A2 =(R for 1980) - (PI for 1965)

STATION NAME EPOCH 1965 FPOCH 1380 1965 1980
GEOGRAPHI C -
LAT LONG PU P1  4 PU P1 I ti)1  RIG e 4 RIG

Athens 3Q.97 23.72 8.98 8.99 355 9.06 9.0; 340 0.09 9.09 280 275 9.17
Bologna 44.50 11.33 5.41 5.44 297 5.5? 5.55 295 0.11 5.55 231 231 5.66
Budapest 47.50 18.90 4.74 4.77 309 4.82 4.83 309 0.06 4.83 254 253 4.89
Calgary 51.08 245.91 1.16 1.22 123 1.17 1.24 125 0.02 1.24 95 94 1.26
Deep River 46.10 282.50 1.13 1.19 170 1.25 1.32 150 0.13 1.32 H0 85 1.45
Dourbes 50.10 4.60 3.42 3.44 298 3.57 3.60 294 0.16 3.60 208 215 3.76
Durham 43.10 289.16 1.67 1.69 197 1.84 1.86 179 0.17 1.86 93 103 2.03
Fukushirma 37.75 140.48 11.36 11.33 104 11.45 11.47 100 0.09 11.47 40 38 11.56
Irkutsk 52.47 104.03 3.92 3.95 34 3.95 3.98 42 0.03 3.98 359 4 4.01
Jungfraujoch 46.55 7.98 4.81 4.82 300 4.91 4.94 289 0.12 4.94 222 220 5 .06
Kerguelen Is. -49.35 70.22 1.24 1.31 299 1.15 1.31 315 0.00 1.31 299 315 1.31
Kiel 54.33 10.13 2.39 2.50 293 2.59 2.61 307 0.11 2.61 224 226 2.72
Kiev 50.72 30.30 3.74 3.77 335 3.79 3.80 332 0.03 3.80 290 289 3.83
Leeds 53.82 358.45 2.26 2.35 265 2.41 2.48 26/ 0.13 2.48 191 204 2.61
Lomnicky Stit 49.20 20.22 4.21 4.24 314 4.28 4.31 329 0.07 4.31 256 257 4.38
Magadan 60.11 151.01 2.22 2.33 52 2.34 2.36 45 0.03 2.36 9 6 2.39
Morloka 39.70 141.13 10.47 10.51 122 10.61 10.63 109 0.12 10.63 35 32 10.75
Moscow 55.47 37.32 2.60 2.61 320 2.50 2.62 3'3 0.01 2.62 302 297 2.63
Mt. Norikura 36.12 137.56 12.02 12.04 09 12.09 12.11 107. 0.07 12.11 45 46 12.18
Mt. Washington 44.30 288.70 1.41 1.50 165 1.55 1.66 214 0.16 1.66 89 96 1.82
Mussala 42.18 25.58 6.50 6.51 346 6.56 6.57 343 0.06 6.57 281 280 6.63
Pic du Midi 42.93 0.25 5.58 5.61 294 5.80 5.81 306 0.20 5.81 204 209 6.01
Predigtstuhl 47.70 12.88 4.59 4.60 309 4.68 4.70 299. 0.10 4.70 235 232 4.80
Rome 41.90 12.52 6.35 6.37 318 6.50 6.54 324 0.17 6.54 235 236 6.71
Tokyo-Itabashi 35.75 139.72 12.12 12.13 115 12.19 12.21 99 0.08 12.21 45 41 12.29
Yakutsk 62.02 129.72 1.74 1.85 22 1.78 1.87 32. 0.02 1.87 352 356 1.89
Zugspitze 47.42 10.98 4.62 4.64 314 4.72 4.75 298 0.11 4.75 230 227 4.86
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THE USE OF THE McILWAIN L-PARAMETER TO ESTIMATE COSMIC RAY VERTICAL
CUTOFF RIGIDITIES FOR DIFFERENT EPOCHS OF THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
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L.C. Gentile
Physics Research Division, Emmanuel College
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ABSTRACT

A useful relationship employing the McIlwain L-parameter to
estimate vertical cutoff rigidities has been derived for the
twenty-five year period 1955-1980.

I. Introduction. It is intuitively pleasing to utilize the dipolar
geometry inherent in the McIlwain L-parameter to order cosmic ray cutoff
rigidities. However, in some areas of the world, secular changes in the
geomagnetic field between 1955 and 1980 have been large enough to produce
significant differences in both the vertical cutoff rigidities and in
the L-value for a specified position. In this paper we show that these
changes are complimentary, and it is possible to derive a relationship
between the L-value and vertical cutoff rigidity that can be used for the
twenty-five year period, 1955-1980.

2. Background. The trajectory-tracing process is generally recognized
as the most accuratr method for calculating cosmic ray cutoff rigidities.
Since cutoff rigidities are a function of latitude, longitude, altitude,
zenith angle, azimuthal angle, and field model, using the trajectory-
tracing method for a large number of positions and directions is imprac-
tical. For this reason, cosmic radiation data from many experiments are
often ordered by the cutoff rigidity values in the vertical direction.

One method of estimating vertical cutoff rigitities was suggested by
Smart and Shea (1967) who derived three equations for the relationship be-
tween the McIlwain L-parameter (Mcllwain, 1961) and (1) the upper calcu-
lated cutoff, (2) the lower calculated cutoff and (3) the effective cutoff
rigidities.* These three equations were derived using cutoff rigidities
calculated for the Finch and Leaton (1957) field for Epoch 1955.0 and the
Jensen and Cain (1962) field for Epoch 1960. The equations thus derived
for the upper calculated cutoff, the lower calculated cutoff and the ef-
fective cutoff rigidities were essentially the same for both field models.

At the time of this original work, cosmic ray physicists did not rec-
ognize that the secular changes in the geomagnetic field were sufficiently
large over a relatively small time period (on the order of 25 years) to
significantly affect the detection, at the surface of the earth, of galac-
tic cosmic radiation above I GV. It was not until Shea (1971) suggested

In the paper ur mart and Shea (1967), these rigidity values were called
main cone cutoff, Stormer cone cutoff and effective cutoff, respectively.
Since new terminology for cosmic ray cutoffs has been agreed upon by
scientists working in this area (Cooke et al., 1985) we will use these
newer terms throughout this paper.
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that the decrease in vertical cutoff rigidity at Huancayo over a 20-year
period might possibly be observed as an increase in the background radi-
ation measured by a stable neutron monitor at this location (since veri-
fied by Cooper and Simpson, 1979), that it became apparent that the secu-
lar changes in the Ceomagnetic field might be sufficiently large in some
areas of the world tnat changes in cutoff rigidities, and consequently
measured changes in cosmic radiation, would occur.

In view of the changes in the main geomagnetic field and the rela-
ted changes in the calculated cutoff rigidities, we feel it is necessary
to re-examine the use of the Mcllwain L-parameter to estimate cosmic
ray vertical cutoff rigidities for the 25-year period 1955-1980.

3. Method. The world grid of vertical cutoff rigidities calculated
each 57 n latitude and 15' in longitude for Epochs 1955, 1965 and 1980
(Shea et al., 1968; Shea and Smart, 1975, 1983) and the Mcllwain
L-values (Mcllwain, 1961) calculated for these same locdtions comprised
the basic data sets used for this analysis. All calculations were made
for an altitude of 20 km above the surface of the earth as defined by the
international reference ellipsoid. Both the vertical cutoff rigidities
and the McIlwain L-values were calculated using the geomagnetic field
coefficients for the appropriate Epoch (i.e., 1955, 1965 and 1980).

Expressing the cosmic ray cutoffs by an equation of the form R=KLI
where R is the cutoff rigidity, L is the ticllwain L-value, K is a con-
stant and - is an exponent, K and y were evaluated by a least-squares
fit of the (1) upper calculated cutoff rigidity, (2) effective cutoff
rigidity and (3) lower calculated cutoff rigidity. Each of the equations
derived for each Epoch, together with the R' S error for each set of cal-
culations, is given in Table I. It is important to note that vertical
cutoff rigidities < 0.20 GV were omitted from these calculations. Since
the cosmic ray equator and the equator defined by the minimum L-value do
not coincide, ali grid points within a band ±5 degrees of either equa-
tor (or between the two equators) were also omitted. Figure 1 illus-
trates the locations of each of these equators for Epoch 1980.

Table 1. Equations to estimate cutoff riqidities for various Epochs

Epoch RU = PC = RL =

1955 16.727 L- 2_0 0 14  16.192 L- 2 -
0
177  14.992 L- -9 9 6

RMS = 6.28 % RMS = 5.48 % RMS = 6.61%

1965 16.722 L-2 _0 2 12  16.222 L- 2 .
1
4 18  14.942 L-2.0 29(

RMS = 6.70 % RMS = 5.52 % RMS = 6.98 %
1980 16.717 L- 2 .0 20 6  16.222 L-2 - 4 1  14.823 L-2.0 311

RMS = 7.06 % RMS = 5.74 % RMS 7.27 %

Composite 16.762 L- 2
.
0 17

4 16.237 L- 2-0 3 3  14.912 L-2-0 1 8

1955-1980 RMS = 6.67 % RMS - 5.64 % RMS = 7.19 %
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4. Discussion. From an inspection
of the equations in Table I it is
evident that the constants K and y
for each of the three vertical cut- 19BO
off rigidities are essentially inde- CD

pendent of Epoch. The root mean
square values are also similar, with uj ..
the slightly larger RMS values for D 0""
1980 attributed to the evolution of '_
the magnetic field and an increasing (r
divergence between the cosmic ray jM
equator and the minimum L equator.
The area between these two equators .* COSMIC MY EOUAT
has increased approximately 10 per- . L-vkE EOuPTR
cent between 1955 and 1980.

Since these equations were al- 0 40 60 -M- 0 20 240 290 320 360
most identical we combined the data LONGITUOE
for all three Epochs in an effort
to determine a suitable equation for Figure 1. Geographic location
the upper calculated cutoff, the ef- of the cosmic ray equator and
fective cutoff and the lower calcu- the minimum L equator for 1980.
lated cutoff for the entire 25-year
period from 1955 to 1980. Again all locations with cutoffs less than
0.20 GV were omitted from the analysis. Since the location of the
cosmic ray equator changed between 1955 and 1980 (Shea et al ., 1983),
and different equatorial grid locations had been removed for each
Epoch, we removed all locations within ±5' of any of the three equa-
tors (i.e., if a particular location had been removed for the analysis
for one Epoch, it was removed from all three data sets for the composite
analysis). Again the constants K and y were determined by the method
of least squares. The results for this composite set of over 1875 data

Ru RC RL
CL

LL
0

-JU

L VA~LUE
Figure 2. The upper calculated vertical cutoff rigidity (Ru), effective
vertical cutoff rigidity (RC), and lower calculated vertical cutoff
rigidity (RL), plotted as a function of the McIlwain L-value. The data
set is a composite of the world grid locations for 1955, 1965 and 1980.
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points are graphically illus-
trated in Figure 2; the equations M

are given in the bottom line of

Table 1. From these results we
feel that it is possible to use
these three equations to estimate I
the upper, effective and lower
cutoff rigidities for the entire r
period 1955 to 1980 provided the
L-values are calculated using the
field model for the same time pe-
riod that the cutoffs are needed.

Figure 3 illustrates the ac- ', ,i
curacy that can be expected for
an estimate of the effective ver- Figure 3: Accu-acy of
tical cutoff rigidity as a function estimated vertical
of rigidity. These data were ob- cutoff rigidity.
tained by calculating for each lo-
cation the percentage difference (in rigidity) between the cutoff
rigidity value detemined by the trajectory-tracing procedure and the
value estimated by using the L-value approximation equation. These
individual percentages were then averaged as a function of intervals of
estimated cutoff rigidity.

5. Conclusion. From this analysis we conclude that the tcilwain
L-parameter can be used to estimate upper calculated, effective, and
lower calculated vertical cutoff riqidities for the period 1955 to 1980.
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FIELD FOR 1980.0
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ABSTRACT

The location of the cosmic ray equator has been deter-mined
by the trajectory-tracing technique using the new International
Geomagnetic Reference Field for 1980.0. Vertical cutoff rigidi-
ties were calculated for an altitude of 20 km at Intervals of one
degree in latitude and 5 degrees in longitude in the equatorial
region. The location of the cosmic ray equator was determined
by a least squares fit to the calculated vertical cutoff rigidi-
ties. In comparing these results with the cosmic ray equators
calculated using geomagnetic field models for 1955 and 1965 we
find a steady and consistent northerly shift in latitude of the
cosmic ray equator between longitudes 2650 E and 10' [ with a
maxinum change of -40 in latitude for geographic longitudes
between 3100 E and 325' E. Vertical cutoff rigidities along
the cosmic ray equator have decreased between 1955 and 1980 for
longitudes between 45' E and 3250 E with a r-axinmim decrease of
-0.5 GV between 260' E and 2850 E. Slight increases (< 0.07 G'.)
occurred elsewhere.

1. Background

The location of the cosmic ray equator has been experimentally de-
termined at a number of different longitudes and by a variety of experi-
ments since 1936. The usual procedure was to measure the cosmic ray
intensity as a function of latitude while the equipment was transported,
usually on board ship or aircraft, from one hemisphere to the other. The
latitude of the minimum in cosmic ray intensity deternined the location
of the cosmic ray equator at whatever longitude the crossing was made.

When it became practical to calculate vertical cutoff rigidities by
the trajectory-tracing technique (Shea et al., 1965), it also became fea-
sible to locate the maximum in the vertical cutoff rigidity as a function
of longitude thereby determining the location of the cosmic ray equator
by theoretical rmethods. A conparison of the theoretically determined
equator with the experimentally measured cosmic ray equator was first
made by Shea et al. (1964) when the theoretical equator at 190°E longi-
tude was compared with a large number of erperimental measurements made
in that region of the world. Later Shea (1969) compared the location of
the theoretical equator with experiments made at 32 longitudes over a
period of 30 years. These corparisons were made using theoretically
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determined cosmic ray equators for Epoch 1955.0 and Epoch 1960.0. At
that time it was concluded that although differences were found between
the equators determined for the two epochs, the calculated effects of

the secular variation were too small to satisfactorily explain the de-
viations of the experimentally determined cosmic ray equator from the
theoretically derived equator.

Using latitude survey data acquired by a shipboard neutron monitor
along the 3460 meridian in 1956-59 and 1964, Sporre and Pomerantz (1969)
found that the location of the cosmic ray equator had shifted - 1.5°

northward between the time periods of the two sets of measurements. Shea
and Smart (1975) determined the theoretical cosmic ray equator for Epochs
1965.0 and 1975.0 and, in coriparing these results with the equator loca-
tion calculated using the Epoch 1955.0 geomagnetic field coefficients,
concluded that the location of the cosmic ray equator had indeed shifted
northward in the longitude range 280' to 350'E and cocpared favorably
with the experimental results of Sporre and Pomerantz. In this paper we
determine the location of the cosmic ray equator using the IGRF Epoch
1980.0 geomaqnetic field coefficients (Peddie, 1982) to ascertain if this
north ard shift in the location of the cosmic ray equator is still
present.

2. hthod

Using the trajectory-tracing technique and the method described by
Shea et al. (1965) vertical cutoff rigidities were calculated at inter-
vals of 1' in latitude and 50 in longitude in the region of the cosmic
ray equator. These calculations were made for approximately 10 discrete
latitudes at each lonqitude centered around the location of the equator
determined for 1975.0. Since these calculations were in the equatorial
region it was not necessary to correct for the cosmic ray penumbra. The
location of the cosmic ray equator was determined by a least squares fit
to the vertical cutoff rigidities along each longitudinal meridian.

3. Results and Discussion

The latitude of the cosmic ray equator for each 5' longitudinal
noridian is given in Table 1. The latitude is given to the nearest 0.1
degree as determined from a least squares fit to the data. The corres-
pording vertical cutoff rigidity for this latitude was also determined
from the least squares fit.

This location of the cosmic ray equator for Epoch 1980.0 was then
compared with the location of the cosmic ray equator determined for Epoch
1955.0. For this corparison, the latitude of the cosmic ray equator for
Epoch 1955.0 was determined in exactly the sa*e manner using the vertical
cutoff rigidity calculations as given by Shea et al. (1974) for approxi-
mately 10 discrete latitudes roughly centered about the equator. The
location of each of these cosmic ray equators is shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the location of the cosmic ray equator
for Epoch 1980.0 has shifted northward by a significant amqount (i.e. more
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Figure I. The location of the cosmic ray equator as calculated for Epoch
1955.0 (dots) and Epoch 1980.0 (solid line).

Table 1.
The Geographic Latitude of the Location of the

Cosmic Ray Equator each 5" in Longitude as Calculated for Epoch 1980.0

GEOG. RC GEOG. RC GEOG. RC  GEOG. RC
LON LAT (GV) LON LAT (GV) LON LAT (GV) LON LAT (GV)

0 11.6 14.71 90 9.6 17.57 180 .7 15.53 270 -7.7 13.39
5 11.6 14.88 95 9.6 17.59 185 -. 0 15.44 275 -7.9 13.24

10 11.5 15.04 100 9.4 17.56 190 -. 6 15.35 280 -7.6 13.10
15 11.4 15.20 105 9.3 17.51 195 -i.0 15.25 285 -7.0 13.01
20 11.3 15.36 110 9.1 17.42 200 -1.4 15.15 290 -6.0 12.95
25 11.2 15.52 115 8.9 17.30 205 -1.8 15.06 295 -4.5 12.95
30 11.0 15.67 120 8.8 17.16 210 -2.0 14.96 300 -2.9 13.00
35 10.8 15.83 125 8.5 17.00 215 -2.4 14.83 305 -1.0 13.09
40 10.6 15.99 130 8.2 16.83 220 -2.7 14.75 310 .9 13.21
45 10.3 16.17 135 7.8 16.65 225 -3.0 14.64 315 2.8 13.35
50 10.1 16.36 140 7.3 16.48 230 -3.4 14.52 320 4.7 13.50
55 9.9 16.55 145 6.6 16.31 235 -3.8 14.41 325 6.6 13.65
60 9.8 16.75 150 5.8 16.15 240 -4.3 14.28 330 7.8 13.80
65 9.7 16.95 155 5.0 16.01 245 -4.8 1415 335 9.2 13.95
70 9.8 17.13 160 4.1 15.89 250 -5.5 14.02 340 10.0 14.10
75 9.8 17.29 165 3.2 15.79 255 -6.1 13.87 345 10.7 14.25
80 9.7 17.42 170 2.3 15.70 260 -6.7 13.71 350 11.2 14.40
85 9.7 17.52 175 1.5 15.61 265 -7.3 13.55 355 11.4 14.56
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than 1° in latitude) between longitudes 2800 E to 3600E. The maximum
shift of slightly more than 40 in latitude is found between longitudes
310'E and 325*E. This northward shift is consistent with the equatorial
positions calculated using Epoch 1965.0 and 1975.0 and represents a
maximum shift of approximately 0.16* per year - clearly measurable by
latitude surveys conducted over an Interval of several years. All other
differences in the location of the cosmic ray equator are less than l° in
latitude, and would not likely be measurable by latitude surveys.

In addition to changes in the location of the cosmic ray equator,
the vertical cutoff rigidity along the equator has also changed. Minor
increases, less than 0.07 GV, were calculated between longitudes 330'E
and 35°E. Significant decreases in the vertical cutoff rigidity (i.e.
changes inore than 0.2 GV) were calculated between longitudes 160E
and 305°E with 1 maxi7xJn decrease of 0.51 GV at 275°E. These decreases
are consistent with the decreases noted in the world grid of vertical
cutoff rigidities for Epoch 1980.0 (Shea and Smart, 1983).

4. Conclusions

The location of the cosmic ray equator, as determined by the
trajectory-tracing mtethod, has consistently shifted in a northerly direc-
tion for the past 25 years between longitudes 280'E to 360°E, with a
maximum shift of - 0.16' per year. This change in equatorial location
should be measurable by latitude surveys conducted in this longitudinal
region.
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YERTICAL CUTOFF RIGIDITIES FOR SELECTED COSMIC RAY STATIONS
FOR EPOCH 1980.0

M.A. Shea and D.F. Smart
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, flanscom AFB, Bedford, MA 01731, U.S.A.

L. C. Gentile
E manuel College, 400 The Fenway, Boston, MA 02115, U.S.A-

ABSTRACT

Using the trajectory-tracing technique and the new 1980.0
geomagnetic field model, vertical cutoff rigidities have been
calculated for 98 cosmic ray stations and these values are
corpared with those calculated using earlier Epochs of the
geomagnetic field. In general there are significant decreases
in vertical cutoff rigidities in the Mexico, Central American
and South American areas; significant increases are noted in
Japan. Some of these changes are of such magnitude as to be
measurable over a period of several years.

1. Introduction

.Using the trajectory-tracing method and the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field model for Epoch 1980.0 (Peddie, 1982), vertical cutoff
rigidities for 98 locations have been calculated. These locations,
indicated by dots in Figure 1, include all cosmic ray stations believed
to be presently operating as well as sowe locations from which cosmic
ray balloon experinents are launched. In addition sore locations where
cosmic ray equipment previously operated are included.

4~

.00 3( ~l c

WSTl CS

Figure 1. World riap illustrating cosmic ray station locations (dots)
for which vertical cutoff rigidities have been calculated using the IGRF
1980.0 geomagnetic field coefficients.
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2. Method

The trajectory-tracing technique
was used to calculate the effective

* vertical cutoff rigidity for each of
these locations. All calculations
were made for an altitude of 20 kin;
the technique and procedure for ae-

ols( termining the effective vertical cut-
off rigidity are surrarized by Shea
and Smart (1983). The only signifi-

S. cant difference between the method
used for these calculations and the
method used for previous calculations
is that we have specified the 'verti-

____________ cal' direction as a geodetic vertical
rather than along a geocentric radial

Fig. 2. Vertical cutoff direction. This results in a rnaximum
rigidities for three difference of -0.2 degrees between
locations for various the geodetic vertical direction and a
Epochs. The charge in geocentric radial direction, with the
cutoff rigidity (in GV) rraxirium at mid-latitude locations.
is indicated by the
brackets. 3. Pesults

The effective vertical cutoff
rigidity values calculated for the 98
cosmic ray station locations are giv-
en in Table 1. In corparing these
results with those calculated for
previous Epochs (Shea et al , 1976)
we find that in general the vertical
cutoff rigidities are decreasing in
Latin and South America, in Southern
Africa and in India; increases are

_______ -,, noted in Europe and Japan.
o

_ _ _ _4. Discussion

The major changes over the past

25 years are dttributed to changes in
the geomagnetic field itself. Some

,.. of the major changes over this tine
period are illustrated in Figure 2
showing decreasirg vertical cutoffOj.Lo, rigidity at .uancayo and Mexico City
and increasing vertical cutoff rigid-
ity at Mt. Norikura. To put these

changes in their proper per-spective,
Fig. 3. Vertical cutoff Figure 3 illustrates the vertical
rigidities for selected cutoff rigidity changes at these
locations for various three stations as well as at selected
Epochs. locations in other parts of the world.
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T&BLE I. VERTICAL CLUfWF RICIDIT1S FO SE.LCTED ODtilC RAY STATIONS EPOC1 1980.0)

CJoGAPHIC R Q;z0A ?d IC
STAT1ON NAKE LAT LON (CV) STATIOD XA4E LAT LOW (CV)

Ahmedabad 23.01 72.61 25.77 Matsumoto 36.23 138.00 11.3
Alert b2. 50 297.67 0.00 ?Law.'son --67.60 62.88 0.20
Aligarh 2).91 7t.07 14.65 Mcurdo -77.85 166.72 0.00
Alma Ata 43.20 76.94 6.72 MeAlco City 19.33 260.8 8.56

ApatIty 67.55 33.33 0.01 itidura -3A.23 142.22 4.11
A the as 37.97 23.72 8.65 DIrcy -- 66.55 93.00 0.03

Belsk 51.83 20.80 3.13 NMi.ato 36.20 137.83 11.40
hoIogna 44.50 11.33 5.28 ,ot Blanc 45.80 4.52 4.6b
brisbnan. -.. 54 15).ul 7.02 horikura 39.70 141.13 10.23
Budapest 47.50 28.90 4.43 Mosco. 55.47 37.32 2.41

Buenos Alrez -34.5%8 301.50 9.71 P-oscoa Uoversity 55.73 37.t3 2.30
Cairo 30.03 31.15 12. 1(1 it. hLorlkura 36.12 137.56 21.44
Calgary 51.%8 145.91 1.ui lit. Washblciton 44.30 268.70 1.4.3

Cambridge Tunnel -42.85 147.42 1.88 1It. Wellington -42.92 14,7.24 1.80
C-ape To,-n -33.93 18. 47 4.65 Sraonak 6.97 33.'08 0.48

Chacaltaya -16.31 291.85 12.53 Mu sala 42.18 25.5M 6.33

Climax 39,37 253.82 2.95 Xagoya 35.01 136.90 12-14

College Scation 30.63 263.65 4.t2 Newark 39.68 284.25 2.10

barjeel n 27.03 8b.33 15.12 Norllrk 69.26 68.u5 (.59

Darin -12.42 130.87 14.09 ASovos1bir k 54.80 83.00 2.84

Deep River 46.10 -282.50 1.15 Oulu 65.00 25.42 0.28

Dourtbes 50.10 4.60 3.34 FalestIne 31.75 264.35 4.43

Dumoor Durvlle --t,6.67 140.02 0.00 ric d. Miidt 42.93 0.25 5,04

Durhan .3.10 289.16 1.61 FcatIna -41.62 146.8 2,08

El Inflernillo -3j.17 z29.72 10.61 roctcheftroom -26.70 27.10 6.94

Eabudo 35.20 253.59 .25 Fre~dgt atuhl 47.70 12.8-8 4.37
Fredericksb,rg 38.30 282.50 2.31 Kre'a 24.32 B1.24 15.71

Fukurh.l 37.75 140,48 10.59 LrQ4e 41.90 12.5z 6.31
Goose bay 5j.33 299.5b 0.61 S&kashlts 35.5tf 137.53 11.72

Grand C.nyon Caverns 35.53 246.58 4.61 SanAe -70.)G 357.c5 0.86

culnarg 34.7 24.42 11.59 San Jose dos Cacpob -23.23 3J4.15 10.90
Uermatus -34.42 19.22 4.5s Sapporo 43.08 141.35 b.28

Hotarc -42.90 142.33 1.85 Slaferopol 44.73 34.00 5..0

Hong Kong 22.'2 114.20 16.11 S&corro 34.04 253." 4.51

Hu.ancayo -12.05 284.t7 12.91 Sooth Pole -ij9.98 0.00 0.09

Inuvik 6.35 226.27 0.16 Sverdlovsk 56.23 61.07 2.23

Irkutsk 52.47 10 .v.3 3.63 Sydney -33.60 151.10 4.53

Jutigf rau ocu 46.55 7.98 4.63 TakcyaaA 35.22 139.62 11.97
Kerguelep ll. ud -4o. 35 0.22 1.14 Tashkent 41.33 69.62 7.1.8

Ka ba rovk 4b.50 135.20 5.45 Tbi If & 41.72 44.80 6.14

Kiel 5.4.33 10.13 2.33 Thule 76.55 291.16 0.00
)ZIev 50.72 30.30 3.57 tixlc eay 71.55 128.90 0.45
Koch1 33.52 133.55 12. '9 Tokyo-Itabarht 35.75 139.72 11.61
Koenjl 35.71 139.64 11.63 Taufteb -19.20 17. 8 9.15
Leeds 53.82 3%8.45 2.25 Turin 45.07 7.67 5.01
Lostnicky Stic 49.20 20.22 4.00 Uccle 50.80 4.36 3.13

Los Cerrillo4 -33.50 289.30 10.57 Vostok -78.47 106.87 0.00
?acul Station -33.45 289.40 10.59 Takutak 62.02 129.72 1.65

kagadan 60.11 151.01 2.10 Zugptee 47.42 10.98 4.36
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The discontinuity noticeable for some stations at 1975 is a result
of an undercorrection of the projected secular drift assigned to the
original IGRF Epoch 1965.0 coefficients. Magnetic field data obtained in
the last decade have shown that the observed secular changes in the geo-
magnetic field were, in general, larger in the forward direction than
those predicted using the initial IGRF time derivatives in 1965.

Although the absolute accuracy of the 1975 vertical cutoff rigidities
nay be suspect, the general trend of the rigidity values is real. At the
12th 1CRC Shea (1971) suggested that large decreases in the vertical
cutoff rigidity for stations such as Huancayo should be measurable from
neutron monitor measurements provided that the monitor itself was stable
over an extended period and provided that the modulated cosmic ray Inten-
sity returned to the same value (such as similar solar mininuim condi-
tions). Cooper and Simpson (1979) later found it was necessary to (-or-
rect the Huancayo long term neutron monitor data for vertical cutoff
rigidity changes in their analysis of the maqnetic rigidity dependence
due to the - 11-year large scale solar modulation.

Using the vertical cutoff rigidity values calculated for Epoch 1980
and those calculated for Epoch 1955, we find that the counting , -te of a
neutron monitor at Huancayo should have increased by 1.9% and the counting
rate of a neutron t:aonitor at Mt. Norikura should have decreased by 1.1"
over this 25-year period assuming that the galactic cosmic ray intensity
returns to similar levels over the ti- interval.

5. Conclusions

Vertical cutoff rigidities for cosmic ray stations using the Inter-
national Geomagnetic Reference Field for Epoch 1980 have been determined
by the trajectory-tracing method. Significant changes between the ver-
tical cutoff rigidities calculated using Epoch 1975 field coefficients
and those calculated using Epoch 1980 field coefficients have been found
for sor locations. Specifically, decreases in vertical cutoff rigidities
were calculated for Central and SoUth America, South Africa and India;
increases were calculated in Europe and Japan. However, long term changes,
i.e. those between Iq55 and 1980, are present, and these changes are the
direct result of secular changes in the geomagnetic field. If stable
neutron monitors were located at places where there are significant
changes in the vertical cutoff rigidity, such as at iancayo, Mexico
City and Mt. Norikura, they should detect a change in long term counting
rate as a direct consequence of the change in vertical cutoff rigidity.
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On the Correlation Between Asymptotic Directions of Cosmic Ray Particles
and Cutoff Rigidities in the Evolving Geomagnetic Field
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L. C. GENTILE
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The concept of geomagnetic optics. as described by the asymptotic directions of approach, is extremely
useful in the analysis of cosmic radiation data. However, when changes in cutoff rigidities occur as a
result of evolution in the geomagnetic field, there arc corresponding changes in the asymplotic cones of
acceptance. It has been demonstrated that the effect of geomagnetic disturbances on asymptotic direc.
tions of approach can be estimated for nonpolar locations from the corresponding change in the cutoff
rigidity. In this paper we show that the same procedure is apphcable with respect to the secular evolution
in the geomagnetic field, and that with this procedure it is possible to adjust reference publishted
asymptil( directions to other epochs if the change in cutoff rigidity is known.

I. INTRODUCNION the cosmic ray trajectories corresponding to rigidities larger
Cosmic ray particles reaching a location on or near the than R, have a similar structure that facilitates comparisons

earth travel along specific allowed trajectories through the between different configurations of the geomagnetic field.
geomagnetic field. In order to relate cosmic ray intensity vari- Fhickiyer et al. (1983o, h. 1986] have shown that gcomag-
ations observed by the worldwide network of cosmic ray sta- netic disturbances affect the cutoff rigidities in a predictable
tions to the cosmic ray flux in space the concept of asymptotic manner dependent on the strength and longitudinal structure
directions of approach was developed (see McCrucken et al. of the magnetic perturbation and on the longitudinal differ-
[1968] for a review). Using the asymptotic directions of ap- cnce between the magnciic perturbation and the observing
proach one can relate any specific cosmic ray particle arrival location. Furthermore. the changes in asymptotic latitude and
directiot, with a unique direction in space. For a cosmic ray longitude (down to the first discontinuity) also behave in a
particle with rigidity R. arriving at a specific location similarly predictable manner. Therefore the asymptotic direc-
(characterized by the geographic latitude. A. and the gro- lions of approach during perturbed geomagnetic conditions
graphic longitude. (D) from a direction of incidence (described can be deduced with considerable accuracy from the asymp-
by the zenith angle 0 and the azimuthal angle 0) the asymp- totic directions computed using the quiescent geomagnetic
totic direction of approach is given by the unit vector A(R. A, field ithe associated change in cutoff rigidity is known.
it. 0. 0) pointing in the reverse direction to the particle's veloc- For secular changes in the geomagnetic field it is possible to
ity vector prior to the particle's entry into the geomagnetic estimate the changes in cutoff rigidity from parameters that
field. The vector A is specified in the geocentric coordinate are more easily computed than cutoff rigidities, such as the L
system as asymptotic latitude. A (R). and asymptotic longitude, parameter [Mclhvain, 1961]. Smart and Shea (1967] shoved
4, (R). Only vertical arrival directions are considered here. that this parameter is well-correlated with the cutoff rigidity

The rigidity spectrum of cosmic ray particles arriving from and Shea et ol. [1985) demonstrated that the change in the L
a specific direction at any location in the geomagnetic field parameter is closely associated with the change in the geomag-
contains distinct fiducial marks. The exact rigidity values of netic cutoff. In this paper we show that the concept of deduc-
these fiducial marks are in general determined by the arduous ing the asymptotic directions from a known reference set can
and computer intensive process of numerical simulation of also be applied to changes resulting from the secular evolution
cosmic ray trajectories. In this paper we refer to R, as the of the geomagnetic field.
rigidity associated with the first discontinuity in asymptotic 2. GENERAL CONCEPT
direction occurring when progressively lower rigidities are
considered. The value or R, is always greater than or equal to In order to describe changes in the asymptotic directions we
the lowest rigidity at and above which all trajectory calcula- have defined the terms A,*(R) = A'(R) - )(R - AR,) and
lions yield allowed orbits. (For a detailed definition see. for AP,(R) - ,'(R) - 4/(R - AR,)
example, Cooke et al. (1985).) The significance of R, is that

where AR, = R t ' - R, represents the change in vertical cutoff
Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union. rigidity, and where the primed values refer to the evolved or

Paper number 6A8615. perturbed geomagnetic field and the unprimed values refer to
0148-0227/87/006A-8615S02.00 the reference geomagnetic field. For geomagnetic disturbances
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Fhikkiqer et at. [Il983b, 1986) found that A;*z0 o r low, 2
middle and high (but not polar) latitudes. For 5Ajk* only small
values on the order of several degrees were round down to
rigidities approaching the value or R,'. We describe the corre-2.

spondencc between the asymptotic dircctions in any evolved 4

Scomagnctic field and thc asymptotic directions in a referencec .
geomagnetic field byi

andTT

,AY(R) = 4,(R - tsRi) + ArP(R) (2)

The residuals AA*(R) and Aqo(R) are discussed in the next 0 0 51
seto.It turns out that for nonpolar locations and ror rigid- SR (Gv)

ihies froin the value of R I* up to several GV above this value Fi2.Maofteboutvlesf(hrsdasinsyptc
A.'(R) is approximately 7.ero and that Ao*(R) is. in general. Fonitu.Meorte asluteo value. otedb daveing ypovic
on the order or a few degrecs. all locations in Table 1. The error bairs represent the standard dev-

At rigidities below R,* no similar relations have been found. ation of lts,*(l6Rll for all stations in Table 1.
although coherent clusters of trajctories may be distorted
uniformly by magnetic changes%. It has been shown that the the absolute values of the residuals in asymptotic latitude,
main features of allowed and forbidden regions in the pecnum- l~e.b Rll. obtained by averaging
bra arc conserved to a certain extent in a perturbed geomag-
inetic field [Fhickirler et at.. 1979; FlUckiyrjcr 1982]. However. liS.(AfRlI = 1; Ri' + JSR) - . (R, + 5SRfl

the asymptotic longitudes of the allowed trajectories of the for c.ich value of ,SR over all locations in Table I The error
line detailed structure in the cosmic ray penumbra continue to bar,, represent the standasrd dc-,iatton of Vs~~~Ifor all stur-
be quasi-random. lions in Table I We indred find A)* z 0'. Figure 2 shows the

3. AliPLICA1ON corresponding result% for asymptotic longitude- %We finid that
for the secular variations of the geomagnetic field betwecon

We have compared the asymptotic dtrccttons for cosmic ray 1965 and 1980 the aserage absolute value of the residuals A55*
stations and world grid locations calculated by the trajectory- is on the order of a few degrees, a value which eats be ncgic, t
tracing method [McCracket et at.. 1965) for the International cd in most applieation-,
Geomagnetic Reference Fteld epoch 1980.0 (Peddie. 1982) For at few Ipirricular locations (e.g, world grid 45'N, 315'E)
with those calculated for epoch 19650 CIA GA Commission 2. the residuals in as oprotic longitude are larger li.ii 15' for
1969]. We would expect a close correspondence betweeccn the -,R - 0 1 (iV I low-ever, in an analysis, e g,- otn pitch angle
asymptotic directions above the rigidity of the first discrini dsriu dlr :t %olir particle event, this could have an
nuity according to equations (1) and (2). In ITable I we linus- c:fcci on~v whets the cosmic ray data from these specific Io-
Irate the comparison for locations where the absolute charge cations a.-~r~ii an.( heni the energy spct:rum is serv
in geomagnetic cutoff rigidity, AR,. twee~cn 196'. ndl~ 1 i
greater than or equal to 0.1 GV. Referring to qujticnr 0. the
asymptotic longitudes in this table are given for the rip.dniis 4 Cus>kot ( 'StuNS

R =AR + 51? for epoch 19650 and for R' R' # 3R fi r \C1.-0.tfrCSTlcrvprilso cn
epoch 1980.0, with (SR 0.0D. 0. 1. 0.2. 0 5, 0.75 ;-nd 1 0 GV An S.rI.CI- iitl~tfrcsi a arcc tSiiu
inspection of the table indicates that corresponding a~m iiiuidrnt and for rt-idizivs above the R, aloe (cii rcspondng

lotic longitudes for the specified rigtdity values are quite %iri. otefrt iotr~t isyt1uptitc direutiats 11rogr-ng

lar. The differences have to be related to the absolute changes down thronughi the rigidity sc~ale) the eorrespoiidetic between

in asymptotic longitude for a given rigidity which at m~any asymptotic dirctions of cosmic ray particlcs and cutoff rigi1J.

locations are more than 1OO" near the value of R, (or R,' if itics in the evolking geoniagnetic field betweets epochs 1965 0

R'> R,). and 19800 is cssentilyl the sanme as in a perturbed geottiag-

Figure I shows, as a runction of 6R, the arithmetic mean of nctic field. For tionpolar locations the as) mploltc dirctions in
an evolved geomagnectic field can therefore be obtained from a
-known" reference set of asymptotic directions if the change in

15- cutoff rigidity is knownr
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We have reexamined the relationship between -U-shaped- peak flux density microwave spectra and
solar proton events for -200 large (Sp (,:2 GHz) 800 solar flux units (dfull microwave bursts (1965-
1979) The radio spectra fell into two basic classes: U-shaped, with two maxima (z 800 sfu) in the range
frorn 2(X) M Hz to 10 (;Ili (59'.. ofh all cvents), and cutoff spectra, with a maximum 2!800 sfu at f1 2
Gliz and Sp (200 MHz) < IN) sfu (-INine percent of the events had "interinedtate' spectra with a
maximum 2 N800 sfu at f2 2 G147 and 100 %fu : Sp (200 MHz) < 800 sfu. We were unable to classify

15'., sf the events because oif incomplete data. The associations of the three classes of spectra with type It
and /or type IV) ineter wavelength buists and > lO-McV proton events of any size 1 0.01 protons cM-

s-'sr-) are as follows: U-shaped: type IIly (90".. of large microwave bursts with U-shaped spectra
are issociaited with type I:,IV events), protons )77"-4; intermediate: type IIV (791,,.. protons 173%).
and cutoff, type ll/IV 1221'.0. protons 133%). These statistics affirm various lines of evidence linking
coronal shock waves and interplanetary proton events. They also suggest that the meter wavelength
brinch Of the U-shaped spectrum may be attributable to second-phase (versus flash phase) accelerated
electrons We have examiined this latter supposition and find that it cannot be true in general in out
sample a type 11 event wvas in progrc~s at thc time of the peak of the lo-freqcuency branch for only about
half isf the bursts with U-shaped spectrum IU bursts) For these events we cannot rule out a possible
corntribution to the peak 200-%1147 flux from either the second harmonic of the type 11 burst or from flarr
s(ittinuunt of the type [C It. provided that the startinsg frequency of the fundanmental type 11 burst is

tX10 MlLz The low frequency branch of the U hurst appears to bec more closely related ito impulsise
pltive type III ctis-isin We note ithat the small sample of U bursts that lacked i~p II 'IV association is
also poorly associated vih proton events We conclude that the observed association betweecn U bursts
atnd priotin events probably results from the big flare syndrome rather than a close physical link between
these two phienomenai If the current National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration pre'icti'n
threshold of J I > 10 MeVI 10 protons cm - s sr- had been in effect during the period covered bN
our data base (I1965 1 9791, the U burst ")c% or it'" forecast tool would have had a false altrni rate if(

'0 70:.. and woldI have failed to proside warning for 40 50%t of the significant prompt pioton eseis.)
attributable to disk flares. We note that severil (eight of 46) of the prompt proton events -t Ji ( > to
McV) 2t 10 protons cot ' y r 'observed from 1965 to 1979 originated in flares that had relaut-elN
weak I S 300 sful burst emisstisn at 3()() MIlz

I IN lmI ROtUCtItION %,asc events with this spectral shaipe fhcrcriialier. 't f i..r

Catistlli et at, [1967] proposcd that the -1-shaped" peak occurring fromn 1966 to 1908 Ollirien a-: .s tatrd 1 4 the'-

flux denstty radito spectrum with high flux densities I Z 1000 flare bursts with prirncipail ( 2 0 dfi of abs-rlrt i '5!-, i-1

solar flux units (I sfu =- 22 W m - H- i)) at meter and by a 30-Nil'1 riometer) PCA events and 14 ith trinr 1 0

cetimeter wavelerngthts and a minimum in the decimeter dli) PCA's or proton events detected tsnlyr byh tlir n

range is the 'preferred spectrum- for major solar proton flares was unable to associate the three remaining U 1;1t v~l. a

This concept wats investigated in a series of papers by Castlll near-earth particle enhancement. Significantly. v. the teserse
and his coworkers (Casielli. 19W8 O'Brien. 1970; Casxtelli artd association, Ollrien found no caves of princira' s'CA's clurine,

Guielhce 1972; Caxtelli and Baorron, 1977; Cavtelfi and T'arnt- this period that were not associated with 'bursts (>ts:lli

slroin, 1978]. In the initial reports on this topic (Cctxtclli ef al. and Barron, [1977] compiled a compre' x is-e list of 81 LI

1967; Castelli, 1968], evidcnce was presented indicating that bursts in 1966-1976. For nine of these :sents a major proton
the U-shaped spectrum was a neccessary or almost necessary event (PCA) was in progress at the tIr.ic of the U burst. atnd no
condition for a solar flare to produce a polar cap absorption fresh injection of protons was observed. Seventy of the re-
(PCA) event. Thus Castelli et al. [1967) found U-shaped radio maining 72 events were associted either with PCA's 127 of
spectra for the three visible hemisphere "I'CA flares" of 1966. which had peak absorptiori :2.0 dlB) or satellite proton

In a verification of the utility of the U-shaped spectrum, Cvenits. For the same peni--rI 1966-1976, Cas5te)), and Tarn-
O'Brien (1970] compiled a comprehensive list of 30 micro- strom [1978] published catalog of 114 proton events that

were associated with Icarcs that did not have U-shaped micro-
Copyrtght 1985 by the American Geophysical Union. wave spectra. Sevtay-six of these events could he identified

Paper number 4AB326. with visible hcrrSpshere flares, and of these only three wkc
01 48-0227/85/004A-8326$05.00 principal PC.A r'senls. Thus the current Picture Of the rclation-
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ship betwcen U bursts and proton events is that the U-shaped Finally, questions abokt the physical interpretation of the
spectrum is (I) an almost suffcient condition (70/72 = 97%) U-shaped peak flux density spectrum have persisted since its
for the occurrence of an interplanetary proton event of any introduction. Castelli ci at. [1967] and Casrelli [1968] made
size and (2) an almost necessary condition (27/30 = 90%) for little attempt to provide an explanation for the observed as-
the occurrence ofa principal PCA (a 2.0 dB). sociation between U bursts and proton events. Subsequently.

Largely as a result of the efforts of Castclli and his col- Castelli and Guidice (1972] interpreted this relationship in
leagues. the presence or absence of a U-shaped spectroin is terms of a two-stage acceleration process. In their model, flash
used as a "'yes or no* indicator of significant pr o'-, accelcr- phase electrons accelerated downward toward the solar sur-
ation in solar flare bursts at the U.S. space forecasting centers face (or trapped on low-lying loops) give rise to the centimeter
in Boulder and Omaha [lleckan. 1979; Cliver et a/, 1978; wavelength branch of the U burst. The intensity of the micro-
Thinpson and Secan. 1979]. Morco-.er. the successful appli- wave peak (Z 1000 sfu in U bursts) served as an indicator
cation of the U burst as an indicator, coupled with the ability that the energy release during the impulsive phase was suf-
to view the sun through ,-louds at radio wavelengths, was a ficieni to produce a coronal shock wave (inferred from a type
significant factor in th . evolution of the worldwide solar radio II burst) through which the electrons accounting for the meter
patrol of the U S, Air Force [Catelli et al., 1973] and the wavelength branch of the U burst and the protons observed at
establishment of the present-day Radio Solar Telescope Net- earth were accelerated by means of a Fermi-type process. The
work [Guidice el al.. 1981] that monitors solar emissions in idea of two phases of particle acceleration in flares was pro-
the frequency range front 245 Mili to 15 4 GI posed by Wild e al [1963] and De Jayer [1969]. The picture

Dcpite the use of the U-shaped spectrum as a forecasting suggested by Ca.wcli and Guidice (1972] for the relationship
aid. however, certain qucstons about its development. prag- betvrcot the two stages is in qualitative agreement vith the
mrtic application, and ph,.ical interpretation remain unan- detailed model of Lin and liudvoti [1976]. Hoyvever. since
•,ied S W Kahler (private comnmunication. 1980) and G Chier ci t [1983h. c] have shovn that significant (J( > 10

I' Simnelt (private communicatio, 19801 pointed out that MeV) 10 protons cm- s I sr it proton events can be as-
ceriirn ceents in Castclli and Ilarron's list of S I events did not sociated with relatively small (Sp -- 9 GHlzl < 100 sfu) micro-
iplcar to satisf% the stated detinition of a U. burst, while other wac bursts, as was also indicated by Casitli arid Tarrisro,,:
ccnts vAhose peak flux density spc,:tra conformed to the deli- [1978], the cxiplanition of the I1 burst-proton relationslip
nilon "crc romitted Sonic-of tie difficult lies rsi the definition proposed by Castclli and uidicc is problematical Neverthe-

tf (he U shaped spectrum used 63, Casielli and Barron, be- less, Lin [1970] and Siest, a and Frit:ot-a-Sceskoa [1974]
.iusc it conlins no mention of the allowkablc separation in hase noted an association bctw.een type II bursts anid inter
timei betwecn peaks at difl'rent frcqucncies. For certain events planetary proton events, and it would be interesting to scc if
ti (atelh i,icad laroris [1977] (hereinafter CB) list (ecvents 6, large flare bursts with the t,-shaped spectrum are prefer

17, ". and 61) the low-frequerCn., maximum occurs from 10 to entially associated ",,ith type II bursts in comparison with
5'0 Trim alter rhe lO-GHLt peak In t.o of these events (events large non-U bursts. Without such additional cvidencc for a

I and 61)I the -200-MlIi citssiton did not begin until 2 15 physical link bctwen U bursts and proton events (te inch
n:n after the ccititncter ve aelcngth max inum Constructing nation is to dismiss tirle U burst-proton event asociation is mi
peak flu density spectra Irom ditcrete frequency peaks sepa- example of the big flare syndrome [KaIler. 1,2ti]. perhaps
rtid h, tens of minutes strains the crcdibility of the U burst useful for forecasting purposes but incapable of pros ding i-
a, .a forecast tool land as a meaningful physical construct), sights ott the problem of proton acceleration in flare,, In css-
,sice gicn enough tunic and the relaive high frequency of ence the big flare syndrome stares that a flare that i promi-
bursit at the longer wav.elcngths. unrelated rnicrosave and nent in one energy or wavelength range tends to be prominent
meter w aclength bursts might he combined to give U-shaped in all and cautions about oerintcrpreting assoctatiois/corrc-
•,.e ,r.t While the appropriatcness, of the inclusion of these lations observed in samples of big flares
aind other lesents 10. 20. 25. 34. 36 and 55) events on the U In this study we classify the peak flux detisity spectra of all
,;r,t lit of ClB is debatable, oilhcr cvcnts that satistied the large (Sp (1 j2 GHe) -: 800 sfut radio bursts ohserved from

I[;-,,aped spectral critcria svcrc omaited from the list. Well- 1965- 1979 and compare the associations of bursts of different
defined examples of such events occurred on September 4. spectral classes with interplanetary proton events and type
1966 (0-17 UT). March 4. 1967 (1716 UT1), March 21. 1969 II!IV bursts. In addition, we examine the nature of the low-

(1334 UT). January 14. 1971 (1122 UTI, and March 6, 1972 frequency branch of the U-shaped spectrum and conduct a
S1116 LIT). search for necessary conditions in the radio domain for the
From our perspective a riore fundamental question than occurrence of a significant (J (> 10 MeV)I 110 protons ci 2

the classification of individual events in previous studies of s-' sr - proton event.
U-shaped spectra and proton events concerns the basic meth- In section 2 we discuss our data sources, event selection
odology of these studies. Despite the considerable effort that criteria, and bcrst classification procedures. The various statis-
has been expended on investigatios of the U burst-proton tical associations are presented in section 3. and a summary
event relationship, no systematic study to classify the peak and discussion of results arc contained in section 4
flux density spectra of large solar bursts into different types
and then to compare the proton association of non-U types 2. RADIO ANt) PtoToN DATA (1965-19791
with that of the U bursts has been undertaken. Thus at pres-

ent, we know neither (1) the approximate fraction of large Radio Data Sources
radio bursts that have U-shaped spectra nor (2) the degree of For both discrete and sweep frequency radio data we relied
association between large bursts with non-U spectra and primarily on the Quarterly Bulletin of Solar Activity (QBSA)
proton events. Until these questions are addressed, it is diff- for events occurring before 1969 and Solar Geophysical Data
cult to assess the value of tire U burst as a "yes or no" forecast ISGD) for subsequent years. It is important to note that, for
tool, since it is not known how well it discriminate% against consistency, only tabulated data were used Reference was not
large microwave bursts of S lcct t spectril type imde either to published burst profiles or to the Sagamore
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ill strip chart data, which we have archived for the years that we had no reason to doubt. Examples of ccrts with
1966-1981. relatively narrow band decimetric features in their spectra are

given in Figures 2b. 2c, 3b. 3c, 4b. 6h, and 6c. Atf- 200 Mjjz,
Setlc io C'riferw peak flux densities reported by different stations observing at

I our search for large microwave bursts occurring during closely spaced frequencies can vary by a factor of 2- 5 or more
this Iriod wc used the rollowing selection criteria: (I) (Figures 1c, 3h, 3d, and 4a). It seems doubtful that variations
Sp > XO sfu at f2! 2 GCiz. and 121 85 E 4' - 85'W, where of this size could be due to faulty calibration, since the differ-
Sp is the peak radio flux density and i/ is the longitude of the ence would also appear in the daily measurement of the quiet
associated Ii flare. We considered only frequencies 2 GHz, sun flux. Rapid spectral variations in the burst emission at
since this frequency serves as a nominal divider between the these lower frequencies may play a role, although for certain
decinttetric wavelengths. where intene narrow band features cases, large discrepancies were noted in the reported peak flux
often occur without significant associated microwave emission, densities of observatories monitoring the same nominal fre-
and the centimcric wavelengths, where spectral variations are quencies. We suggest that the significant differences often ob-
typically smoother [cf. Kundu, 1965]. 'he ; 800 sfu level is served near 200 MlHz result from the effects of different time
roughly equivalent to Castelli and Barron's Z 1000 sfu level constants on bursts with fast time structure or from nonlinear
I he solar longitude critcrion %%as adoptcd to screen out events receiver response for large cvents Since both of these effects
occurring close to. or 'yotid. the limb for which the radio will tend to reduce observed peak flux densities (assuming that
s ource nsay have been parthall occulted A complete listing of one does not over correct for nonlinearity), we favored the
the 193 icrowave evcnts satifying these selection criteria higher reported values in events with widely divergent peak
and their associated 117. s..eep frequency radio, and proton flux densities at 200 MHz. This decision alTected the spectral
data ire given by ('hicr t al [ 195] classifications of 12 events.

While observatories may report the tislicak flux den-
(. '.i strut. nqj S"p'cr sites of several maxima at a given frequency in a complex

Sceral oif the 193 cvcnts had more than one reported peak burst, this practice is by no means standard and often only the
In ther flux densitv t nc profiles Illat satishied our Sp ( 2 largest peak is reported. This is a particular problem at the
Glil > 800 sfu selection criterion (eg. tw ko of the large lower I< I GII,) frequencies, where the largest peak may not
burst, in Ihe August 1972 sequence) For such eve-nts we con- occur until late in the event [-or 10 events vih insufficient
,iructed spectra at the time of the largest peak at the highest spectral data at the anchor time. howe.er. it was possible to
frequency for which ohscrvations were reported Since second- infer the spectral shape by using peak fluxes reported laicr (or
ars (late) peaks in microwi.v e oiutbtursts tend to hase their earlier) in the event as tipper linits
ii.alxuia at progrcssicl., Io cr frcquencies [Kw. 1968. Kuoler,

19S21,. this procedure wkas designed to selctC tle initial major Spectral Clhspsen

p k in the listed ccirs While this tactic did not ali.in, in Despite the o,.casional conplexity that may present itself in
IuL i dentif) tIhe irst repor ted centimcer ,,iclengih peak the peak lux density speod uin of a n) gi ,en cvent. 'e fourd
_Stt sfu, it did ensure a cvrnsisitit approich to le data. \,. that "e were able to classify tie 'pect ra of the I'll events

considcrcd only tosc Is.%er -frcqucncs tix density maxima hstcd b Ch cr -ti tl [1985) into tvo hasic groups and an
thit fell within a 5 tn sliding a itdo cotiaitg the highest- Intermediate type The doririni spectral tpe w a, the 1.1
freqtecy highcst-tlus "anchor tMC No t%o discrete fre- shape tha|t composed 59/. (113/1911 of thc sample hor a pe.,k
qilencs mi|i.t that 'setc used to determine thlie peak flux flux densiy spectrum to be classihed as t;-sha ped. are required
dcnsit 'pectrum could be scparated in time bs N more (halt 5 (I) sp ectral maximum 2 8(00 sfu at sorie frcqucncv f/: 2
mn lhe S mm A idth of the time %ido,' %,itS arbitrard Gllz, (21 a second maximum - 800 sfu at some frequenc,
lioscn. and whilc it still may be too large to provide ph',si- I > 2X) NM71t below that of criterion I and 13) a spectral
call 

, 
neaniigful spectra. it is at irnpro cricnt on the rcla. trninmu at some frequency bcteen that of the maxima in

I11s, open i'ndcd approach of ( I nII prcicie, laige micro- criteria I and 2 (but - 10 Giii) "it(h a flux dcnity salue
vac bursts often have their maxima occurring aithin 1-2 rumin sigiicanly ( 2! 40%) below those of criteria I and 2
at frequtncies across the spectrum The above definition allos a %ariety of spectra to be clas:-

The reported peak flux densities ai [ic 5-mm window were flied as U-shaped. A number of examples of this spectral t)pe

pltted as a function of frequency on log-log graph paper are shown in Figures 1-3. 1igure I contains eamples of the
fl-igures 1 6). We considered only frequencies 200 Milt "classic" U burst spectrum with the low-frequency flux densiyr
%%ith the exception of Boulder 1184 MIli.. Visual its were maximum occurring from - 200 to 500 MHz Approximatel',
made through time plotted points ror each event At frequencies 75"1,, of the U bursts in our sample had this type of spectrum.
> 2 G1li it was relatively easy to construct a consensus peak - 20% had their lower-frequency maximum in the range from
flux density spectrum from the plotted points, owing both to >500 Mliz to 2 Gtlz. Figures 2a. 2c, 2d, and 3a-3d give
the smoother spectral and temporal variations at these fro- seven of the 15 cases of U bursts that had their low-frequency
quencies and to the reasonably good (10-20% variations peak at f. I G111. The events in Figure 2 were on CB's list.
('la,|us et al.. 1973; Kahler, 1982a]) intercalibration of the while those in Figure 3 were not

worldwide patrol. Below 2 GI1, and especially near 200 At this point it is of interest to compare our list of events
Mliz. the situation becomes more difficult. The narrow band with U-shaped spectra to that of CB for the period in
features in the decimeter range present a particular problem, common from 1966 to 1976 Of the 85 previously identified U
since one cannot be sure whether an apparent pronounced bursts during this period (81 from CB and four added by
spectral variation is real or the result of an erroneous report C.stelli and Tarnstrom [1978]). II occurred either at or
by a single observatory. The procedure we eventually adopted behind the solar limb (4 > 85), and were not considered for
at decimeter wavelengths was close to a "connect the dots" our list. For 15 other events on CB's list we were either unable
approach, smoothing out minor variations that could be due to classify the peak flux density spectrum because of msuffi-
to calibration dilTerenccs but following exactly large variatons cicit data in the 5-m windo, (10 cases) or arrived at a

Q8
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Fig I. Examples of the classic U-shaped spectrum with the low-frequency maximum occurring near 200 MHz. Events
in Figures Io and lb were on Castelli and Barron's (1977] list of U-bursts. while events in Figures Ic and Id occurred after
the period they considered. In Figures 1-6, crosses indicate doubtful or uncertain flux density value, and downward
pointing arrows indicate upper limits Uncertainties in measured peak fluxes at frequencies >2 GHz are typically
< ± 20%. Difference-s in reported values at f:5 2 Ghz may be substantially larger (factors of 2-10), as can be seen from
these figures. Note that ihr origoin of the y axis or the plots in Figures 1-3 is at 10 sfu compared to I sfu in Figures 4-6.
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Fdgn .IExamples or U-shaped peak flux d wnsity spctra that had their lowr-frequency maximum in the dccintricrange. Each or'these events was on Cos(ellh and Barron's [(1977] U burst list.

different classification (five cases). Thus there wcre 59 events in these 25 events would not have been classified as U bursts if
the intersection of our U burst data sets for the common years spectral maxima ;> 1000 sfu (versus Z-800 sfu) in the meter/dt-
of these studies. In addition. we idcnlificd 25 events during cimeter and centimeter wavelength ranges had been required.
this period that were not included on the U burst list compiled This would account for their absence from the CB list. By the
by CB and Castelli and Tarnstrom but satisfied the U-shaped same standard, ho e.,vcr, three other events on their list might
spectral criteria that we adopted. We point out that 13 of be excluded.
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rig 3. Examples of U-shaped peak flux density spectra that had their Iower-frequency maximum in the decimetric
range. The.c, events were not on Catelli and Barron's (1977] list.
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Fig. 4. Examples of microwave bursts with what we have termed -intermediate- peak flux density spectra. The
classification of the event on February, 11, 1970 (Figure 4a), was affected by our decision to favor the higher reported flux
values near 200 MHL The spectrum of the event on January II. 1973 (Figure 4b) has i decimetric component. shile that
of January 8, 1979 (Figure 4c), is relatively flat in the meter and decimeter range.
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WFig. 6. Examples of large microwave bursts with cutoff or quasi-cutoff spcctra. The events on October 15. 1974 (Figure

6b), and July 1I, 1978 (Figure 64L exhibited a decinsetric: components In their spectra.
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For 52 of the 165 events for which we were able to deter- lite sensors, but fluctuations at this level are common, and it is
mine spectra a >.800 sfu maximum at f;> 2 GHz was not difficult to confidently associate these small increases with
accompanied by a maximum with Sp : 800 sfu at a lower flares [cf. Kahler, 1982b: van Holleheke et a/.. 1975). For the
frequency. In many cases the high-frequency emission was ap- period from January 1965 to May 1967 we relied on the
parently unaccompanied by any emission 't lower frequencies, proton event classification of Smart and Shea [1971), as used
and emission would appear to taper smoothly down from the by Svestka and Simon [1975], to determine thc logarithm of J
centimeter wavelength maximum and cut offat frequencies Z (> 10 MeV). For the period from May 1967 to May 1973 we
I GHz- In other cases the spectrum was U-shaped, but the were able to make this determination directly from the > 10
lower-frequency maximum did not have Sp ;> 800 sfu. Still, in MeV data acquired by the Johns Hopkins University Applied
a few other cases the spectrum below the centimeter wave- Physics Laboratory (JHU APL) experiments aboard IMP-F,
length peak neither cut-offcompletely nor turned back up but -G, and -1 and published in SGD. For the years 1973-1979 we
remained relatively flat at a given flux-density level. To dis- worked with the 20-40 MeV data collected by the JHU APL
tinguish between these various types of events, we adopted the sensors aboard IMP-H and -J. For this differential channel a
following classification scheme. We classified events as having peak flux of > 10- protons cm- ' s- I sr - I MeV - corre-
intermediate peak flux density spectra for which: (1) a spectral sponds to a peak > I0-MeV flux of J ;> 10-2 protons cm-2

maximum ;> 800 sfu occurred at f 2 Gll. (2) no significant s sr if one assumes a spectral slope of - 3 [van Holleheke
ISp > 800 sfu) spectral maximum occurred at a frequency et al., 1975). We subtracted the background due to earlier
lower than that of criterion I (down to 200 MlIz), and (3) cvents when determining log (J). We made note of all cases
Sp(200 MHz) ,! 100 sfu. This set ofcriteria distinguishes these where a fresh injection of protons from a given event might
intermediate events from those having "cutol, or "quasi- have been masked by a proton event already in progress or
cutoff" spectra for which criteria I and 2 also apply, but for where an injection of particles near the time of the flare in
which criterion 3 becomes Sp (200 Mllz) < 100 sfu. Thus question may have, in fact, been due to a more likely candi-
microwave bursts of the intermediate spectral class have peak date parent flare
200 MHz emission between that of U bursts and cutoff events. We note that for the period May 1967 to May 1973. Svestka
We point out, however, that the occurrence of a decimeter and Simon [1975] and Dodson et al [1977. 1978] listed 7 of
wavelength peak with Sp 800 sfu automatically qualified an the 193 events ;is only being sources of low-energy (< 10
event as a U burst in our classification scheme (assuming that MeV), low-flux ( < 10- 2 protons), or non-ncar-earth (> 60'
it met the other stated criteria) regardless of the peak flux from the earth-sun line) proton events. Four of these particle
density of any reported 200-MItz burst. events were associated with U bursts, two with cutoff events,

While for many of the events having cutoff spectra, emission and one with an unclassified event
appcarcd to be cut off well above 200 Mllz, we know from
experience that many and perhaps a majority of the smaller Major Proton Events. 1965-1979

c.cnts (Sp < 100 sfu) at 200 MHz go unreported [cf. Roclofet By examining the proton association of the 113 U bursts in
al. 1983]. Thus the cutoffevcnts arc not necessarily those for our sample we can determine a false alarm rate for the U
"hich no low-frequency emission was observed but rather arc burst forecast tool for predicting proton events above a given
evcrits for which the peak 200-MNiz emission was significantly threshold. To determine the fraction of major proton events
down (a factor of 8 or more) from its centimeter wavelength that are associated with U bursts, we compiled a list of the 46
maximum. In all cases where no event was reported near 200 prompt proton events with J (> 10 MeV) , 10 protons cm -z
MHz (184-328 Mllz) we checked the published patrol times s- ' st- ' (above preevent background) occurring from 1965 to
to see if a station (e.g., liraiso. Gorky. Sagamore Hill) was. in 1979 that had unambiguous visible hemisphere (85'E (h
fact. observing in this frequency range. If a station were ob- < 85°W) parent Hor flare associations The J (> 10
serving and did not report an event, we assumed that Sp MeV) 10 protons cm- 2 

s sr- threshold is currently in

(- 200 MHz) < 100 sfu use at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Eighteen of the 193 events in our data set (9%) had inter- (NOAA) Boulder forecast center [Ilecman, 1979]. This is the

mediate peak flux density spectra and 34 (18%) had cutoff same list of events that was used in the study by Cliier et al.
spectra. Examples of intermediate spectra are shown in Figure [1983c]. A complete listing of these events with their associ-
4, and examples of cutoff spectra are given in Figures 5 and 6. ated data is given by Cliver et al. [1985].
Examples of intermediate and cutoff spectra with decimetric
peaks are shown in Figures 4b, 6b, and 6c, respectively. 3. DATA ANALYSIS

We were unable to classify the peak flux density spectra of
28 (15%) of (he events in our data sample. The most common Peak Flux Density Spectral Type Versus Proton Events
reason (20 cases) for our inability to construct a meaningful In Table I we present our results on the association of
spectrum was the lack of data points, particularly at low fre- proton events with large radio bursts of different spectral
quencies, within the 5-min sliding window, types for the 193 events in our sample. To allow for particle

propagation eflects, we have divided Table I into two parts.
Proton Data corresponding to western hemisphere and eastern hemisphere

For the proton associations of the 193 events we used the events. We have further divided the events from each hemi-
work by Svestka and Simon [1975], reports by Dodson et al. sphere into "clean" and masked or ambiguous cases. The clean
[1977, 1978]. and the published list of van Hollebeke er al. events are those in which the flare association is unambiguous,
[1975) for the years 1965--1972. We made the associations and a fresh injection of > 10-MeV protons is observed above
ourselves for the subsequent years. We considered only in- the flux background, either quiet or disturbed, existing at the
creases for which the logarithm of the peak near-earth > 10 time of the flare. In the right-hand section of Table I the
MeV flux had a characteristic - -2. Somewhat smaller in- associated value of the logarithm of the > 10-MeV peak flux
creases, with log (J) < -2, can be observed by existing satel- refers either to the level of the enhanced > 10-MeV flux at the
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TABLE I. Peak Flux Density Spectral Class Versus Proton Event followed by a proton event %th J (> 10 MeV) e 10 protons
Size cm s- sr - [ ec kan, 1979]. If we consider only western

Logarithm of > lO-Mcv Peak Flux hemisphere events, we have 22 successes versus 21 false alarms

for a false alarm rate of 49% (21/43). To determine the
Ambiguous or number of false alarms. we added the number of U bursts

-Clean- Cases Masked Events without proton association to the number of U bursts with

Spectral Type a2 1 0 -1 -2 <-2 :2 1 0 - -2 clean and ambiguous/masked proton associations for which
the characteristic of log (J > 10 MCV) was -_ 0. We did no;

Western Ilemtisphere* consider the eight masked or ambiguous cases for which the
U-shaped 10 12 4 3 2 3 2 6 3 4 2 peak > 10-MeV flux was above the prediction threshold. Only
Intermediate 2 2 I 2 I 1 1 I 48% (22/46) of the large J (> 10 MeV) z 10 protons cm -' s- 'Cutoff 1 2 I 1 2 5 -tutlfid 1 2 2 sr proton events would have been successfully forecast byUnclassified 1 2 1 1 2 1 1I s

the U burst tool. We note that even if the longitude range
Uasern Iemiph'ret from 85°E to 85'W comprising all of the 46 large events is

U-shaped 2 4 4 7 8 14 I I 6 6 considered, the success rate is still only 61% (28/46), while the
Intermediate I 2 I I 2

Cutoff t I 9 3 3 2 3 false alarm rate is 73% (75/103),
Unclassified I I I I 4 I 2 6

Radio Signatures of Alajor Proton Events

*Total of 49 -clean- cases and 36 ambiguous or masked events While Clirer er al. (1983c] demonstrated that a strong cen-
tTotal of 62 -clean- cases and 46 ambiguous or masked events timeter wavelength emission peak (i.e., Sp > 100 sfu) is not a

requirement for a prompt proton event with J ( > 10

time of the microwave burst in question (masked events) or to MCVI ;> 10 protons cm -' s- ' sr - ' to occur, it might be sup.

the peak level of the time-related proton event that, in our posed that a prominent (; 1000 sfu) lower-frequency (200

judgment, was probably not due to the burst under consider- Mliz) emission peak remains as a necessary observable for

ation (ambiguous events). significant particle acceleration in (or escape from) flares That

Considering the clean cases only, the percentage association this is not the case is shown in Figure 7, where a histogram of

of protons with the three spectral types is given in Table 2. Sp ( - 200 Ml4z) for the parent flares of the 46 large proton

The high degree of association between U bursts and proton events is presented. Even though we used the largcst

events for western hemisphere flares supports the evidence -200-Mliz flux density peak reported by any observator) on

presented by CB, indicating that the U burst is an "almost patrol (and occurring at any time during the listed H!Y flare),
sufficient'" condition for the occurrence of a proton event of eight events (seven, if we ignore March 7. 1970 [cf Chtver et

any &tie lhowevcr, we note that the large western hemisphere al., 1983c]) had Sp I - 200 MHz) :< 300 sfu Thus neither the

flare bursts with intermediate and cutoff spectral classifi- high-frequency ( -9 GHz) nor the low-frcquency (-200 NI Hz)

cations also have significant proton association (71 and 75%. branch of the cla.,,tcal (i.e.. Sp Z 1000 sfu) U burst appears to

respectively). Since the number of western hemisphere events he a requirement for the occurrence of a large, prompt proton

of these two spectral types is small, it may be appropriate to event.

increase our sample size by considering the percentage associ- Work by Pick-Guiimarin C1961]. Hrvey [1965], and Castelli

ation of the three spectral types with protons for flares oc- and Tarntrom [1978] indicated that the integrated microwave

curring anywhere on the visible disk (85"E > 0 < 85 W). As flux density E. obtained by taking the product of the burst

expected, the percentage association for U bursts is smaller mean flux density and duration, might be an important pa-

when the whole sun is considered. The proton association for rametcr in regard to proton acceleration in flares [cf. Kundu

the intermediate events is constant over the full disk, although o"d Haddock, 1960]. In particular, the Pick-Gutmann and

the total number of cases (11I) is still not large. For the entire Castclli and Tarnstrom studies suggest that an integrated flux

sun. however, the percentage association of the cutoff events density F0  10 ' 1 m 2 Hz is a requirement (or thresh.
t3 3%) begins to distinguish itself from that of the U bursts old) for the observation of a PCA event. However, this value
(77%) and the intermediate events (73%. Although we cannot of E, is relatively small and can be achieved by a predomi-

rule out the propagation effect as the cause of the weak proton nantly thermal burst (gradual rise and fall or postburst i-

association of the eastern hemisphere cutoff events versus that crease) with a mean flux density of 15 sfu and a duration of 2

of the U bursts, we note that the longitudinal distribution in hours. In fact. with the possible exception of the August 21,
this hemisphere of ,,are bursts of the three spectral types with 1979. event [Cliver et al.. 1983b] the weak impulsive phase
.'clean" proton circumstances does not appear to favor either proton events discussed by Cheer et al. (1983c] had values of

the U bursts or the intermediate events compared to the E, > 10- ", primarily because of their long durations. Since

bursts with cutoff spectra. The median eastern hemisphere Ion- there is no apparent close physical link between thermal

gitude for such events in each spectral class is as follows: U microwave emission and nonthcrmal energetic protons [cf

bursts (38". 39 events), intermediate events (50*E, 4), and
cutoff events (29E, Il). Thus in a consideration of the re- TABLE 2. Percenta-e Association of Protons With the Three
lationship of microwave peak flux density spectra to proton Spectral Types
events of any size the U-shaped spectrum is differentiated pri- Spectral Type West East Total
marly from the cutoff spectrum that is deficient, and in many
eases apparently lacking, in 200-MHz emission. U burst 91% (31/34) 64% (25/39) 77% (56/73)

Intermediate 71% (5/7) 75% (3/4) 73% (8/1I)
The U Burst as a Forecast Tool Cutoff 75% (3/4) 18% (2/1I) 33% (5/15)

To derive a false alarm rate for the U burst forecast tool, we Values in parentheses are associated events out of total number of
counted as successes only those cases in which a U burst was events.
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15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
LOG S0 i'200 MilZ)

I ig 7 Ilistogram of the reported peak flux den,ity At - 200 MHz for the parent flares of the large (J > 10
MV) 2 In proton, n % -' %r '). prompt proton event% that were observed from 1965 to 1979. I-or each event %c took
the large. tlux den siy reported by any observatory on patrol near 200 MIz (184-328 Mt]z) during the lime of the
a'socio cd H, dik 6I5 I , 0 - K5 WI tare Note that ,,.ral 18 of 46) of these events have relatively weak ( : 300 sfu)
emission at -200 M I

Kahlcr, 1982a]. the concept of an integrated microwave fhov related to protons in contrast to cutoff events because of their
density 'threshold" for proton acceleration in flares may be higher-percentage association with type Il/IV events. We
misleading [cf. Cluer et al.. 1983c] should be able to check this supposition directly by corn-

At this point it is of interest to compare the U-shaped spec- paring the proton association of U bursts (and cutoff event,)
trum as an "almost necessary" or favorable condition for a that were accompanied by type i and/or type IV emission
significant proton event with meter wavelength phenomena with those that were not. However, as can be seen from Table
that have been linked to proton acceleration, specihcally type 3, the control group of U bursts without type ll/IV associ-
II bursts [Lit, 1970; Svestka and Frir:ota.Stestko'a. 1974] altion is relatively small. We found only II U bursts that
and type IV bursts [Bell. 1963, and references therein; Ma- lacked both type 11 and type IV associations. Nine of these 11
%ell et al, 1964; Kaliler, 1982h] We find that type II and type c'ents were associated with eastern hemisphere flares For two
IV bursts are associated with the 46 large J (> 10 MeV) > 10 of these nine events, possible proton events were masked by
protons cm- 1 s- ' sr-' proton cvcnts in the following percent- small (log J :s - 1) events in progress, while only one of the
ages: type I1, 80/6 (35/44): type IV, 84% (36/43): and U burst, remaining seven events was associated with protons (-2) at
65% (28'43) We emphasize that these percentage associations the level (2 -2) considered. Of the two western hemisphere
were obtained strictly on the basis of data reported in SGI) events, one was masked (- I) and one was unassociated. Thus
and QEISA A reexamination of the sweep frequency records only one of the eight clean control events (albeit seven of these
might rvesal possible type 11 events (e g., Maxwell [1973] and from eastern hemisphere flares) was associated with a

oh"n and Krmqecr [ 1973] reported possible type 11 bursts for > 10-MeV proton event. For comparison we note that 74%
two flares in the August 1972 sequence for which no type II 123/31) of the clean eastern hemisphere U bursts with type II
burst was initially reported in SGD). Nevertheless, in view of and/or type IV bursts had proton association. The seven clean
the perceivcd link betw4en type I1 bursts and proton events it eastern hemisphere U bursts without type Il/IV association
is interesting that 20% of the largest proton events observed had a median longitude of 45' . slightly less favorable than the
from 1965 to 1979 did not have obvious associated metric 31 clean eastern hemisphere U bursts with type UI/IV associ-
type II bursts.

Microwave Spectral Class and Type Il/I V Bursts TABLE 3. Association of Sweep Frequency Bursts and ProtonEvents With' Peak Flux Density Spectral Classet
Because of the statistical relationship between U bursts and

proton events and between type II/IV bursts and proton Associated Phenomena
events we have examined the associations of type I[/IV bursts Full Disk
with large microwave bursts of different peak flux density Spectral Type II Protons

spectral types. In Table 3 it can be seen that the percentage Type Type Ill Type II Type IV and/or IV "'Cean- Cases
association of microwave bursts of different spectral classes
with type if/IV bursts parallels their association with proton U-shaped 93% 70% 73% 90% 77%
events (85E ' 85"W). We note that the microwave (109) (73)

Intermediate 72%"/ 61%,. 67% 78%/ 73%events with cutoff peak flux density spectra also appear to be (18) (It)
deficient in type III bursts. The statistical results in Table 3 Cutof" 34% 12% 19% 22% 33%
are consistent with the current picture [e.g.. Lin and Hudson, (32) (15)
1976: Kahhr et at., 1978. Cliver et al., 1982; Mason et al., Unclassified 80% 68% 68% 80% 67%196 Kll'rc a.178 lve i t 98;Mao f t.(25) (121
1984] that the protons observed at earth are accelerated at a

shock front, and it appears that the U bursts are preferentially Numbers in parentheses equal total number of events
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ation. 38' . A consideration of the associations of cutoff events type Ill burst was in progress during the low-frcquency maxi-
with and without type Il/IV bursts and proton events is also mum (or ended 0.5 min before the 200-MHz maximum or
hampered by small numbers, although the results are consis- began <0.5 min after it), since these emissions are a character-
tent with the overall statistics presented in Table 3; three of istic component of the impulsive phase [Katie, 1974] The
the five clean cutoff events ( 16E median longitude) with type results of the timing 7omparisons were as follows;
)I/IV association were rclated to > 10-McV events as opposed
to two of 10 clean cut-off events (20'E median longitude) with- In Progress at Time of 200-MHz rcNak
out I.pc il/IV association. Type II only 19% (20/103)

At this point it is instructive to consider some of the cutoff Type II and type Ill 30%
events thait have proton association in greater detail. For the Type III only 44%
event on October 27, 1968 (log (J) - I). H. Tanaka [see Neither 7%
Sveska and Simon, 1975. part 2) reports type IV emission
beginning at 1307 UT. -30 min after the initial peak 2800 We caution that as pointed out by Sresika and Fritzoia-

sfu and near the start of a major (Sp (5 GHz) = 860 sfu) burst Siestkora [1974]. it is impossible to tell if type III and the
20D-MHz emission maxima arc exactly coincident without

that we consider to be a secondary peak [cf. Cliver, 1983] in 2xamz ession maxima re e autl co icn theut
an extended flare event. Similarly, for the event on November examining the sweep frequency records because typically these
16. 1970 (log (J) = - I. the type Il/IV event begins at 0112 org type III bursts last ror several minutcs and arc composcdof tens of individual bursts.
UT. - 20 min after the initial 800 sfu peak but near the From these figures if can be seen that the FC 11 and typ - II
maximum of a significant (Sp (9.4 Gi-z) = 1030 sfu) burst ap- emission could contribute to the peak 200.Mtz emission n U
parently associated with the same Ha flare. For both of these bussin at m o t o the ca assm ingethat ith strt

bursts in a( most - 50% of the cases, assuming that the start-
events, 200-MHz bursts were reported only in association with ing frequency of the fundamental type I1 emission is 1 100
the later peak. These events indicate that it may be misleading MHL For the 21 U bursts in our sample that occurred during
to expect the spectrum of a single peak in a complex micro- Culgoora observing hours we were able to check the starting
wave burst to tell the entire story in regard to a flare's associ- frequencies of the associated type 11 bursts from a compilation
ation with type Il/IV bursts and protons. For the above cases by Rohivson el aL. [1983). Harmonic emission started at fZ
it is tempting to speculate that the flares evolved from a com- 200 MHz for only about half of these evcnts, (11/21 52')
pact to an open magnetic field structure [cf. Pall aicini et al., [cf. Maxwell and Thompson, 1962], although for those events
1977]. where the type U1 was in progress at the time of the 200-MHz

peaik, harmonic emission began at f > 200 MHz in 71%
Timing of Type H Burst and 200-Mit: Peak (10/14) of the cases For 51% of the U bursts in our sample a

Giver, the statistical associations between type II bursts, type I1 burst was either not observed, ended prior to, or began
protons, and U bursts (and the relative deficiency of type II >0.5 min after the peak of the 200-MHz emission. A compari-
emission and proton association in the cutolT events). it seems son of the peak 200-MHz flux densities of these U bursts
logical to ask if the shock wave observed by way of the type II (51%) with those of the type 11 coincident events recealcd no
burst, and, presumably, accelerating the protons, might in marked differences between the two distributions. The median
some way account for the low-frequency branch of the U- 200-MHz flux value of the type It coincident events (3400 sfu)
shaped spectrum, particularly the high fluxes often observed is larger, as might be expected, but the median value for the
near 200 MHz. There are two possible ways that the type II noncoincident events (2000 sfu) is also well above the mini-
burst could account for, or contribute to. the 200-MHz radi- mum value (Z 1000 sfu) required for the classical U burst.
ation. First, the type 11 itself is generally an intense emission Since the 200-M~lz peak is coincident with type Ill emission
with flux densities ranging from -50 to several thousand for 74% of the U bursts examined, it appears that flash phase
solar flux units [Kundu. 1965]. For those events with rela- electrons are primarily responsible for the low-frequency
tively high starting frequencies, emission at the second har- branch of the U-shaped spectrum.
monic would be in the 200-Milz range and thus might con-
tribute to the low-frequency branch of the U-shaped spectrum. 4. Dtscussio-
About one third of type 11 bursts have fundamental starting
frequencies > 100 MtHz [Maxwell and Thompson. 1962]. and Summary

-60% of type 11 bursts exhibit harmonic structure [Kundu. From this study of the peak flux density spectra of nearly
1965). Second, a possible way in which a shock wave might 200 large (Sp ( a 2 GHz) > 800 sful microwave bursts and
contribute to the 200-MHz emission that often comprises the their associated proton and sweep frequency emissions we
low-frequency branch of the U-shaped spectrum is through have found the following:
the flare continuum emission designated as FC 11 by Robinson I. There appear to be two basic peak flux density spectral
and Smerd [1975]. This emission follows the type 11 burst at types: (I) U-shaped, with two maxima ;t 800 sfu in the range
any frequency and is thought to be due to shock-accelerated from 200 MHz to : 10 GHz (59% of all events) and (2) cutoff.
electrons trapped in a large-scale magnetic loop (Robinson, with a spectral mr:ximum ; 800 sfu at f 2 Gliz and Sp (200
1978]. To see ifeither the type If or FC I could contribute to MHz) < 100 sfu (18%). Nine percent of the events had what
the 200-MHz emission in U bursts, we determined if the as- we termed intermediate spectra with a spectral maxi-
sociated (it'any) type it burst was in progress at the time of the mum a 800 sfu at fa 2 GHz and 100 sfu :5 Sp (200
200-MHz peak (within the sliding 5-min window) for each of MHz) < 800 sfu. We were unable to classify 15% of the events
the U bursts in our sample. We counted as concomitant those in our data sample.
cases in which type it bursts were in progress or began within 2. If the current NOAA proton prediction threshold of
:0.5 min after the average peak time at 200 MHz. Since the J(> 10 McV) e 10 protons cm -1 s-' sr-i had been in effect

low-frequency branch of the U-shaped spectrum may be due during the period covered by our data base (1965-1979), the U
to flash phase accelerated electrons, we also looked to see if a burst "yes or no" proton event forecast tool would have had a
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falsc alarm rate of -50% and would have failed to provide a somehow uniquely related to intcrplanc!:-r k ,oton events. Vc
warning for -50% of the significant prompt proton flares attribute the high percentage association (31 of 34 western
attributable to disk flares during this period. These figures hemisphere cases) of these phenomena to the fact that U
apply if proton event warnings had been issued only following bursts arc gcncra~ly (90% of the time) accompanied by type II
U bursts associated with western hcmispherc flares. If warn- and~for type IV bursts indicative of a second-stage process
ings had been made following U bursts from anywhere on the .r. a s'.,.k C.
sun (85"E > 0 : 85"W) the false alarm rate would have been
73%, and 39% of the significant proton events would not Tie Low-Frequeny Branch of the U-shaped Spectrum

have been predicted by this method. Kundu and Vlahos [1982] have suggested that the U-shaped
3. The associations of flare bursts (85'E 85*W) of spectrum is a reflection of nothing more than the fact that

different peak flux density spectral type with type II and/or there are two different sources of burst radiation, one for cen-
type IV bursts and with > 10-MeV proton events of any peak timeter wavelengths and one for decimeter wavelengths, with
intensity (>0.01 protons cm-' s

-
' sr- ' ) 

arc as follows: U- different electron energy distributions and different magnetic
shaped, type II/IV (90%/ protons (77%); intermediate, type fields. In this study we asked whether the two emission
II/IV (78%). protons (73%); cutoff type lIlIV (22%), protons maxima might not also reflect different acceleration processes
(33%). for the radiating electrons that give rise to the separate

4. In 74% of 'he microwave bursts with U-shaped spectra branches of the U-shaped spectrum. In particular, we enter-
the 200- MHz emission peak occurred during a type IIl event tained a picture in which a shock wave might account for the
For 49% of the U bursts a type II was in progress during, or low-frequency (-200 MHz) branch of the U-shaped spectrum.
began ; 0 5 nin after, the peak 200-MHz emission, either through emission from the second harmonic of the type

5. Several (eight of 46) of the proton events with J (> 10 II t,urst or through flare continuum (FC 11) radiation [Rohi-
MeV) > 10 protons cm- ' %- I sr- 1 (1965-1979) originated in son,. 1978] in those cases where the starting frequency of thc
visible hemisphere flares with relatively weak (Sp 300 sfu) fundarnc:ital typc 11 burst is Zl O0 N1117 We found that IhI,
associated 200-NlIIz emission. picture cannot obtain, in general, since a type II burst was ir

progress at the time of the low-frequcncy maximurn (ioti-
The U Burst as a Prediction Tool nally at 200 M1l) for only about half of the U bursts in our

The pessimistic picture of the U-shaped peak flux dcnsity sample. This conclusion is based on the assumption that the

spectrum as a proton prediction tool that we have presented shock either does not exist or is incapable of accclerming

in this study contrasts with that of earlier studies [e.g., Castlr icetrons prior to the occurrence of a type II burst In 74% of

.nd Barron, 1977]. We point out, however. that the dilrereticcs tie cases the peak 200-Milz emission in U bursts occurred at

in our results stem primarily from (I) ihe use of a lower event the time of reported type ]il emission, suggesting that the

prediction threshold than was previously used, i.e., J(> 1O low-frequency branch of the U-shaped spectrum is primarily

MeV) 10 protons cm-2 s-I sr I [lIleckman. 1979] versus due to radiation from flash phase electrons In fact, since both

J Z 40 protons cm- s-' sr- t [Ca.stclh, 1968: Judanv ard the sssilg frequency and intensity of type Ill emission can bc
Adams. 1969; Castelli and Tartnstrorn, 1978] and (2) the obscr- expected to increase with the size of the associated microwave
vation after 1976. the final year considered in studies by Castel- (hard X ray) burst [Kate. 1981]. it scenis likely th.at for the U
h and Barroni [1977] and Casteli and Tarnstrom [1978]. or bursts the low-frcqucncy branch is often due to the type III

four large (J > 40) proton events that originated in flares with burst itself. In this context we note that in addition to having

non-U microwase spectra. Despite differences in the basic ap- relatively weak proton and type 11 associations the cutoff

proach (and the classification of several individual events) be- events in our sample were also deficient in type Ill emission

tweetn ours and the earlier studies, our results pertaining to the
U burst as a forecast tool are in general agreement with those U Bursts and tine Pfig flare Syndrome
of Castelti and his coworkers for the prediction threshold and The large (Sp ( 2 Gllz) 800 sfu) microwave bursts exam-

the time period they considered. Moreover, until a more reli- tned in the study tend to have U-shaped peak flux density
able early indicator of proton acceleration/escape in flares is spectra (59%. 113/193) and to be associated with type ]I/IV
identified the U burst tool (or variants [cf. Akinyon f, t, bursts (76%, 139/184) and > l0-MeV proton events (69%.
1979]) will likely continue to be used in combination with Ir 77/I II). However, the small number of events with U-shaped

and sweep frequency radio signatures at solar forecast centers. spectra that lacked both typ, 11 and type IV emission were
Nevertheless, the recent observation of four large (J Z 40) poorly associated with interplanetary protons. This argues

proton events associated with microwave bursts with non-U that the type Hi/IV burst is the critical observable for particle
spectra underscores suspicions raised in other studies [e.g., acceleration and not the U-shaped spectrum. The f, ct that the
Kahler, 1982ab; Cliver et al., 1983c] that the U-shaped spec- statistical association of the cutoff bursts with proton events
trum may not have a strong physical connection with the parallels their associations with type Il/IV bursts provides ad-
process by which the protons observed at earth are acceler- ditional suppo, for this contention. In addition, we note that
ated. Even for the J Z 40 events that were preceded in -80% for the majority of the U bursts in our sample the high fluxes
of the cases by bursts ,with U-shaped spectra, the wide vari- often observed near 200 MHz appear to be more closely relat-
ation in spectral shape among events like April 6, 1971 (Figure ed to type Ill emission than to the shock wave (type II burst)
2c) with a large decimetric peak and weak 200-MHz emission, that is presumably accelerating the protons. Thus we conclude
events like July 7, 1966, [Svestka, 1976, p. 193], and January that the U-shaped spectrum at both high (- 10 GHz) and low
24. 1971 (Figure 3b), that are classified as U bursts because of (-200 MHz) frequencies is primarily an impulsive phase phe-
relatively sharp spectral variations in the decimetric range, nomenon and that the observed statistical U burst-proton as-
and the more classic types such as March 24, 1966, and No- sociation is probably due to the big flare syndrome [Kahler,
vember S. 1974 (Figures Ia and Ib). make it difficult to em- 1982a] rather than the result of a direct physical connection
brace U bursts as a special class of microwave bursts that are between these two phenomena. The observation that the
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cutoff events arc deficient in type Ill as well as type 11 eniis- bme. A., The time behavior of the continua during the initial stagec

sion relative to the U bursts, however, suggests that a less of type IV bursts. Sid. Phys.. 24. 457. 1972a.
diret or'~one-reoved conectin ma exit beweenthc . A,. Spectral behaviour and proton effects of the type IV

U-shatpodspect-umoand" pronnton meayonit the the o broad band continua. SOt. Phjs.. 25. 478. 19720.
U-shpedspecrumandprotn aceleatin i tha th pr b 6hme, A.. and A. Kruger. On the type IV bursts of August 2. 4 and

ability of shock frm~ation (type I/protons) in these large 7. 197Z. Collected Data Reports on August 1972 Solar-Terrestrial
flaes~ apparently increases in more open magnetic field struc- Events. Rep. UAG-28. part 1. p. 260. World Data Cent. A for
ltes (type Ill/U burst). Sol.-Terr. Phys.. Boulder. Colo. 1973.

Castelti. J. P. Observation and forecasting of solar proton events,
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pesnted ma with eletoincte impulstive hase iofs all ares. tivity. J. Geophys. Res- 82. 1275. 1977.

cratd aongwit elctrns n te imulsve has ofallflaes. Castclli. J. P., and D. A. Guidic. On the classification, distribution,
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